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Abstract
Designing large ultra-lightweight structures within a fluid flow,
such as inflatable hangars in an atmospheric environment, requires
an analysis of the naturally occurring fluid-structure interaction
(FSI). To this end multidisciplinary simulation techniques may be
used. The latter, though, have to be capable of dealing with com-
plex shapes and large deformations as well as challenging phenom-
ena like wrinkling or folding of the structure. To overcome such
problems the method of embedded domains may be used. In this
work we discuss a new solution procedure for FSI analyses based
on the method of embedded domains. In doing so, we are in par-
ticular answering the questions: How to track the interface in the
embedded approach, how does the subsequent solution procedure
look like and how does both compare to the well-known Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach? In this context a level set
technique as well as different mapping and mesh-updating strate-
gies are developed and evaluated. Furthermore the solution pro-
cedure of a completely embedded FSI analysis is established and
tested using different small- and large-scale examples. All results
are finally compared to results from an ALE approach. It is shown
that the embedded approach offers a powerful and robust alter-
native in terms of the FSI analysis of ultra-lightweight structures
with complex shapes and large deformations. With regard to the
solution accuracy, however, clear restrictions are elaborated.
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1Introduction
Objects of interest within the scope of this work are inflatable mobile light-
weight hangars for the application in aerospace industry (See figure 1.1). Pur-
pose of such a hangar is to cover aircrafts ranging from smaller propeller
machines up to large scale passenger aircraft both from civil and military ser-
vices. The advantage of such a structure is obvious: It offers the possibility to
flexibly and quickly build up and position a hangar without occupying expen-
sive and rare space permanently. This allows a fast reaction to current needs
such as the protection of single aircraft from weather influences or the setup of
a provisional operating base while being protected from external surveillance.
Figure 1.1: Example of an inflatable hangar - Adopted from [1]
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In order to ensure functionality and safety, prior tests regarding the struc-
ture’s behavior within the environmental fluid, i.e. an air flow, are essential.
Here the investigation of the respective fluid-structure-interaction is of par-
ticular importance due to the lightweight concept being strongly affected by
e.g. wind loads. Physical tests in this regards are, however, very costly since
the lightweight concept does typically not allow for any scaling of the model
to smaller sizes. This means, that a physical test always requires a very
cost-intensive full-scale model. That is the reason why people are particu-
larly interested in the powerful as well as resource- and cost-efficient virtual
design analysis, which in this case means a computational analysis of the fluid-
structure interaction (FSI).
Requirement for the corresponding coupled simulation, though, is the ability
to deal with large deformations, wrinkling or folding, respectively. To this
end a simulation technology based on the method of embedded domains1 is
developed at the International Center of Numerical Methods in Engineering
(CIMNE). The method of embedded domains is an alternative methodology
for the computation of partial differential equations and as such offers the in-
teresting advantage of efficiently dealing with complex boundaries and large
deformations where a body-fitted technique like the Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian method (ALE) for examples uses an often expensive moving domain
discretization (“Moving Mesh”). Particularly in the scope of fluid-structure
interaction analysis, the embedded methods allows to separately handle the
different physical entities without having to account for a specific interface
model. Instead different overlapping discretizations (“‘embedded meshes) are
used. See figure 1.2 for an illustration of the different approaches.
In this context, the goal of the present monograph is 1) the further develop-
ment of the at CIMNE developed method of embedded domains such that it
may be used for large-scale CFD and FSI problems and 2) the evaluation of
1In literature also called “immersed” or “fix-grid” methods
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the method compared to the well-known ALE approach. In doing so the tasks
were split into two key topics: first the interface tracking in the embedded case
and second the setup and comparison of the FSI solution procedure in both
cases. For the interface tracking in the embedded method, level set techniques
were to be implemented and verified. In terms of the solution procedures the
goal was to develop and implement different mesh-updating strategies in the
ALE-case as well as mapping techniques for the embedded method. Hence dif-
ferent test scenarios of coupled fluid-structure problems were to be developed,
set up and simulated in order to finally compare the methods. For the sake
of software modularity focus was here set on partitioned solution techniques.
Furthermore in order to keep the computational costs of the coupled analyses
as low as possible, parallelization techniques ought to be applied throughout
the entire implementation phase.
(a) Body-fitted approach (Explicit in-
terface model)
(b) Embedded approach (Background
mesh)
Figure 1.2: Different approaches in a coupled fluid-structure interac-
tion analysis - The figure shows an example structure within a surrounding
fluid domain.
The software environment was generally given by the CIMNE in-house mul-
tiphysics finite element solver “Kratos”. For the partitioned analysis further-
more the simulation environment EMPIRE (“Enhanced Multi Physics Inter-
face Research Engine”, Technical University Munich) was to be used. So an
additional specification arising from this context required the set up of an in-
3
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terface between both software frameworks in order to be able to use the full
functionality of EMPIRE together with all features in Kratos. Perspectively
the goal is to use Kratos via EMPIRE together with the at the Technical Uni-
versity Munich (TUM) developed structural solver “Carat++” in a common
partitioned FSI-environment. This shall allow to combine and consolidate ca-
pabilities of either software package and hence the knowledge of either of the
related research groups.
Based on all the aforementioned goals, the present monograph is organized
as follows: In the first section (chapter 2 to 4) the theoretical background re-
garding the analysis of coupled fluid-structure problems is given. Here it starts
with a discussion of the single field problems which subsequently is extended
and merged to the fundamentals of coupled fluid-structure analyses. In both
cases the above stated and newly in Kratos implemented method of embedded
domains is introduced in detail. Part of the theoretical framework is also a
discussion of how in both approaches the computational efficiency may be im-
proved. This includes the presentation of parallelization techniques as well as
spatial search algorithms specifically applied in case of the embedded method.
In the second section then (chapter 5 to 6) the different applied software pack-
ages as well as the corresponding software interface are described. Here the
contents are presented in a very application oriented way in order to provide
a documentation for future users.
In the third section (chapter 7) the first key topic of the present monograph is
elaborated, i.e. the interface tracking in the scope of the embedded method.
Here we answer the questions regarding how to track the interface with two
overlapping meshes and how does this affect the corresponding solution quality.
Therefore different geometry examples, from a generic structure to a large scale
Formula One car, are investigated. Furthermore in this context, different
fluid problems are simulated with the embedded method and subsequently
evaluated.
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Having discussed how to track the interface in the embedded case and knowing
about the situation in a body-fitted approach, the fourth section (chapter 8)
is dedicated to the second key topic of this monograph, i.e. the actual solution
procedure with fluid-structure simulations using either of the aforementioned
methods. Here the different developed process steps are elaborated and evalu-
ated in detail giving finally a complete overview of the entire solution process
in both cases. With all the implementations then at hand, two solution ex-
amples of fully coupled problems are presented which eventually allows for a
comparison of the two different approaches.
Finally all the results are briefly summarized and contrasted to the above
stated goals.
In order to facilitate the understanding of the later presented developments,
the two process flows corresponding to the two different solution approaches
as they were established in Kratos, shall be outlined here in advance (1.3,
1.4)2. For now, they shall just give an idea about the necessary steps to es-
tablish a coupled fluid-structure simulation using one of the above mentioned
approaches. In the later course of this monograph then, whenever a feature
is discussed or developed, its integration into the overall process is illustrated
by means of these two charts. This allows to see importance and impact of
single developments in a more general context.
2Note that both of the depicted processes show a partitioned analysis
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Figure 1.3: Partitioned FSI simulation using the ALE approach
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2Fluid and structure as
uncoupled fields
In the following the mechanical fundamentals of fluids and structures shall
be discussed together with their numerical treatment, i.e. their spatial dis-
cretization via FEM, their time discretization using different time integration
schemes and their solution by some selected procedures. Both fluid and struc-
ture will be regarded as a continuum. Consequently their formulation will be
similar and based on classical continuum mechanics. Given this assumption,
the chapter will start with a brief introduction into the general description of
motion according to basic continuum mechanics. Actual differences between
structures and fluids from the point of view of their mechanical description
will be elaborated in the later course of the chapter. Afterwards the method
of embedded domains will be introduced into the context of classical fluid me-
chanics. Particularly the relevant element formulation will be of interest here.
A discussion of how to impose corresponding boundary conditions will finally
close the chapter.
2.1 Lagrangian and Eulerian description of motion
In continuum mechanics there are different ways to describe motion. We will
focus in this context on the most established ones for each the structure and
8
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the fluid. For detailed information in this context, the reader is referred to
the classical textbooks of Malvern [2] or Donea [3] and Cengel [4].
In the referential description the motion is described with respect to a refer-
ence configuration in which a particle X of the continuum is located on the
position X at time t. It is called Lagrangian description when the reference
configuration coincides with the initial configuration at t = 0. In elasticity
theory the initial configuration is typically chosen to be the unstressed state.
Within the Lagrangian viewpoint, one keeps track of the motion of an indi-
vidual material particle by recording the position x of a particle X at a time t
linking its material coordinatesX to the spatial coordinates x via the function
χ:
x = χ(X, t). (2.1)
Computationally this means that each individual node of a discretized domain
is permanently attached to an associated material particle at any point of time
as shown in figure 2.1. When the motion results in large deformations and
therefore large distortions of the computational mesh, this method approaches
a limit and might even fail due to excessively distorted finite elements which
are linked to the material particles.
Figure 2.1: Lagrangian viewpoint - The computational grid follows the ma-
terial particles in the course of their motion (adapted from [3]).
9
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On the contrary, the spatial description - also called the Eulerian description
- avoids such difficulties by considering a control volume fixed in space. In
that case the continuum is moving and deforming relatively to the discretized
domain of the control volume. We do not keep track of the motion of an
individual material particle, rather we observe how the flow field at the fixed
computational mesh nodes is changing over time by introducing field variables
within the control volume. For example, the spatial description of the velocity
field can be defined as a field function g of the spatial coordinates x and the
time instant t:
v = g(x, t). (2.2)
In this equation it becomes obvious that there is no link to the initial configu-
ration or the material coordinates X. Moreover, the velocity v of the material
at a given node of the computational grid is associated to the velocity of the
material particle coinciding with the node. It is also possible to conclude from
the flow field at given nodes to the total rate of change of the flow field when
following a particle that moves through the fluid domain. This is done via
the material derivative which basically links the Eulerian and the Lagrangian
description. Applied to a pressure field, the relation is as follows:
DpDt =
∂p
∂t
+ v · ∇p, (2.3)
or correspondingly for the velocity field, it reads:
Dv
Dt
=
∂v
∂t
+ v · ∇v. (2.4)
The first part on the right hand side is called the local or unsteady term de-
scribing the local rate of change and the second part is the convective term
constituting the rate of change of a particle when it moves to a region with
different pressure or velocity.
Table 2.1 is supposed to contrast the most significant advantages and disad-
vantages of the two descriptions of motion. In order to combine the advantages
10
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of both Lagrangian and Eulerian description of motion the so-called Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian method (ALE) has been developed. This method will be
treated in chapter 3.2.2.
Table 2.1: Comparison of Lagrangian and Eulerian description - The
table lists the main advantages and disadvantages of both viewpoints[5].
Lagrangian description Eulerian description
Allows to keep track of the history-
dependent material behavior and to
back-reference from the current con-
figuration to the initial configuration
of any material particle.
Does not permit to conclude from
the current configuration to the ini-
tial configuration and the material
coordinates X.
The coincidence of material particles
and the computational grid affects
that the convective term drops out
in the material derivative 2.4 lead-
ing to a simple time derivative.
The computational mesh is decou-
pled from the motion of material
particles resulting in a convective
term (see formula 2.4). The numer-
ical handling of such a convective
term leads to difficulties due to its
nonsymmetric character.
Following the motion of the particles
might lead to excessive distortions of
the finite elements when no remesh-
ing is applied what in turn can cause
numerical problems during simula-
tion.
Due to the fixed computational mesh
there are no distortions of finite el-
ements such that large motion and
deformation in the continuum can be
analyzed.
Is mostly used in structure mechan-
ics, free surface flow and simulations
incorporating moving interfaces be-
tween different materials (e.g. FSI).
Application especially in the field
of fluid mechanics (e.g. simulation
of vortices). Following free surfaces
and interfaces between different ma-
terials comes along with larger nu-
merical effort.
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2.2 Computational fluid mechanics
Within this chapter the fundamental formulation of the fluid mechanical prob-
lem, that is applied throughout this monograph, shall be introduced. Thereby
we will first discuss the governing equations, their numerical discretization in
space and time as well as an established solution procedure. Unless stated
elsewhere, we will restrict ourselves to a Eulerian description of motion. Fur-
thermore in this context we will focus on finite element techniques as well as
the fractional step solution method, which both accounts for the later appli-
cation in problems related to fluid-structure interaction. In all explanations
we will closely follow the theoretical basics given in [3], the implementation
and solver related details from chapter 3 in [6] and some specific research re-
sults in terms of the finite element method for fluid analysis elaborated in [7, 8].
In the second part then a newly developed embedded approach shall be in-
troduced, with which simulations, comprising highly deforming structures in
a CFD context, shall be eased significantly. In here we will explain, based
on the finite element method, both the new modeling technique and its cor-
responding immanent assumptions. It shall be of particular importance here
that the latter assumptions are introduced critically and if necessary linked
to corresponding investigations contained in the later course of the present
monograph. All of the explanations will furthermore be kept general in that
sense that it can be easily transferred from a shear CFD to a fully coupled
FSI analysis.
2.2.1 Governing equations
The first step in describing the mechanics of a material, including fluids, is
the assumption about the underlying material model. We will in the following
rely on the continuum assumption which models the material as a continuous
mass rather than for instance as discrete particles1. Based on this assumption
1A famous particle-based model in computational fluid dynamics is e.g. the Lattice-
Boltzmann-Method.
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any material is governed by the conservation of linear momentum:
∂
∂t
ρv +∇(ρv ⊗ v) +∇ · σ − ρb = 0, (2.5)
the conservation of mass:
∂
∂t
ρ+∇ · ρv = 0, (2.6)
and the conservation of energy.
∂ρE
∂t
+∇ · (v(ρE + p∗)) = ρg · v +Q+ Ψ +∇ · q, (2.7)
where v is the velocity vector, ρ is the density, p∗ is the physical pressure, b
the body force vector, E the sum of internal and kinetic energies, q the heat
flux vector, and Q and Ψ are the internal heat generation and internal heat
dissipation function, respectively. The equations here are written in conserva-
tive form, which means they are arranged such, that they actually show that
the overall change of a quantity is zero, i.e. the quantity is conserved. Note
that the system is completely coupled, i.e. a solution of one equation is not
possible without taking into account all the others.
Now we will introduce the following assumptions: 1) All state variables are
continuous in space so their derivatives exist, 2) the fluid is considered to be
incompressible, which yields
∂ρ
∂t
= 0 , ∇ · ρv = ρ∇ · v, (2.8)
and 3) the fluid is considered Newtonian, with constant viscosity, where
σ = 2µ∇Sv − p∗I = µ∇2v + µ∇(∇ · v)− p∗I. (2.9)
Here, σ describes the Cauchy stress, µ the dynamic viscosity, ∇S the sym-
metric part of the velocity gradient and I is the identity matrix. In fact the
latter assumption about the material constitution represents the only major
13
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difference between the description of a fluid, as it is done here, and the de-
scription of a structure whose constitutive relation is typically given in the
form σ = C. Note that the latter is based on the actual strains  rather than
the strain rates ∂∂t as they are implied in (2.9).
A consequence of these assumptions is, that the energy conservation is not
anymore necessary to sufficiently describe the mechanical system. Thus for
an incompressible flow, instead of four governing equations (conservation of
momentum, mass and energy as well as the constitutive equation) we only
have two simplified partial differential equations with the two independent
state variables p∗ and v2. The remaining two equations with all the above
assumptions included are known as the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
(NSE), which are typically given in the non-conservative form:
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v − ν∇2v +∇p = b (2.10a)
∇ · v = 0 (2.10b)
Here ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity and p = p∗/ρ the kinematic pressure.
Note that the NSE describe a non-linear, coupled dynamic system.
Eventually we have the choice to either express v w.r.t. a stationary coor-
dinate system, where v corresponds to the physical velocity at a given fixed
point in space (Eulerian approach) or a moving coordinate system (Lagrangian
approach), where v is determined from the point of view of the moving fluid
particle. These approaches can also be combined in a generalized formulation
in order to be able to resolve the dynamics of the different domains in an FSI
context, as we will see later.
To ensure that the system has a unique solution and to make the problem well
posed, it is finally necessary to prescribe exactly one boundary condition at
2Note that the velocity is a three-dimensional vector actually resulting in four independent
state variables. The number of equations within the NSE increases accordingly.
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each the Neumann and the Dirichlet boundary. The NSE hence pose a classical
boundary value problem where a strong imposition of the latter boundary
conditions reads:
v = vD ∀ v on ΓD (2.11a)
−pn+ 2νn · ∇Sv = tN ∀ tN on ΓN (2.11b)
The assumption of initial conditions in the form
v(x, 0) = v0(x) ∀ v in Ω (2.12a)
p(x, 0) = p0(x) ∀ p in Ω (2.12b)
completes the problem formulation. Having now mathematically formalized
the underlying physics. We have to discretize the NSE in order to solve it
numerically.
2.2.2 Discretization
The NSE can be discretized in various ways both in time and space. All so-
lutions throughout this monograph, though, were computed based on a finite
element discretization in space and finite difference schemes in time which is
why the latter techniques shall be introduced in the following. We will thereby
follow an idea which in the literature is called the method of lines.
The method of lines is a usual practice in finite analysis of time-dependent
problems. In here we are first discretizing with respect to the spatial variables
from which we obtain a system of coupled first-order ordinary differential
equations (with respect to time). The latter is called the semi-discrete system.
Then to complete the discretization of the original PDE, we integrate the first-
order differential system forward in time to trace the temporal evolution of
the solution starting form the initial point v0(x).
15
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2.2.2.1 Spatial discretization
Within this section it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic
concepts of the finite element method using variational calculus.
Given the NSE, its weak form is obtained by multiplying (2.10a) and (2.10b)
with the test functions ω and q respectively. The corresponding weighted
residual formulation reads:
∫
Ω
(
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v − ν∇2v +∇p
)
· ωdΩ =
∫
Ω
(b) · ω dΩ (2.13a)∫
Ω
(∇ · v) q dΩ = 0 (2.13b)
By performing an integration by parts of the viscous term and the pressure
gradient term in the momentum balance and each applying the divergence
theorem the final weak form of the NSE is obtained as:
∫
Ω
∂v
∂t
· ω dΩ−
∫
Ω
ν∇u · ∇ω dΩ−∫
Ω
p · ∇ω dΩ =
∫
Ω
b · ω dΩ +
∫
ΓN
ω · tN dΓN
(2.14a)
∫
Ω
(∇ · v) q dΩ = 0 (2.14b)
It can be seen from the equation, that by this approach we have naturally
produced a Neumann boundary which is now given in a weak formulation as:
∫
ΓN
ω · tN dΓN =
∫
ΓN
ω · [−pn+ 2νn · ∇Sv] dΓN (2.15)
where n describes the boundary normal. In this weak formulation the Dirich-
let boundary terms vanish since the test-functions ω and q are by definition
zero on the Dirichlet boundary. This implies that, given that vD is part of
the solution of the NSE, the Dirichlet boundary conditions are automatically
fulfilled. One important practical example of a Dirichlet boundary condition
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is the application of no-slip-conditions on walls.
At this point it shall be mentioned that for the imposition of slip boundary
conditions by contrast, we may partially integrate (2.13b) such that we get:
∫
Ω
(∇ · v) q dΩ = −
∫
Ω
v · ∇q dΩ +
∫
Γ
qv · n dΓ (2.16)
Then we split the boundary term in parts where we want to enforce slip-
conditions and parts where we do not. This may read:
∫
Γ
qv · n dΓ =
∫
Γslip
qv · n dΓslip +
∫
Γrest
qv · n dΓrest (2.17)
By simply omitting the computation of the slip-boundary integral during the
simulation, i.e.
∫
Γslip
qv · n dΓslip = 0, (2.18)
we imply that the velocities v along this parts of the boundary are in a weak
sense perpendicular to the local boundary normals n. This basically reflects a
tangent sliding of the fluid along the respective walls and hence an imposition
of a slip boundary condition.
To finish the spatial discretization we introduce linear shape functionsN(x) in
order to approximate v and p as well as ω and q. Here a Galerkin formulation
is used where shape functions and test-functions are of the same kind. By
assuming Einstein’s summation convention, the approximation reads:
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p(x) =
∑
i
Ni(x) · pi, (2.19)
v(x) =
∑
i
Ni(x) · vi, (2.20)
q(x) =
∑
i
Ni(x) · qi (2.21)
ω(x) =
∑
i
Ni(x) · ωi, (2.22)
Plugging these interpolations into the weak form of the NSE given by equa-
tion (2.14a) and (2.14b) we obtain the following semi-discrete form of the
incompressible NSE:
M
∂v
∂t
+C(v)v − νLv +Gp = F
Dv = 0
(2.23)
where on elemental level
M = ρ
∫
Ωe
NNT dΩe (2.24a)
L =
∫
Ωe
∇N∇NT dΩe (2.24b)
G = −
∫
Ωe
∇NN dΩe (2.24c)
C(v) = −
∫
Ωe
N(v · ∇N) dΩe (2.24d)
F (v) =
∫
Ωe
Nb dΩe +
∫
ΓN,e
n(p− νρ∇v) dΓN,e (2.24e)
D = −GT (2.24f)
Note that the problem is still time dependent. That is, we still need to intro-
duce a time discretization scheme in order to assemble the local contributions
to a global system that can be solved. Note also that v and p here are the
approximated quantities of the velocity and the pressure. Since this will be the
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case for the remainder of the monograph, we will refrain from an indexation
for the sake of readability. For the actual computation in an FEM framework,
numerical integration methods (such as Gauss-Integration) are necessary to
compute the integrals in (2.24).
At the end of this section two basic problems shall be mentioned, that arise
in this form of the discretization: The first problem occurs in cases where the
convective term is dominant, for example in high-Reynolds or turbulent flows.
In these cases the standard Galerkin approach gets unstable. Another numer-
ical difficulty arises from the incompressibility constraint. In incompressible
flows the pressure is acting as a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the velocity
not to violate the mass conservation in a very strong form. The role of the
pressure variable is thus to adjust itself instantaneously to the given velocity
field such that the mass conservation holds.This leads to a coupling between
the velocity and the pressure unknowns that causes the system in (2.23) to
get ill-conditioned or even singular.
Both problems lead to the fact that in an FEM formulated flow problem, the
compliance to certain numerical conditions or the application of stabilization
techniques are inevitable.
2.2.2.2 Time discretization
Given the first order time dependent, semi-discrete NSE in (2.23), we may
use a variety of different methods to integrate in time and hence compute the
numerical solution of the NSE. Depending on the application we may therefore
use either single step or multistep methods in an explicit or implicit formula-
tion. Famous classes of integration schemes which are based on a single time
step are: the list of Runge-Kutta methods or all customized integrators from
the Newmark-family. A vast source of detailed information, in particular also
in terms of accuracy order or stability, can be found in [9]. For a quick ref-
erence about the principal idea of the time integration chapter 3.4.1 in [3] is
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recommended.
By contrast, a famous class of integration schemes based on multi-step proce-
dures is given by the different schemes of the Backward Differentiation Formula
(BDF). In fact the BDF scheme of second order, i.e. BDF-2, is used by the
fractional step solver, with which the solutions throughout this monograph
were generated.
In the BDF-2 scheme, unlike in other multi-step integration variants, we, for a
given function and time, approximate the time derivative of quantities rather
than the quantities itself by incorporating information from previous, current
and following time-steps. This typically renders this method sufficiently accu-
rate and stable also for numerically stiff problems. The discretization of the
time derivative in BDF-2 reads:
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
tn+1
= C1vtn+1 + C2vtn + C3vtn−1 (2.25)
with the coefficients
C1 =
3
2∆t
, (2.26)
C2 = − 2
∆t
, (2.27)
C3 =
1
2∆t
, (2.28)
.
If we now introduce the time discretization into the semi-discrete local systems,
i.e. we plug (2.25) in (2.23), and furthermore replace in the latter equation
the continuous quantities v and p by their time discrete correspondents vn+1
and pn+1, we obtain the fully discretized local system in block-matrix form as:
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[
3
2∆tM +C(vn+1)− νL G
D 0
] [
vn+1
pn+1
]
=
[
F + 2∆tMvn − 12∆tMvn−1
0
]
(2.29)
Finally the elemental contributions can be assembled to a global discrete sys-
tem that may be solved iteratively using the fractional step method. In fact the
combination of the BDF-2 scheme with a fractional step solution procedure
poses an established compromise between accuracy, stability and computa-
tional costs in an FEM environment.
2.2.3 Fractional step solution
Having the discrete system in equation (2.29), we want to solve for vn+1 and
pn+1. In practical examples this system is typically very large comprising up
to several millions degrees of freedom, which renders the application of accu-
rate and robust direct solution techniques very inefficient or even impossible.
Iterative solvers by contrast are known to behave very efficient with large prob-
lems, which is why it might be preferable to use them for a solution. Iterative
solvers, however, tend to severe robustness problems with badly conditioned
systems. The critical conditioning that may arise from the convective term
and the incompressibility constraint, as they were described above, hence re-
quire specialized iterative techniques, such as the fractional step method. In
the following the idea of the latter shall be sketched briefly. For a detailed
derivation, the reader is referred to chapter 3.8 in [6].
The idea of the fractional step method is to split the overall monolithic solu-
tion of (2.29) into several steps, such that each step contains a well-conditioned
subsystem that can be solved more efficiently. In order to do so an estimate
v˜n+1 of the velocity field is introduced and hence the convective term is ap-
proximated as
C(vn+1)vn+1 = C(v˜n+1)v˜n+1, (2.30)
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which is a distinct assumption causing the fractional step method to only de-
liver an approximate solution of vn+1. The approximation, though, converges
to the exact solution as ∆t tends to zero and is hence a valid assumption for
small time steps.
Using the previous assumptions and introducing a time integration scheme as
described in the previous section, the following solution steps can be derived[7]:
step 1 : M
v˜n+1 − vn
∆t
+C(v˜n+1)v˜n+1 − νLv˜n+1 + γGpn = F n+1
(2.31a)
step 2 : ∆tDM−1G(pn+1 − γpn) = Dv˜n+1 (2.31b)
step 3 : M
vn+1 − v˜n+1
∆t
+G(pn+1 − γpn) = 0 (2.31c)
where γ is a numerical parameter, whose values of interest are 0 and 1. In
order to keep the equations simple, instead of the above discussed BDF-2
scheme we have chosen a BDF-1 time discretization3 where
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
tn+1
=
1
∆t
vtn+1 −
1
∆t
vtn . (2.32)
Given the steps above the fractional step iteration rule reads:
1. Given pn and vn we can solve for the velocity estimate v˜n+1 by means
of (2.31a).
2. Having pn and v˜n+1 we use them in (2.31b) to solve for pn+1
3. Having pn, v˜n+1 and pn+1 we compute in (2.31c) the approximated so-
lution vn+1. If convergence not achieved, start again at 1.
The fractional step method as described here has different properties mak-
ing it very interesting for the application in a FEM-based framework for the
solution of incompressible flows. An important property for example is the
3Note that the BDF-1 discretization exactly represents a first order implicit Euler-scheme.
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improved stabilization in case of a badly-conditioned system. This property is
a consequence of computing several well-conditioned steps instead of solving
a monolithic ill-conditioned system at once. It is worthwhile to note that this
holds even without any explicit implementation of stabilization terms. An-
other important property is the reduced computational effort due to the fact
that the single steps are typically converging much faster compared to the
time that is needed for convergence of the overall monolithic system. Finally
it shall be mentioned, that the fractional step method allows a very natural
introduction of the structural contribution during the solution of an FSI prob-
lem. This will also hold for the case of the embedded approach, as it will be
shown later.
2.2.4 Embedded formulation
Within this chapter the fundamentals of a new embedded formulation shall
be discussed. Thereby all the explanations will be kept general in the sense
that an extension of this method to an FSI-scenario can be easily understood.
By that we want to clearly emphasize the underlying model capabilities with
regards to both a pure CFD analysis and a fully coupled simulation of fluid-
structure interactions.
The organization of this chapter is oriented at the successive tasks necessary to
set up an embedded environment. That is, in the first part it is discussed how
different types of structures may be in general embedded and hence approxi-
mated within a background fluid mesh. In this context it will be of particular
interest how a voluminous body differs from other types of structures. Hav-
ing approximated the embedded model, a new element formulation will be
introduced that is capable of dealing with the embedded boundaries. This in
particular refers to the discontinuity that arises at respective borders. Finally
it shall be shown how boundary conditions, that appear as a consequence of
the present structure, are imposed on the fluid.
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An important aspect throughout all the given sections will be the elabora-
tion and distinct presentation of all the fundamental approximations based
on which the embedded formulation was designed. An investigation of their
impact will then follow in chapter 7 and 8.
2.2.4.1 Embedding open and closed structures
Embedding a structure into a fluid domain requires a mathematical description
of the former relative to the latter. This is typically done by using, what in
literature is often referred to as, level set methods. The embedded approach we
are following here is a level set method in that sense, that we are tracking the
motion of an arbitrary interface within a surrounding domain by embedding
the interface as the zero level set of a given distance function. The surrounding
domain in our case is described by a fluid model whereas the interface corre-
sponds to the physical connection of the given fluid to an embedded structure.
All embedded approaches of that kind have in common, that they are approx-
imating the embedded domain by means of some distance function. Thereby
the embedded domain is typically given in a discrete form. For example when
we are embedding a structure into a fluid mesh, we are classically using the
discrete description of the structure, i.e. its FE-mesh. That means for the em-
bedded method, however, that not the actual structure will be approximated
by the distance function but its discretization, which in all cases results in a
further level of approximation, that is not present in a body-fitted formula-
tion. It is thus important to note at first, that this additional approximation
level leads to an immanent error which only can be reduced but not avoided.
A detailed evaluation of the latter will follow in later the course of this mono-
graph.
As already indicated, embedding the structure into a background fluid mesh
implies classically a distance function which describes the spatial distance be-
tween points in both domains such that we are able to identify the common
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interface. The development of a respective distance function is one focus of
this monograph and will be elaborated in detail in chapter 7. In this section
we will be rather more interested in the more general question of how to em-
bed into a given domain both open structures like membranes or shells, where
we only have an exterior flow, and closed or voluminous structures like bluff
bodies or the inflatable Hangar from the beginning, where the interior and
exterior part of the fluid needs to be treated differently.
In order to be able to embed both types of structures, first the idea of the
level set method needs to be generalized. To this end two distance functions
are used, instead of just relying on one. So conceptually there is
1. a discontinuous distance function in order to identify and keep track of
the position of an embedded interface within a background fluid mesh
and
2. a continuous distance function which allows to classify fluid nodes as
either “inside” or “outside” the embedded structure.
Note that the latter distinction is only necessary given that the embedded
structure is voluminous.
In the first case, so for the identification of the embedded interface, the idea is
to use a signed distance function which associates to each node in a given cut
fluid element a signed distance to the given embedded structure. The sign is
thereby chosen according to the normal orientation of the structure. By that
we are able to numerically distinguish between the structure’s positive and
negative side. Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept at a 2D example. Having the
signed distance values on all nodes of a cut fluid element we can then repro-
duce the intersection points and approximate the actual embedded interface
by means of techniques that are going to be introduced later.
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Structure: d(x)=0
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Figure 2.2: Concept of a distance function within a level set approach
This procedure of computing signed distances and tagging the surrounding
fluid nodes with the corresponding values is performed for each cut fluid ele-
ment independently as indicated in figure 2.3. That is, the signed distances
of the first distance function are not considered to be nodal quantities such as
the velocities or displacements, but rather more elemental ones. Due to this
customization of the original level set method, the approximation of the em-
bedded interface becomes a purely local operation. Besides of some very nice
computationally advantageous aspects, this localization leads to an important
characteristic of this first distance function: Since the distances are elemental
quantities, different distances may be given at one physical node, which in
turn means that there will be not necessarily a continuous representation of
the embedded structure as can be guessed from figure 2.3.
What at a first glance might look very rough has in fact a lot of advantages
from which the most important advantage is the possibility to deal with several
discontinuous structures within one fluid mesh as may be easily understood
from figure 2.4.
In here a point A is shown, that, depending on which structure it is referred to,
should have a positive distance according to the red triangle but a negative one
when seen as a part of the blue one. If the distance function was continuous
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and the distances were nodal quantities, node A would clearly not be able to
describe both structure parts at once which is, however, necessary obviously
to correctly represent it. With the distance function being discontinuous by
contrast, the embedded structure in each of the highlighted triangles can be
reconstructed exactly since the distances are not stored on the nodes but are
rather more members of the single elements. In fact this makes the discon-
tinuous approach very powerful, since this implies that we are principally not
restricted in terms of possible intersection patterns that may arise across sev-
eral elements. This is what forms a real embedded approach. In this context
it is moreover worthwhile to mention, that the above indicated computational
advantages arise just because of this purely local operation, since in such a
framework a parallelization of the computation is straight forward and very
effective as we will see later.
1 2 2 2 3
4 4 5 5
Γ
ΩFluid_element
ΩFluid_element
ΩFluid_element
Figure 2.3: Elemental computation of distances
So in a nutshell, the discontinuous distance function is needed in order to
be able to identify the embedded interface without any restriction to certain
intersection patterns. Given a voluminous structure, however, it might not
be enough to “only” know about the embedded interface. Typically it is also
of interest which nodes of the fluid mesh are lying inside the structure and
which ones are outside. This in particular is the case when we have inflatable
structures for which we might want to treat the closed fluid part in the interior
of the structure differently from the environmental fluid. Therefore another
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indicator to identify “inside” and “outside” is needed.
Figure 2.4: Need for discontinuity in an embedded approach
An obvious indicator for the distinction is again the sign of the distances that
are computed. Different from before, however, the nodal distance to the struc-
ture is needed, since we want to classify each node as either outside or inside.
That is basically why we need a continuous distance function instead of a dis-
continuous here. Details to their implementation will follow in chapter 7. For
now it is only important that this distance function computes for each node a
distance to the embedded structure and assigns its sign automatically accord-
ing to a technique which is based on what in computer graphics is called “ray
tracing”. Following this terminology the process of assigning the indicator to
the single nodes is typically referred to as “coloring”
The underlying concept with this type of coloring is straightforward: Depend-
ing on an sequence of choice, different rays are “shot” through the fluid domain
such that they start and end at a node which by definition lies outside. Along
their way they assign every trespassed node the indication for “outside”, which
we chose to be a positive sign for the respective nodal distance. Whenever a
structure boundary is now crossed the rays switch their status and henceforth
assign the opposite indication. So if just started the nodal distances will be
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tagged with a negative sign after the ray crosses a structure boundary, indi-
cating that they belong to the interior. This is done until every fluid node
was touched by a ray at least once. As a result we obtain fluid nodes that
either have a negative distance to the structure, iff a fluid node is part of the
structure’s interior domain, or a positive distance else. Figure 2.5 illustrates
the concept.
Positive nodal distance
Negative nodal distance
Figure 2.5: Coloring by means of ray tracing
Unfortunately the algorithm in its basic form only works for simple cases,
excluding any model defects or similar challenges as shown in figure 2.6. In
order to obtain a robust automatic coloring, additional implementations were
necessary which will, however, not be further detailed here.
Assuming a robust coloring technique, we are finally able to apply any model
assumptions to the different domains of the fluid, which are point-wise iden-
tified with positive or negative distances. Since in a lot of applications the
flow in the interior is not of interest, we simply deactivate the corresponding
degrees of freedom by setting all the velocities and pressures at nodes with
negative distances to zero. By that the respective degrees of freedom are ef-
fectively excluded from the overall solution of the fluid.
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At the end of this chapter it can be concluded: Using two different distance
functions in combination with a powerful coloring technique allows to take into
account both voluminous and membrane or shell structures in an embedded
environment. It is worthwhile to mention that it is of no importance whether
the embedded approach is applied in a CFD or an FSI context.
Figure 2.6: Challenges in coloring by means of ray tracing
2.2.4.2 Element technology
Given that the embedded structure is properly represented within the fluid
domain by the techniques that were introduced in the previous section, we
have to take care about the discontinuities at the embedded interface. To this
end we are customizing the element formulation of the one elements that in-
tersect with the structure. Conceptually the idea is here, to add nodes at the
interface and to perform a local subdivision. Figure 2.7 illustrates the concept.
To introduce finally a discontinuity an obvious and easy approach might be
to introduce Dirichlet boundary conditions on the newly added nodes. Unfor-
tunately such an approach is by far not robust since the mesh obtained may
become arbitrarily bad, i.e. very small and deformed elements might appear,
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which finally can lead to a severe ill-conditioning of the system.
Figure 2.7: Virtual subdivision of split element
Therefore a different approach was chosen, instead. In there we first duplicate
the nodes at the interface and divide the domain into two virtual blocks with
each two virtual nodes as shown in the figure 2.8. Taking into account the later
application we distinguish the two new virtual blocks by referring to them as
each the positive or negative side of the split fluid element. As a result we
may independently describe quantities on the positive side (such as a positive
face pressure) or the negative side (negative face pressure), respectively.
The key idea now to solve the conditioning problem is, that instead of giving
full freedom to the virtual nodes, we will express the degrees of freedom asso-
ciated to those nodes as a function of the degrees of freedom of the actual fluid
nodes on the respective side of the virtual domain. In our case for instance,
we are imposing that the variables on the interface must respect the following
constraints:
Φ(a+) = Φ(3)
Φ(b+) = Φ(3)
(2.33)
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and
Φ(a−) = Φ(1)
Φ(b−) = Φ(2)
(2.34)
where Φ represents any degree of freedom and the arguments correspond to
the node numbers. This can be graphically understood as illustrated in figure
2.9.
Figure 2.8: Separation of domain by duplication of nodes
As might be guessed up to now, an approach as described above would re-
quire a further introduction of constraints after the fluid domain was modeled
with finite elements. So a better way would be to incorporate such constraints
already by construction. This can now be achieved by introducing modified
shape functions which indeed span exactly the same space as the one described
by the standard finite element space, however, take into account the new nodes
and constraints.
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Figure 2.9: Constraints on virtual nodes in a discontinuous element
formulation
Functions with these characteristics were developed for other purposes in the
work of Ausas et al. in [10]. The basic idea is thereby as simple as effective:
The shape functions of the split fluid element are constructed in the same way
as for standard finite elements, however, with the two major differences of 1)
each being just defined on one of two separate virtual domains and 2) each
containing a vanishing gradient along cut edges in 2D or intersecting faces in
3D. An illustration is given in figure 2.10.
The numerical integration over the split fluid element domain is eventually
done by using the well-known Gauss-Integration method where we simply in-
troduce separate Gauss points on each sub-triangle and integrate for each
sub-triangle independently. Figure 2.11 highlights the idea.
Note that this is a purely local approach where the introduced auxiliary nodes
on the interface are not needed, and actually not even seen in the computation
of the overall system. In fact all the operations in the embedded approach are
purely local with such a formulation, which is very advantageous in terms of
high performance computing.
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Figure 2.10: Discontinuous shape functions
Note also that by using these modified shape functions, the finite element
solution along the edges or faces that are not cut, is not changing. This is
an important characteristic in that sense, that these elements can be used
together with standard finite elements in a common model. As a matter of
fact, the only thing that changes in the elements cut by the interface is the
kinematic description used in reconstructing the different fields of interest.
Finally it is worthwhile to highlight, that by applying this modified shape
function approach within an element, we introduced by construction an ele-
ment that does not allow any flux over an embedded interface. That is exactly
the discontinuity we wanted to implement.
Apart from this discontinuity the modified shape functions are generally C0
continuous between elements. As will be elaborated in the later course of
this monograph, however, there are “intersection patterns” in which this does
not hold anymore. Anyways the hence introduced error might be still a valid
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approximation.
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Figure 2.11: Gauss integration in an embedded approach - The figure
shows a separate integration for each sub-triangle as well as each side of the split
fluid element
2.2.4.3 Velocity boundary conditions
Because of the constraints imposed on the virtual nodes, the shape functions
described above have a zero gradient in direction of each edge or face in-
tersected by the structure. While this solves the ill-conditioning problem it
implies that the gradient of the shape function normal to the embedded inter-
face is zero. In turn this implies that if we use this modified space to describe
the velocities, the only suitable boundary condition for the beginning is “slip”.
How the latter is imposed in an embedded scenario is going to be explained
in this section. At the end then, we will briefly sketch possibilities how a stick
behavior might be introduced at embedded walls.
Given the NSE on elemental level, velocities at the embedded interface are
imposed weakly by making use of a partial integration of the weighted mass
conservation equation, (2.14b). Since we have to take into account the positive
and the negative side of the cut fluid element independently, we first split the
integral domain into the positive and negative virtual subdomain and then
perform the integration by parts. Furthermore we subdivide the generated
boundary terms into the “standard” element boundaries Γs and the embedded
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boundary Γ which all together form the complete boundary of the cut fluid
element:
∫
Ω
∇ · v · q dΩ = +
∫
Ω+
∇ · v · q dΩ+ +
∫
Ω−
∇ · v · q dΩ−
= −
∫
Ω+
v · ∇ · q dΩ+ −
∫
Ω−
v · ∇ · q dΩ−
+
∫
Γ+
qv · n dΓ+ +
∫
Γ−
qv · n dΓ−
+
∫
Γs+
qv · n dΓs+ +
∫
Γs−
qv · n dΓs−
(2.35)
The volume integrals in here are solved using the Gauss integration for discon-
tinuous fluid elements as described in section 2.2.4.2. The embedded boundary
by contrast represents the contact to the embedded structure and is conse-
quently constrained by the structures velocity. As we will see in chapter 8.3.3,
it is from a practical point of view, however, difficult to introduce a corre-
sponding constraint to the fluid formulation since in general the velocity of
the structure is not constant along the embedded boundary. Therefore, in or-
der to significantly ease the computation of the boundary integrals in (2.35),
we assume that the velocity is constant along the interface within a split fluid
element. This constant velocity is in the following referred to as the “em-
bedded velocity” vembedded and it is obtained by averaging or interpolating
the given velocities of the structure inside the respective fluid element. See
chapter 8.3.3 for further details in this regard. Furthermore, since we regarded
values along intersected edges of the fluid element as constant, as explained in
the previous chapter, the embedded velocity is constant throughout the entire
cut fluid element and will hence act at each fluid node equally. See figure 2.12
for an illustration.
Introducing this embedded velocity and having constant values along cut edges
obviously makes a proper representation of the boundary layer very difficult.
Apart from that, however, it has important advantages when it comes for ex-
ample to the mapping of the physical quantities between the different domains,
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as we will see later. Since the discussed embedded method was at first not
designed for an application in highly turbulent flows driven by correspond-
ing boundary layers, and since in all other cases the boundary layer is often
anyways not resolved but rather more incorporated using wall-functions, we
considered this as a valid assumptions.
Ωfluid_elem
n
Γ 
vembedded
vembedded ∙ n
vstructure
Figure 2.12: Assumption of embedded velocity - Orange depicts the struc-
ture that is intersecting the fluid element and leading to the embedded boundary
Γ in blue. Note that the embedded velocity is a function of the nodal velocities
of the structure.
Introducing now the aforementioned assumptions into (2.35), we obtain for
the embedded boundary in the fluid:
∫
Γ+/−
qv · n dΓ+/− =
∫
Γ+/−
qvembedded · n dΓ+/−, (2.36)
which means that inside the cut fluid element the fluid is free to slip along the
embedded boundary Γ, but the velocity of the fluid in normal direction to the
embedded boundary is prescribed by the velocity of the structure along the
same direction4. This exactly corresponds to the weak form of a slip-boundary
4Note in this context the scalar multiplication of vembedded with the boundary or structure
normal n
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condition in a CFD simulation. It is important to note that by this approach
only the part of the embedded velocity in normal direction is taken into ac-
count in the CFD solution.
We can utilize now the assumptions in terms of the constant embedded velocity
to simplify the final computation of the integral from (2.36). The idea is
thereby similar to the Gauss integration: We assign to each intersection node
between structure and fluid (see figure 2.12) a part of the area of the embedded
interface. Then, having assumed the velocity of the structure to be constant
along the embedded interface, the computation of the integral reduces to a
simple multiplication in the form:
∫
Γ
qvembedded · n dΓ = qivembedded · nAi (2.37)
where Ai describes a fraction of the overall area of the embedded boundary
at the intersection node i. Ai is here computed by means of weighting the
overall interface area which in turn relies on simple geometric considerations.
As already pointed out, this way of computing the integral is of course just
valid under the assumption of a constant embedded velocity.
At this point the two major approximations that were introduced and dis-
cussed in the course of this section shall be recapped briefly:
1. So far in the embedded approach we assumed by construction a slip
boundary condition along the interface of the embedded structure
2. We considered the velocity of the structure to be constant within a single
cut fluid element.
These are clearly assumptions that will lead to approximation errors. Their
actual influence has to be tested, though. First investigations to this end will
follow in subsequent chapters. Here it shall only be emphasized that, while
the errors introduced due to the second assumption are becoming negligibly
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small as refining the background fluid mesh, errors due to a restriction to
slip-conditions do not. An implementation of stick-conditions in the given
embedded approach is, however, still part of ongoing developments, which is
why at the end of this section only the principal idea of the main approach in
this context shall be sketched.
A stick boundary condition may be introduced in the form:
∫
Γ
ω · vwall(y) dΓ = 0 (2.38)
where y is the orthogonal distance to the wall. The latter may be computed
from geometric considerations that can be done once the embedded structure
is mathematically captured by the distance function. Given that vwall(y =
0) = 0, a simple wall law might read:
vwall(y) = v(y)− vprescribed(y) (2.39)
where we introduce a pseudo viscosity in that sense that we apply a prescribed
velocity vprescribed(y) in opposite direction to the given velocity field at the
embedded boundary. The concept is illustrated in figure 2.13. This procedure
of introducing wall laws within cut elements is in fact very promising and
might be further exploited in future developments. The objective should be
to enrich the embedded approach with powerful wall-laws in order to be able
to sufficiently represent the boundary layer.
2.2.4.4 Pressure boundary conditions
Having applied a velocity boundary condition of Dirichlet type at the embed-
ded interface within a cut fluid element in order to incorporate the movement
of the structure, the fluid at the interface immediately reacts to this by ad-
justing the pressure on the interface such that there is no flux through it, i.e.
the discontinuity requirement is maintained. This pressure change in turn has
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Ω
Γ 
vprescribed 
Y
v 
Figure 2.13: Introduction of a wall law to allow for stick boundary
conditions on an embedded interface
to be applied as Neumann BC on the remaining fluid domain. Classically this
can be done either in a strong or in a weak from, respectively. Therefore we
recap the pressure term from the weighted NSE given in equation (2.13a):
∫
Ω
∇p · ω dΩ (2.40)
Partial integration of this term yields:
∫
Ω
∇p · ω dΩ = −
∫
Ω
p · ∇ω dΩ +
∫
Γ
ω · pn dΓ (2.41)
In principal this equation offers now two possibilities: Either we prescribe
the pressure in a strong form by inserting it on the left hand side of the
equation and use the latter in the computation of the NSE, or we use the
partial integrated formulation on the right hand side and hence impose the
pressure in a weak form by introducing a traction tN = p ·n in the respective
boundary term such that we get a total of
−
∫
Ω
p · ∇ω dΩ +
∫
ΓN
ω · tN dΓN (2.42)
where +
∫
ΓN
describes the Neumann boundary. Note that we are changing by
this the continuity requirements with regards to the pressure. I.e. while the
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pressure needs to be continuous in (2.40) it can be discontinuous in (2.42),
which clearly relaxes requirements in terms of the solution space. So with the
computation of the NSE, we have to choose between either using the strong
formulation given in (2.40) or the weak formulation with relaxed solution re-
quirements given in (2.42).
Knowing that the fractional step method we are using is generally based on a
strong imposition of pressure boundary conditions, we chose to apply pressure
boundary conditions at the embedded interface in a strong form. By that we
are increasing the accuracy5 whereas at the same time lowering the computa-
tional effort 6. It shall nevertheless be emphasized that this win-win kind of
situation is only given with the fractional step method and may look different
in other cases in which a weak imposition of the pressures boundary condi-
tions might be inevitable. In the framework of the given embedded method,
though, this means: Pressures at embedded interfaces are imposed strongly in
the form of (2.40).
2.3 Computational structure mechanics
In the framework of this chapter a very basic but general overview is given
about the differential equation of an elastic solid and its discretization in space
and time. An extensive introduction into the topic is given in Malvern [2],
Holzapfel [11] and Belytschko [12]. A further very recommendable work in
this context is the classical textbook on FEM by Zienkiewicz [13].
2.3.1 Governing equations
As already mentioned in table 2.1 the structure is mainly described by a
Lagrangian description of motion. Based on this approach we will discuss
the main equations in the following. This will finally lead us to the initial
5Since we are fulfilling the pressure boundary condition point-wise
6Since we are not forced to compute additional terms as they occur in a weak formulation
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boundary-value problem of elasticity theory.
Kinematics
Considering a deformed body in the current configuration - expressed by the
coordinates x - it can be related to the reference configuration X by means
of the displacement field u at any point of time:
u = χ(X, t)−X = x−X, (2.43)
Accordingly, the velocity field of the material particles can be derived
v =
∂u
∂t
(2.44)
as well as the acceleration field
a =
∂v
∂t
=
∂2u
∂t2
. (2.45)
In order to describe the relation between both configurations, the deformation
gradient F as a fundamental measure in continuum mechanics is introduced
dx = F · dX (2.46)
and therefore represents a mapping function of a line element in the reference
configuration dX to the current configuration. As the deformation gradient
is not suitable as strain measure, the non-linear Green-Lagrange strain tensor
E is introduced which is applicable for large deformations and equals to zero
in an undeformed state
E =
1
2
(F TF − I), (2.47)
whereas I denotes the unit tensor. From the equation it appears that the
Green-Lagrange strain tensor refers to the undeformed configuration. There
is also other strain measures such as the Euler-Almansi strain tensor which
refers to the deformed configuration and contains the inverse of F .
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Balance equations
The inertia forces, internal forces as well as the external forces reacting on
a body in the current configuration are in equilibrium according to Cauchy’s
first equation of motion (balance of linear momentum):
ρ
∂2u
∂t2
= ∇ · σ + ρb. (2.48)
Here, ρ denotes the material density in the current configuration, σ the Cauchy
stress tensor and b an acceleration field characterizing the external force. This
field equation is stated in strong or local form indicating that it is fulfilled at
any point throughout the current domain Ω. As we want to refer the set of
equations to the reference configuration in the manner of the Total-Lagrangian
formulation, the equilibrium equation can be transformed to reference config-
uration. To this end, the Cauchy stress tensor has to be rewritten with regard
to the reference configuration resulting in the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor S:
S = detFF−1σF−T . (2.49)
Then, the balance of linear momentum w.r.t. the reference configuration can
be formulated as
ρ0
∂2u
∂t2
= ∇ · (F · S) + ρ0b, (2.50)
in which we use the material density ρ0 in the reference configuration. The
external volume body force b is now considered to be a function of the reference
configuration
b = b(X, t). (2.51)
The aforementioned symmetry of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is
particularly expressed by Cauchy’s second equation of motion (balance of an-
gular momentum)
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S = ST (2.52)
which is also valid for the Cauchy stress tensor
σ = σT . (2.53)
For the sake of completeness, we also want to mention the mass balance equa-
tion
ρ0 = ρdetF (2.54)
at which detF characterizes a measure for the volume ratio of infinitesimal
small volume elements in an undeformed and a deformed configuration.
Constitutive equations
The constitutive equations manifest a relation between the stress and the
strain measure and thereby linking the reaction of the material to the applied
loads. In the course of this work we will use materials which allow large
displacements but small strains, what advises to use the St. Venant-Kirchhoff
material model resulting in a linear relationship between the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
S = C : E, (2.55)
whereas C describes the elasticity tensor of fourth order. Further assuming
an isotropic elastic material, the stress-strain-relationship can be resolved to
the following equation
S = λ tr(E)I + 2µE (2.56)
at which λ and µ are the Lame´ constants which depend on the material specific
Young’s modulus E and Poisson coefficient ν. In problems witch small defor-
mations, the difference between the deformed and undeformed configuration
can be neglected such that the constitutive equation reduces to
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σ = C :  (2.57)
what describes a linear elastic material behavior. Therein,  denotes the linear
elastic strain tensor.
Initial boundary value problem
The kinematic relation 2.47, the balance of momentum 2.50 and the consti-
tutive equation 2.55 hold throughout the entire domain Ω0 which is initially
defined by a prescribed displacement field and velocity field
u(X, t = t0) = u0
v(X, t = t0) = v0
(2.58)
The domain is limited by the boundary Γ0 along which the boundary condi-
tions have to be defined for any point of time. At every location of the bound-
ary either the state variables itself have to be prescribed (Dirichlet boundary
conditions) or their derivatives (Neumann boundary conditions)
u = uˆ on Γ0,D (2.59)
T = Tˆ = N · S on Γ0,N . (2.60)
The normal vector N denotes the vector normal to the Neumann boundary.
Γ0,D and Γ0,N are non-overlapping and jointly cover the complete boundary
Γ0.
2.3.2 Discretization
Generally the strong form of the momentum balance can not be solved an-
alytically which requires to use discretization techniques in order to find an
approximate solution. This section discusses the applied methods for the dis-
cretization in space and time.
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2.3.2.1 Spatial discretization
The method of Finite Elements is used for spatial discretization. The idea is
to introduce a finite number of nodes throughout the domain at which the dis-
placement field is approximated. The field in between the nodes is described
by an interpolation by means of shape functions, e.g. Lagrange polynomi-
als. The Finite Element method does not solve the strong form but the weak
formulation of the differential equation which can be derived by integral prin-
ciples, more precisely the principle of virtual work. This principle states that if
a domain is subjected to an admissible, infinitesimally small virtual displace-
ment δu, the generated virtual work δW has to vanish (i.e. δW = 0).
The application of the principle of virtual work to the strong form 2.50 leads to
the following equation in Total-Lagrangian formulation in which the structure
is considered w.r.t. the reference configuration (characterized by the unde-
formed domain Ω0 and the undeformed boundary Γ0)
δW = δWdyn + δWint − δWext = 0 (2.61)
with
δWdyn =
∫
Ω0
δu · ρ0∂
2u
∂t2
dΩ0 (2.62)
δWint =
∫
Ω0
δE : S dΩ0 (2.63)
δWext =
∫
Ω0
δu · ρ0b dΩ0 +
∫
Γ0
δu · Tˆ dΓ0. (2.64)
This set of equations expresses that the sum of virtual work of inertia forces
δWdyn, internal forces δWint and external forces δWext vanishes.
Introducing the concept of Finite Elements, the displacement as well as the
material coordinate at any location x within an element can be described with
the matrix of shape functions N based on the nodal displacements u˜(t):
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u(X, t) = N(X) u˜(t) and δu(X, t) = N(X) δu˜(t). (2.65)
Based on this approximation, the strain-displacement relation can be written,
assuming small deformations and rotations (derived from equation 2.47)
 = Du = DNu˜ = Bu˜, (2.66)
whereas D is the strain-to-displacement differentiation operator, which can be
reviewed in the recommended literature, andB denotes the strain-displacement
matrix. Substituting these equations into the weak form we finally obtain for
an arbitrary finite element e in the Total-Lagrangian formulation
δW˜ e = δu˜ ·
[ ∫
Ωe0
NTρ0N
∂2u˜
∂t2
dΩe0
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Me
+
∫
Ωe0
BTS dΩe0
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P e(S)
(2.67)
−
∫
Ωe0
NTρ0b dΩ
e
0 −
∫
Γe0
NT Tˆ dΓe0
︸ ︷︷ ︸
fe
]
. (2.68)
In an Updated-Lagrangian formulation, which considers the system in the
deformed state, the shape functions are a function of the current configuration
N = N(x, t). Further, the integration has to be performed over the current
domain Ω and the current boundary Γ:
δW˜e = δu˜ ·
[ ∫
Ωe
NTρN
∂2u˜
∂t2
dΩe
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Me
+
∫
Ωe
BTσ dΩe
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pe(σ)
(2.69)
−
∫
Ωe
NTρb dΩe −
∫
Γe
NT Tˆ dΓe
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fe
]
. (2.70)
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The integration on element level is usually approximated with the Gaussian
quadrature (see e.g. [13]). Taking the sum over all elements we will end up in
the semi-discrete problem [13]
M
∂2u˜
∂t2
+ P (S) = f (2.71)
with
M =
∑
e
M e ; P =
∑
e
P e and f =
∑
e
f e, (2.72)
where M is the quadratic, symmetric and sparse mass matrix, P the internal
force vector and f the external force vector.
2.3.2.2 Time discretization
The time discretization is performed with a second order Newmark-Bossak
scheme, [14], which shall be shortly introduced here. We want to concentrate
on the Updated-Lagrangian formulation in which the reference configuration
is updated at each time step. Therefore we can compute the current configu-
ration at time step n+ 1 based on the reference configuration at time step n.
In the Newmark scheme [15] the set of unknown variables in equation 2.71 is
reduced to the displacements un+1 which implies that the velocity vn+1 and
the acceleration an+1 have to be expressed as functions of the displacements
in time step n+ 1:
vn+1 =
γ
β∆t
(un+1 − un)− γ − β
β
vn − γ − 2β
2β
∆tan (2.73)
an+1 =
1
β∆t2
(un+1 − un)− 1
β∆t
vn − 1− 2β
2β
an, (2.74)
Here, ∆t = tn+1 − tn and β and γ are constants which control the order of
accuracy and numerical stability and can be chosen e.g. according to [15].
Inserting equation (2.74) into the semi-discrete differential equation (2.71)
yields
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Man+1 + P (un+1)− fn+1 = 0, (2.75)
in which the internal force vector P (un+1) is typically given in the form
P (un+1) = K(un+1)un+1
whereK is the global stiffness matrix. Equation (2.75) is a non-linear equation
system for the unknown displacements un+1 which can be solved in an iterative
solution procedure using e.g. the Newton-Raphson method.
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Up to now we considered structure and fluid to be independent and restricted
ourselves to their single field solution. In engineering practice, though, both
mechanical systems are often tightly coupled and hence need to be combined
in a global model whose interaction may be simulated by means of dedicated
solution procedures. Nowadays, as a result of intense research and develop-
ment during the last decades, powerful and efficient technologies are available
therefore making it more and more attractive to incorporate different interac-
tion phenomena in the classical single field analysis. The expectation here is
to be able to get a more profound understanding of complex fluid-structure
systems in which the coupling plays an important role, such as for instance
light-weight structures in a CFD context. This chapter now shall provide the
relevant theoretical background for such a coupled fluid-structure analysis.
The chapter is organized in three different parts. In the first part the coupling
conditions are introduced, so it will be briefly discussed what it formally means
to couple a fluid- with structure-mechanical problem. In the second part
then different possibilities for the mechanical formulation of the global FSI-
problem shall be presented. At this point indeed a brief overview of possible
approaches will be given, but general focus will be the embedded and the
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. Finally relevant solution procedures
will be discussed in more detail. To this end both the monolithic and the
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partitioned approach shall be discussed together with the question of how to
get from the system in the first approach to the one in the latter as well
as what possibilities and drawbacks either way has got. Focus here will be
the partitioned approach. In this context the numerical problems related to
the artificial added-mass effect will be introduced for which at the end of the
chapter a stabilization method will be presented.
3.1 Coupling conditions of the FSI problem
In the previous chapter the fluid as well as the structure have been considered
as separate fields which do not interact with each other. In order to take a
strong coupling between the fluid domain ΩF and the structure domain ΩS
into account, the coupling conditions at the coupling interface, which is defined
as the shared boundary ΓFSI = ΓF ∩ ΓS , have to be fulfilled. The notations
can be taken from the visualization in figure 3.1.
ΓFSI  F 
ΓF 
ΓS 
 S 
ΓS 
Figure 3.1: FSI coupling interface - The fluid domain ΩF with the boundary
ΓF and the structure domain ΩS with the boundary ΓS share the FSI interface
ΓFSI .
On the one hand, the particles are not allowed to cross the shared interface
ΓFSI which enforces a kinematic condition depending on the applied fluid
model [5]. In case the viscosity of the fluid cannot be neglected (viscous
fluid), a ”no-slip”-condition at the interface can be defined as follows
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uF = us (3.1)
vF =
∂uS
∂t
. (3.2)
These equations express the continuity of displacements and velocities across
the interface. Physically it means that the fluid particles close to the interface
conduct the same movement as the particles on the structure domain. De-
pending on which formulation and therefore which coupling variable is chosen
(displacement or velocity), only one of the two equations is applied as they
are equivalent in their physical meaning. If viscous effects of the fluid can be
neglected, a ”slip” condition needs to be defined instead. This results in the
following relations
nF · uF = nS · us (3.3)
nF · vF = nS · ∂uS
∂t
. (3.4)
which describes the continuity of displacements and velocities perpendicular
to the interface.
On the other hand there are dynamic conditions which the fluid and structure
have to comply to at the interface:
nF · σF = nS · σS (3.5)
These conditions guarantee that the force equilibrium of the surface traction
vectors along the interface is fulfilled.
3.2 Formulation of the FSI problem
A key question in approaching FSI problems is the question about how to
formulate the material motion in the fluid and the structure field. In the last
decades many different formulation methods have been proposed of which each
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has advantages and drawbacks when applied to certain physical problems. In
the framework of this monograph we will focus on the fundamentally different
ALE method and embedded method. However, in the first part of this chapter
we want to relate these methods to a very general context of FSI formulation
methods. Afterwards, the ALE approach will be further discussed in detail,
whereas the embedded method was already treated intensively in chapter 2.2.4.
3.2.1 Two principal formulation methods
A very detailed and widespread overview about formulation methods in gen-
eral may be found e.g. in [16], [17] and [18] as well as in the included literature
references.
To explain two principal formulation methods, let us first of all assume a rigid
body motion u of a structure within a discretized fluid domain (See figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Rigid body motion of a structure (grey) in a fluid domain
A classical way to handle the coupled motion is by using a body-fitted solution
approach in which the fluid nodes at the FSI interface are forced to follow the
movement of the structure at the same interface (See figure 3.3).
This is done in the so-called Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method
[5, 19]. The ALE method has many advantages making it the method of
choice for many applications. It allows for example an easy tracking of the
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FSI interface and therefore provides high accuracy of the flow along the inter-
face. This may result in a high overall accuracy of the solution. Even cases in
which the grids of the fluid and the structure along the interface do not ex-
actly match can be handled. Therefore mapping techniques are used which in
general allow to map quantities between arbitrary different grids. Throughout
the present work we therefore use the Mortar Element Method described in
[20].
Figure 3.3: Body-fitted solution approach
On the other side, however, it is possible in an ALE approach, that large
deformations and rotations distort the mesh such that even a costly remesh-
ing may become necessary. In fact this typically happens when simulating the
previously introduced inflatable hangar. Here the problem becomes even more
critical since the structure starts to wrinkle or fold as indicated in figure 3.4.
Wrinkles / Folding
DeformedUndeformed
Figure 3.4: Folded tube of an inflatable hangar structure - If the hangar
is subjected to severe wind loads, the tubes may be massively deformed resulting
in such a wrinkling and folding.
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In order to treat large deformations or such complex movements, one can ap-
ply non-body-fitted or fixed-grid methods in which the fluid mesh remains
unchanged. The fluid domain is then described by an Eulerian formulation
and the structure moves independently from the fluid nodes locations. The
concept is visually explained in figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Embedded approach - The fluid and the structure mesh are
completely decoupled from each other.
A widely used method based on the fixed-grid approach is the embedded or
immersed boundary method which was first proposed by Peskin [21, 22] in
order to simulate the blood flow through a beating heart. Initially used with
Finite Differences, it was later extended to Finite Elements as the Immersed
Finite Element Method, e.g. by using the discrete Dirac delta functions [23].
Another derived method is the Fictitious Domain Method discussed e.g. by
Glowinski et al. [24] which describes the interface between fluid and structure
by means of a distributed Lagrange multiplier. An extension of the fixed-grid
approach to the application of compressible solids and fluids is provided by
the Immersed Continuum Method (see also [25]). A general overview on the
derivations of Immersed Boundary Methods is e.g. given in [26]. It is im-
portant to realize that with all immersed methods the solution accuracy or
stability depends on the given background mesh which typically is seen as a
big disadvantage.
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Finally, the advantages of the ALE- and the embedded method can be com-
bined in Chimera method which divides the fluid into a moving domain around
the FSI interface and a non-moving domain further away from the interface.
An example where the Chimera method was successfully applied with flexible
structures is given in [27].
In the following the ALE method is discussed on a more theoretical basis. The
theoretical background of the embedded method is given in chapter 2.2.4.
3.2.2 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Method
The purely Lagrangian description of the fluid domain has the disadvantage
to result in locally strong mesh distortions with increased motion of the FSI
interface. Having this in mind, the goal of the ALE method is to let the fluid
nodes move ”arbitrarily” in a Eulerian manner such that the distortions of the
elements in the fluid domain are minimized and larger structural deformations
are possible. Therefore, the advantages of Lagrangian and Eulerian methods
are combined (consider also the overview in table 2.1).
The ALE method was first applied to FEM by Donea, [3, 5], whose papers are
a recommendable guideline to understand the algorithm in detail. As opposed
to the Lagrangian and Eulerian description of motion, the idea of the ALE
method is to introduce a third domain, i.e. the mesh domain. The latter is
the so-called referential configuration with the corresponding referential coor-
dinates χ describing the motion of the mesh points. The velocity of the grid
points vm can be hence be computed as
vm = vm(χ, t) =
∂x
∂t
∣∣∣∣
χ
. (3.6)
Based on the mesh velocity we can introduce a new measure which character-
izes the relative velocity between the mesh and the material points, i.e. the
convective velocity c:
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c = v − vm. (3.7)
Using the convective velocity we unify the Lagrangian and Eulerian description
in an ALE formulation by reformulating the material derivative (see equation
2.4) such that it refers to the additionally introduced referential (mesh) con-
figuration:
∂f
∂t
∣∣∣∣
X
=
Df
Dt
=
∂f
∂t
∣∣∣∣
χ
+ c · ∇f, (3.8)
whereas f can be e.g. the fluid particle velocity v. Based on the adjusted
material derivative, the momentum equation of the Navier-Stokes Equations
(2.10a) can be rewritten as
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
χ
+ (c · ∇)v − ν∇2v +∇p = b, (3.9)
in which we replaced in the convective term the material velocity by the con-
vective velocity. Equation (3.9) represents the ALE-formulation of the Navier-
Stokes Equations.
Finally, the aforementioned ”arbitrary” movement of the mesh points at each
time step requires certain so-called mesh-updating strategies which distribute
the interface deformation over the fluid domain. Many approaches have been
proposed to this end, whereas two main strategies can be identified: mesh-
regularization and mesh-adaption [5]. Herein, we will concentrate on strategies
based on mesh regularization. A very straight-forward approach in this context
is to handle the movement of the FSI interface by solving a second-order partial
differential equation. Prominent examples are the springs algorithm (see e.g.
Farhat [28]), the elastic deformation method (e.g. Baker [29]) or solving a
Laplacian equation based on the interface movement, which goes back to the
work of Winslow [30]. The specific algorithms we use throughout this work
are described in chapter 8.2.1.
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3.3 Solution of the FSI problem
In the previous chapter the formulation of the FSI problem was discussed.
With that in mind this chapter now aims to provide the theoretical background
in terms of the corresponding solution procedure. To this end we will in the
first section discuss the two main solution approaches, i.e. the monolithic
and the partitioned or staggered solution. Since we are in the course of this
monograph only applying the partitioned approach, we will here mainly focus
on the latter solution technique. A detailed description of how to actually
reformulate the system to obtain a partitioned solution process is therefore
presented. In the second part of this chapter then we will concentrate on
one of the most important numerical problems related to the partitioned FSI
analyses, i.e. the artificial added-mass effect. This will be important for the
interpretation of the results later. Finally a stabilization technique shall be
presented which allows to effectively use the partitioned analysis for strongly
coupled problems.
3.3.1 From the monolithic to a partitioned solution
This section will introduce the theoretical concepts in terms of the numerical
treatment of FSI-problems. In doing so we will mainly rely on the very detailed
elaborations in [31], [6], [32],[33] and [34], to which the interested reader shall
be referred to for further information. Distinct focus will be set on techniques
to establish a fully partitioned solution scheme based on a Dirichlet-Neumann
coupling. Even though the formulation of the underlying mechanics as well as
the corresponding concepts are introduced in a very general manner, no at-
tempt will be made to cover the full spectrum of possible solution procedures.
A very nice and profound classification of the latter, though, can be found in
chapter 6.1 of [31].
From a mathematical point of view an FSI problem can be expressed through
an ODE system in the form1
1Here we already discretized in space via the finite element method
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[
MSS MSF
MFS MFF
] [
aS
aF
]
+
[
CSS CSF
CFS CFF
] [
vS
vF
]
+
[
KSS KSF
KFS KFF
] [
uS
uF
]
=
[
bS
bF
] (3.10)
where u, v and a characterize the motion of either the fluid F or the struc-
ture S, the coefficient matrix M describes the mass, C the damping and K
the stiffness of the system. Furthermore b denotes the right-hand side that
contains the sum of all imposed forces. The actual coupling between both
domains is herein given by the off-diagonal or mixed terms indexed with FS
or SF .
If all the matrices are now fully occupied one speaks of a fully coupled or
two-way coupled FSI-problem. Here we may distinguish between two different
situations: strongly coupled systems in which the density ratio between fluid
and structure is ρFρS ≈ 1, and weakly coupled systems where the respective
density ratio is ρFρS << 1. This distinction is important with regard to the
choice of the solution procedure.
If in either of the two lines of the above system the mixed terms are miss-
ing a one-way coupled system is obtained and finally if no mixed-terms are
present the two systems are fully decoupled and could be solved independently.
Given a fully coupled FSI problem and assuming that all the corresponding
coefficients in (3.10) are known, the ODE system can be directly discretized in
time leading to the so called “monolithic” formulation of the coupled problem.
In that configuration the complete problem can be solved for the state vari-
ables conveniently in a single solution step by means of an arbitrary integrator
for ODE-systems, which is very advantageous from the point of view of accu-
racy. This solution procedure is in the following referred to as the monolithic
solution.
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The disadvantage of a monolithic solution procedure is, however, that the cor-
responding system of equations is generally very large (all the variables of the
problem need to be solved at the same time) and often badly conditioned due
to the coexistence of terms coming from the description of physically different
problems [6]. To overcome these disadvantages it is possible to split the mono-
lithic system into the two single field problems such that they indeed take into
account contributions from each the other field at the common boundary or
interface, respectively, but apart from that can be solved independently. As
we will see later, the solution then follows a defined strategy which is based
on a mutual exchange and imposition of boundary conditions at the common
interface.
The underlying formulation of such a partitioned solution procedure is ob-
tained by bringing all the coupling quantities in equation (3.10) to the right
hand side. The system then reads:
[
MSS 0
0 MFF
] [
aS
aF
]
+
[
CSS 0
0 CFF
] [
vS
vF
]
+
[
KSS 0
0 KFF
] [
uS
uF
]
=
[
RSS
RSF
] (3.11)
in which
RSS = bS −MSFaF −CSFvF −KSFuF
RSF = bF −MFSaS −CFSvS −KFSuS (3.12)
This system of equations may be eventually solved in a partitioned manner.
Besides the fact that we are avoiding the complications related to a monolithic
solution, this partitioned solution procedure offers a few more very nice ad-
vantages. The most important one is the fact that from a solution perspective
the two different mechanical problems are decoupled. That is optimal from
the point of view of software modularity since for either problem we can use
dedicated and well-established high-performance solvers. The disadvantage,
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though, is obviously the additional computational effort. Since we are solving
each system independently, we need make sure that in each time step the cou-
pling conditions are fulfilled to a high degree of accuracy in order to keep the
accumulated error minimal. This requires an additional solution iteration in
each time step and hence causes a significant increase in the number of solver
calls. Another typical disadvantage arises from possible convergence problems
during the additional solution iteration. Also it may happen that the problem
is not well defined on one of the domains since boundary conditions are only
defined in the other domain2. In a lot of applications, though, the advantages
of this approach outweigh the disadvantages making it a frequently applied
solution approach in the context of FSI simulations.
Nevertheless, the feasibility of such an approach relies on the following three
assumptions [6]:
1. the system (equation (3.10)) is linear
2. the corresponding matrix coefficients are all known
3. it is possible to define physically stable test case
For a detailed discussion of the latter assumptions the interested reader is re-
ferred to chapter 4.2 page 81 in [6]. At this point it is only important to note,
that in case of the interaction between flexible structures and incompressible
fluids, which is the system of interest within this monograph, none of the
previous assumptions are valid[6]. This leads particularly in situations where
ρF
ρS
≈ 1, i.e. in strongly coupled problems, to numerical difficulties. One such
difficulty is the artificial added-mass effect described in the follow-up section.
To overcome these problems two principal solution or coupling strategies may
be applied in partitioned analyses3:
2Pressure boundary conditions on the structure are actually defined in the fluid domain
3A profound overview of different coupling strategies, in particular for the second case, is
given in [31], chapter 6.6
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1. an explicit computation with prediction-correction techniques
2. an iterative or implicit solution procedure
In the first case the single field problems are solved subsequently just once in
each time step. Therefore typically information from the previous time step is
used as a prediction. In order to reduce the hence occurring spurious energy,
additional correction techniques may be applied. Given a very weak coupling,
i.e. ρFρS << 1 , the solution of the system formulated in equation 3.10 can be
simplified even more since then it can be solved in a purely explicit manner
without correction. A purely explicit computation is the fastest way to obtain
a coupled solution in the context of a partitioned FSI analysis. In practical ap-
plications, however, it is typically either not sufficient or not applicable. Since
in the scope of this monograph we are exclusively relying on the second of
the above principal coupling strategies, details are omitted here. Instead the
simple but complete example from chapter 2.1.1 in [34] shall be recommended.
It describes the algorithmic idea of the partitioned analysis4 by means of an
explicit computation with prediction-correction techniques which may serve
as a basis for further research in this context.
In case of the second solution strategy, iterative schemes are applied to control
numerical problems in a coupled analysis. The basic idea in this context is
an implicit treatment of the coupling variables where in each time step the
latter are iteratively improved until the residuum, defined by the the coupling
conditions, is below a certain tolerance threshold. Then one proceeds in time
starting with the iteration all over again[31]. An illustration of the implicit
solution procedure is given in figure 3.6.
Important to note is that by using such a solution approach, the coupling
conditions are fulfilled (up to the degree of accuracy defined by the tolerance
threshold) and the energy conservation at the common interface is ensured.
4In [34] denoted as the “staggered approach”
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Figure 3.6: Iterative solution procedure - Adopted from [31]
An implicit solution of equation (3.11) following the procedure above hence
principally convergences to the monolithic solution of equation (3.10) (Given
that it converges at all) [31], which has to be an essential characteristic of a
partitioned approach in general. In order to actually allow for convergence,
though, we have to follow one of several possible iteration schemes. Through-
out the present monograph the so called “Gauss-Seidel” fixed-point iteration
scheme was chosen to this end. The reason for this choice was the existing
profound experience basis in this regards.
The Gauss-Seidel fixed-point iteration aims to iteratively solve the constrained
nonlinear FSI problem from equation (3.11) assuming that the sought equilib-
rium condition appears as a so called fixed-point5 in the solution space. The
corresponding iteration rule then requires to reformulate (3.11) such that we
obtain its corresponding fixed-point form:
0 = MSa
k+1
S +CSv
k+1
S +KSu
k+1
S − f(akF ,vkF ,ukF ) (3.13a)
0 = MFa
k+1
F +CFv
k+1
F +KFu
k+1
F − f(ak+1S ,vk+1S ,uk+1S ) (3.13b)
where k is the iteration index. Now we recap that at the interface it holds:
5See respective mathematical textbooks for a definition
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uS,Γ = uF,Γ
vS,Γ = vF,Γ
aS,Γ = aF,Γ
∀t (3.14)
Using (3.13) and (3.14) the iteration rule of the Gauss-Seidel fixed-point iter-
ation finally reads
1. Given ukF ,v
k
F ,a
k
F from the previous time step or iteration, solve the
structure problem in (3.13a) for uk+1S ,v
k+1
S ,a
k+1
S
2. Use the coupling conditions in (3.14) to prescribe the solution quantities
at the interface on fluid side.
3. Solve the fluid problem in equation (3.13b) for the remaining solution
quantities uk+1F ,v
k+1
F ,a
k+1
F on fluid side. Then restart iteration.
According to Banach’s fixed-point theorem this iteration now converges under
the condition that each single iteration step mathematically corresponds to a
contraction. The latter condition, though, is not always fulfilled and typically
violated in strongly coupled problems, which we actually wanted to solve with
the introduced iterative scheme. To make sure that the contraction condition
remains valid along the iteration, however, we can use a relaxation method
which relaxes either of the coupling variables at the interface during step 2)
in the above iteration rule. The corresponding relaxation generally reads:
V˜
k+1
Γ = V
k
Γ + ω
(
V k+1Γ − V kΓ
)
(3.15)
V˜
k+1
Γ = ωV
k+1
Γ + (1− ω)V kΓ (3.16)
where V˜ Γ represents the relaxed coupling variable, V Γ the unrelaxed variable,
k denotes the iteration index and ω the relaxation factor. In the specific case
where the structural velocity is relaxed, as we will do it later, step 2) in the
above iteration reads:
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v˜k+1S,Γ = ωv
k+1
S,Γ + (1− ω)vkS,Γ (3.17)
This means, that we are in each iteration step not imposing the actual simu-
lated value for the structural velocity on the fluid boundary at the common
interface, but only an, according to ω, relaxed value, which is typically smaller
than the original one. That is the relaxation factor is typically chosen ω < 1
which corresponds to an underrelaxation. Practically interpreted this means
that we are relaxing the load with which the structure excites the fluid in each
iteration during one time step. Conceptually we are by that ensuring a con-
traction in the fixed-point iteration. As a result convergence of the fixed-point
iteration may be achieved even with strongly coupled problems. The fixed-
point iteration scheme combined with the above described relaxation method
hence poses a powerful solution procedure that also allows a partitioned anal-
ysis of strongly coupled problems.
Even though this is a very powerful approach, the question remains, how to
choose ω. Generally it holds that the corresponding value needs to be as low as
possible to actually achieve numerical stability but high enough to reduce the
hence increasing number of necessary iteration steps as much as possible. In
practice this trade-off often cannot be effectively balanced out by the program
user himself. Instead automatized strategies to accelerate convergence can be
applied. A very effective and important strategy in this context is the adaptive
relaxation using the Aitken-method which during the iteration continuously
computes new and improved relaxation parameters. A detailed elaboration of
this method including its computation as well as background information can
be found in [31], chapter 6.6.2.2 and the herein given references. Throughout
this monograph the above discussed Gauss-Seidel coupling strategy is com-
bined with the aforementioned Aitken-method in order to ensure convergence.
With the Aitken-method now we discussed all the principal theoretical con-
cepts regarding the solution of a coupled fluid-structure problem that will be
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of importance in the later course of this monograph. As already stated in the
beginning we in particular focused here on a partitioned solution procedure.
What in this regard was already mentioned but not elaborated further so far
is the fact that a partitioned approach typically faces well-known numerical
problems, which has to be taken into account in a proper simulation. One of
the most important problems shall be discussed in the following section.
3.3.2 Artificial added-mass effect
Whenever acceleration is imposed on a fluid flow, either by accelerating an
embedded body or by an external acceleration of the fluid, additional inertia
forces will act on surfaces of embedded bodies that are in contact with the fluid
[35]. This effect is typically referred to as the “artificial added-mass effect”.
For a simple voluminous, spherical particle embedded in an incompressible
fluid domain for instance the additional inertia force, also referred to as the
virtual mass force, is given as [36]:
F VM =
ρFVS
2
(
DvF
Dt
− dvS
dt
)
(3.18)
where vF is the fluid flow velocity, vS is the spherical particle velocity, ρF is
the mass density of the fluid, VS is the volume of the particle, and
D
Dt denotes
the material time derivative. Taking into account the aforementioned virtual
mass force, the momentum equation of the particle for example reads:
mS
dvS
dt
= ΣF + F VM = ΣF +
ρFVS
2
(
DvF
Dt
− dvS
dt
)
(3.19)
in which mS represents the mass of the particle and ΣF contains all the
imposed forces like the gravitational force, drag, lift, Basset force, etc.. By
rearranging the equation we get:
(
mS +
ρFVS
2
)
dvS
dt
= ΣF +
ρFVS
2
DvF
Dt
(3.20)
In front of the first order time derivative of the particle velocity now an extra
mass term occurs that arises due to the interaction of the fluid with the parti-
cle or the structure in general. That is, the particle accelerates as if it had an
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extra mass of half the fluid it displaces. This extra term is typically referred to
as “artificial added-mass” or simply “added-mass” giving this effect its notion.
The particle is now just an example, but the effect is conceptually the same in
the general case. A mathematically more rigorous derivation for the general
case is given in [37].
As already stated in the beginning, the artificial added-mass effect affects the
surface of the structure that is in contact with the fluid. Transferred to the
case of a partitioned FSI analysis the effect hence exclusively occurs at the
coupling interface. Furthermore it is important to realize that, since we are
in an FSI analysis generally dealing with transient movements, the artificial
added-mass effect is always present. Its impact depends, however, on the
density of fluid. If the fluid density is small compared to the density of the
structure it can typically be neglected. In cases where the density of the fluid
is about the density of the structure or higher, the added-mass may be even
greater than the mass of the structure itself so the corresponding effect has
to be taken into account. Severe numerical errors might be the consequence
else. A typical error that is seen in this context, is for instance a pressure
distribution that is significantly oscillating in time.
The effect is particularly a problem in fluid-structure scenarios with incom-
pressible fluids at a density ratio of ρFρS ≈ 1. Here the resulting inertia terms
may dominate the solution of the interaction problem. On the other hand
side the effect generally diminishes in an analysis with compressible fluids.
This can be understood with a rather practical interpretation of the artificial
added-mass effect: Since fluid and structure cannot occupy the same space
at the same time the structure displaces the fluid as it accelerates through
it. The fluid reacts to it with an additional inertia response, that in turn is
all the more distinct the higher the effective mass of the fluid, i.e. the one
partition of the entire fluid mass that immediately reacts to this state change.
In compressible fluids obviously the effective mass is significantly lower than in
incompressible fluids where, due to the incompressibility constraint, the entire
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mass of the fluid reacts to this state change at once.
In partitioned FSI analyses the artificial added-mass effect and the possible
numerical errors are typically handled very effectively by means of implicit
coupling strategies. As we will see later, however, this might be still not
enough in terms of the herein discussed embedded method. In this case addi-
tional techniques are necessary in order to prevent numerical instabilities. A
corresponding technique that was applied throughout this monograph will be
introduced in the following section.
3.3.3 Dealing with the artificial added-mass effect in incom-
pressible flows
In the previous chapter we described a particular problematic phenomena
when computing an FSI scenario with incompressible fluids in a partitioned
approach, i.e. the artificial added-mass effect. One typically very efficient way
to avoid this phenomena is to use an implicit, iterative solution procedure
with corresponding relaxation technique as described in the first part of this
chapter. Despite the application of the latter, however, it could be observed
with the herein given examples, that in particular the embedded method still
is prone for instabilities due to this artificial added-mass effect, given that we
have a density ratio close to one. So in order to prepare the embedded method
also for problems of the latter kind it was necessary to improve the stability
of the partitioned embedded solution procedure.
In order to understand where there is actually potential for an improvement
we recap the origin of the problem with the artificial added-mass effect from a
more pragmatic perspective: The problem is, that we do not incorporate any
sensitivity information so far into the analysis of the fluid-structure interaction
since the computation of the corresponding derivatives is very expensive. That
is whenever we compute the solution of the fluid as a reaction to the movement
of the structure we do actually not take into account that the hence resulting
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pressure variation has an influence on the movement again. In turn, to be
more precise we would have to incorporate the sensitivity of the structural
movement w.r.t. to a pressure variation into the analysis of the actual pres-
sure variation on CFD side. By neglecting this, it is essentially assumed that
the structure and the fluid may partially overlap during the iteration from one
time step to the other. This is of course contrary to the original assumption of
incompressibility which eventually leads to pressure-oscillations or this artifi-
cial added-mass, respectively. So the general idea is now to incorporate into
the analysis of the fluid this missing information about the structural response
if there is a pressure variation at the interface (This approach partially follows
the ideas presented in [38]). To incorporate the missing information, we have
to perform two basic tasks:
1. Find a sufficient prediction of the structural response and
2. incorporate this prediction into the fluid analysis.
Let us first concentrate on the linearized prediction of the structural move-
ment. In order to keep it simple here we will in the following derive the neces-
sary equations on a discrete level which is based on a standard Galerkin weak
form analysis. With that in mind, consider the case of a general structural
problem in the form
M
∂v
∂t
+Ku = f (3.21)
where we used the same notation as in the previous chapters and comprised all
the external forces in one vector f . Introducing a first order backward-Euler
time-integration this can be further discretized in time as
M
vn+1 − vn
∆t
+Ku = f (3.22)
where n and n + 1 denote the current and following time step, respectively.
Having introduced the time discretization we may reformulate the problem
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such that we have an expression which approximates the structural movement
as
vn+1 = vn + ∆tM
−1f −∆tM−1Ku (3.23)
Now we note that the displacement u is proportional to the time step ∆t,
i.e. u ∝ ∆t. That is as the time step reduces the second term with the
tangential stiffness in the equation above decreases second order while the
first term depending on f reduces linearly. Taking now into account that this
stabilization is to be applied in strongly coupled problems where typically very
small time steps are required, we may neglect the influence by the tangential
stiffness as since the structural behavior is mainly dominated by the inertia
term. Equation (3.23) reduces to
vn+1 = vn + ∆tM
−1f (3.24)
Note that this is a clear simplification but as we will see later it is sufficient for
a proper stabilization. Introducing now an iterative solution technique with
iteration index k the solution for this equation at two subsequent iteration
steps reads6
vkn+1 = vn + ∆tM
−1fk (3.25a)
vk+1n+1 = vn + ∆tM
−1fk+1 (3.25b)
Subtracting now equation (3.25a) from (3.25b) and rearranging the resulting
term we get a linearized Newton-Raphson solution scheme to solve for the
structural velocities depending on the external forces:
vk+1n+1 = v
k
n+1 + ∆tM
−1
(
fk+1 − fk
)
(3.26)
Now we note that, by choosing a weak formulation and the Galerkin discretiza-
tion, the external force vector is decomposed into body forces and surface
tractions along the Neumann boundary:
6Note that f is a function of v and generally nonlinear.
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f =
∫
Ω
NTρb dΩ +
∫
Γ
NT Tˆ dΓ (3.27)
where b is the body force and Tˆ the surface traction that may be given as a
surrounding pressure field in the form
Tˆ = pn (3.28)
with n being the surface normal at the coupling boundary. Introducing (3.28)
in 3.27 and the latter into (3.26), the final structural movement may be written
as
vk+1n+1 = v
k
n+1+∆tM
−1
[∫
Ω
NTρ
(
bk+1 − bk
)
dΩ +
∫
Γ
NT
(
pk+1 − pk
)
n dΓ
]
(3.29)
Note that by these operations we obtained an expression that not just describes
the reaction of the structure to any body load, but also an expression that
takes into account a pressure variation pk+1−pk along the Neumann boundary.
Practically interpreted this means that, given a pressure variation from any
environmental phenomena, such as a surrounding fluid, its influence on the
structural movement may be described by the boundary term
∆tM−1
∫
Γ
NT
(
pk+1 − pk
)
n dΓ (3.30)
The information from the above boundary terms can now be used to improve
the fractional step solution procedure when computing the fluid in a parti-
tioned FSI problem. Before entering the term, however, in the fractional step
process, we want to prepare it some more.
First we note, that the pressures in an FSI context are nodal quantities which
is why we also need to discretize them by means of finite elements. Taking
the latter into account we can reformulate equation (3.30) to
∆tM−1
∫
Γ
NNTn dΓ
(
pk+1 − pk
)
(3.31)
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where the pressure values p are now nodal quantities interpolated via the ad-
ditional shape function N . The integral can now be computed by means of
Gauss-integration techniques. Here all the constant terms were put outside
the integral.
Second we note that in the FSI context the boundary along which the pressure
variation needs to be taken into account is the common interface or “wet”
interface ΓFSI, respectively. We may thus want to make this clear by denoting
the boundary term as
∆tM−1
∫
ΓFSI
NNTn dΓFSI
(
pk+1 − pk
)
(3.32)
Also we want to emphasize for the later application in the FSI that the above
mass matrix M describes the nodal masses at the boundary of the structure
by replacing M with vecMS :
∆tM−1S
∫
ΓFSI
NNTn dΓFSI
(
pk+1 − pk
)
(3.33)
Third we note that the mass matrix MS is composed of the structural density
ρS and the nodal volumes Vi assigned to each node on the boundary. By con-
trast the integral
∫
ΓFSI
NNTn dΓFSI poses a nodal area Ai which represents
the area of influence of each node along the boundary. Assuming a nodal
integration rule, both are hence of the form
M−1S =

1
ρSVi
0 · · · 0
0 1ρSVi · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1ρSVi
 (3.34)
∫
ΓFSI
NNTn dΓFSI =

Aini 0 · · · 0
0 Aini · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · Aini
 (3.35)
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Considering now that the nodal volume of an interface node divided by the
corresponding nodal area results in some nodal thickness description, i.e.
Vi/Ai = hi, what remains from the multiplication of both matrices in equation
(3.33) is a coefficient matrix CS in the form
CS(ρS · hi) =

ni
ρShi
0 · · · 0
0 niρShi · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · niρShi
 (3.36)
We can hence rewrite (3.33) such that we have
∆tCS(ρS · hi)
(
pk+1 − pk
)
(3.37)
A few important observations can now be made here. For example as ρS in-
creases, this term tends more and more to zero, which when applied in the
FSI context is what we expect since for heavy structures its movement will
be less influenced by a surrounding fluid. That is, this term has a negligible
influence. In turn, however, this means that given a lightweight structure,
such as a membrane, neglecting equation (3.37) in the coupled analysis clearly
introduces an error that may even cause the simulation to fail.
Another important observation relates to the role of the term ρS · hi. The
problem here is that, we indeed want to use this expression for a prediction of
the structural movement in the CFD analysis, we, however, typically do not
know this nodal thickness. In fact we only now it if the entire structure is
a membrane since then the thickness is a prescribed parameter. That means
given a voluminous structure we have to guess hi at each node.
By being forced to guess hi we introduced basically parameters that may be
arbitrarily chosen later on in the CFD analysis. But since we do not want
to guess a parameter for each node separately we may want to introduce a
common parameter h for this “interface thickness or height, respectively”.
Equation (3.37) hence reads
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∆tCS(ρS · h)
(
pk+1 − pk
)
(3.38)
This parametrization is possible since when the variation of the pressure is very
small and eventually zero the entire boundary term vanishes. Transferred to
the FSI application this means that at convergence of the coupling conditions,
where there is no iterative change of the pressure anymore, the above expres-
sion will disappear independent of the guess of h. As a matter of fact this is
the most important property of this approach since it guarantees that if the
parameter is well chosen, we obtain a very nice convergence behavior because
we took into account the movement of the structure, and if not, we are at least
not distorting the overall solution.
So finally what we have is, given a pressure variation pk+1 − pk, the corre-
sponding response of the structure may be estimated by means of guessing
the parameter h and hence evaluate equation (3.38) which as such can be in-
tegrated into the fractional step solution process.
Having now found a good formulation for the prediction of the structural
movement we may proceed to actually incorporate this term into the solution
procedure of the fluid. To this end we recap that, assuming the fractional step
technique that was applied throughout this monograph, we can express the
unknown velocities in time step n+ 1 by means of the estimated velocity v˜ as
well as the unknown pressure values pn+1 and pn in the form
7
vn+1 = v˜n+1 + ∆tM
−1G(pn+1 − pn) (3.39)
As obvious there is not yet any structural information contained in this for-
mulation. So the velocity in the next time step with a standard fractional step
procedure applied to an FSI problem will be only computed by means of the
given pressure delta without taking into account that the later also influences
the movement of the structure and hence again vn+1. To face this problem
7See [39], page 41 for a detailed elaboration of the equations in a fractional step process.
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and to improve the coupling conditions the idea is now, whenever the fluid
computes nodal quantities in the interior of the fluid domain, the standard
fractional step procedure is applied, i.e. equation (3.39) is computed, but as
soon as the nodal quantity is part of the common interface ΓFSI we extend the
given formulation by the above prediction from equation (3.38). The complete
formulation hence reads:
in Ω: vn+1 = v˜n+1 + ∆tM
−1G(pn+1 − pn)
on ΓFSI: vS,n+1 = v˜S,n+1 + ∆tM
−1G(pn+1 − pn) + ∆tCS(ρS · h) (pn+1 − pn)
(3.40)
In order to avoid clutter we will drop here any indices from the underlying
Newton-Raphson scheme and instead just use the time indices to indicate
which quantity is given at which time instance. Furthermore we will abbreviate
the given pressure deltas by pn+1 − pn = ∆p Keeping that in mind, we can
take the divergence of the entire expression such that we get
in Ω: 0 = Dv˜n+1 + ∆tDM
−1G∆p
on ΓFSI: 0 = Dv˜S,n+1 + ∆tDM
−1G∆p+ ∆tDCS(ρS · h)∆p
(3.41)
Note that we enforce incompressibility in each time step which is why Dvn+1
has to be zero. A reformulation such that we have the auxilliary velocity on
the left-hand side and factorizing out the pressure delta yields
in Ω: Dv˜n+1 = ∆tDM
−1G∆p
on ΓFSI: Dv˜S,n+1 = ∆t
[
DM−1G+DCS(ρS · h)
]
∆p
(3.42)
This now exactly represents the second step in the fractional step algorithm
in which we are computing for the unknown pressure value in the following
time step by means of a Newton-Raphson scheme. Therefore compare the
above equations to equation (2.31b). So essentially this means that in order
to incorporate the given prediction of the structural movement into the so-
lution procedure, we, given that the state variable is located on ΓFSI, simply
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add the prediction term to the second step of the fractional step procedure.
In all other cases we use the known formulation. This also makes sense from
a practical point of view since in the second step we are computing for the
pressure variation during one time step. As already indicated this pressure
variation again causes additional contributions from the structure along the
common interface, which have to be taken into account as precise as possible
in order to avoid a violation of the incompressibility. By doing so the solution
of the coupled problem is stabilized and the convergence in a partitioned FSI
analysis is significantly improved as we will see in a benchmark example later.
A very obvious question now is, why does this actually work?
The answer therefore may be manifold which is why we want to chose a rather
conceptual explanation: The smaller we choose h the more dominant is the
additional boundary term with the computation of the pressure in the second
step of the fractional step solution according equation (3.42). At the same
time we are by that reducing the intertial influence from the incompressible
fluid. Altogether this may be regarded as adding some sort of compressibil-
ity to the coupled interface which gets more and more distinct as we lower
h. This compressibility basically lowers the effective mass8 of the fluid and
hence improves the convergence condition for the fixed-point iteration scheme
as it was stated in equation (3.13). As a consequence the solution is stabilized.
This stabilization is, however, only possible on cost of the computational ef-
fort since at the same time the number of iteration until convergence of the
coupling quantities increases. So we may conclude that we need to choose
h as high as possible in order to keep the computational effort limited but
at the same time as low as possible for a stable solution. As a first start
we simply may use h = 1 which corresponds to not altering the structural
8Effective mass means the the mass which responds with interia forces to a given movement
of the fluid boundary
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density. In all the examples computed throughout this monograph a lower-
ing of the latter value to about 1% of its original magnitude was enough to
stabilize the the solution. Of course this relies on the experience of the user.
So in future research one might think about strategies to automatize this step.
Figure 3.7: Influence of stabilized fractional step iteration on pres-
sure field - Note that the isobars are not perpendicular to the moving structure
anymore
The actual influence of this modification can be seen when having a look on
the resulting pressure along a coupled interface where now a significant shift of
the isobars should be observed indicating the differences between the bound-
ary and the interior. For an illustration the improvement was applied to the
well-known strongly coupled benchmark-problem in [40]. Figure 3.7 shows the
isobars during the solution iteration in a time instance at the very beginning
of the oscillation of the elastic beam. It clearly can be seen that the additional
structure term was taken into account at the interface since the isobars are
not orthogonal to the latter. In here we chose a parameter value of h = 0.01
which corresponds to reduce the original proposed structural density at the
boundary down to 1% of its original value. Again it shall be emphasized that
this modification only has an influence during the iteration in one time step.
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At convergence of the pressure state9 at the interface, (3.38) and hence the
additional term in equation (3.42) vanishes which restores the orthogonality
of the isobars again.
Finally it is worthwhile to mention that this additional structure term gets
better and better in its accuracy the smaller the actual time step is. In the
limit it even shows the correct structural behavior. That is the smaller ∆t
the better this stabilization effect. Luckily the artificial added-mass effect
behaves just reverse. So the smaller ∆t the worse the artificial added-mass
effect. Effectively this means the method is all the more effective and accurate
the worse the artificial mass effect is which is a very nice characteristic.
9Note that convergence at the interface might be checked for the displacements, the pres-
sures or both together. In cases where only a convergence of the displacements is checked a
negative influence of the stabilization technique can not be excluded since a convergence of
displacements does not guarantee a convergent pressure state.In these cases hence the ad-
ditional stabilization term may introduce accuracy errors or may even cause the simulation
to fail.
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efficiency
In FSI scenarios it is necessary to solve the whole coupled physical system
of fluid field and structural field under suitable coupling conditions at the
interface within one, typically iterative, simulation. Having the anyways com-
putationally demanding single-field simulations, this generally increases the
computational costs critically - depending on the chosen solution approach in
some situations more and in others less. So strategies to improve the compu-
tational efficiency on any level play a crucial role. To this end, we want to
present within this chapter several strategies that can be applied in different
kind of situations .
In the first section we will thereby concentrate on parallelization techniques.
In here different computer architectures will be analyzed briefly from a general
point of view and in particular in terms of how they offer possibilities for im-
provements in the context of an FE-analysis. Furthermore different measures
to allow for an evaluation of the quantitative benefit of a parallel environment
are to be introduced. They are going to be used for efficiency analysis in sub-
sequent chapters.
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In the second section we will focus on a particular efficiency problem given for
the embedded approach, i.e. the necessary spatial searches. In this context
two different strategies will be introduced that were adopted and customized to
face this problem as effective as possible. Since these strategies were adopted
from a vast and living field of science, we will stick here only to the main ideas
in the particular context of the embedded FSI analysis. All of the discussed
strategies eventually were applied in the course of this monograph.
4.1 Parallelization techniques
Parallel computing is a technology that enables to divide larger tasks into mul-
tiple discrete subtasks according to the divide-and-conquer principle. These
subtasks are executed simultaneously and therefore allow an efficient improve-
ment of computational performance. As there is such a large demand for
powerful resources and parallelization techniques in the field of simulations
literature provides a vast offer of papers and books dealing with parallel com-
puting. In the framework of this chapter we mainly refer to[41], [42] and [43].
Particularly, the book of Michael Quinn, [41], is highly recommended as it
provides a basis for programming with OpenMP and MPI in C.
4.1.1 Potential and challenges of parallel computing
The technology of high performance computing provides an enormous poten-
tial which can be exploited in the field of Finite Element and FSI simulations.
The most attractive arguments for dealing with parallel computing in the
course of this monograph are summarized in the following overview:
• Reduction of computation time: The simulation can be computed in a
fraction of the time needed by a sequential computation. By dividing
the problem in N processes, the simulation can be computed up to 1/N
times faster.
• Solve larger simulations: Larger simulations of a specific FSI problem
e.g. caused by a much finer fluid mesh or a smaller time step can be
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computed in the same order of time. A computation which is N-times
more expensive can be run within the same time.
• Concurrency : Several simulations can be executed simultaneously.
• Parallelization of FEM : The idea of the spatial discretization of a fluid
or a structure into small elements allows to decompose the domain into
pieces which are assigned to multiple processors. Due to the fact that
the element-wise contributions are separately assembled into the global
stiffness matrix, the finite element computations can be executed on each
processor separately.
• Making use of the powerful Spanish Supercomputing Network (Red Espan˜ola
de Supercomputacio´n)
Distributing the tremendous computational effort for a complex FSI simula-
tion to multiple processors such that the computational efficiency improves,
however, also brings some tricky challenges. The following list shows just the
most significant challenges which we will face within this monograph:
• Larger implementation effort compared to sequential programs: In gen-
eral, parallel code is much more complex than serial code. Multiple
instructions are executed at the same time, but there might also be a
data transfer between these instructions. Special functions are required
to control the data transfer in order to avoid e.g. memory access con-
flicts. Also debugging is much more complicated.
• Load balancing : How to distribute the work between the processors? A
perfect load balancing is reached, when all instructions executed by the
processors are finished at the same time. The code is imbalanced if in-
structions need different times to finish their work and the processors are
waiting for other processors to finish. This results in unused computing
potential which decreases the efficiency of the parallel code.
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• Dead locks: Several instructions are waiting for the other to finish but
none of them is ever able to finish.
• Data transfer : When a process generates data which are processed by
another one, they need to exchange data. This requires that the pro-
cesses are executed in a certain order. Setting up the communication,
synchronization and the order of transferring data is a difficult part of
parallel computing.
• Race conditions: Processors are accessing the same memory at the same
time resulting in a reading or writing conflict.
• Scalability of the problem: Describes the capability of the parallel code
to handle larger amount of data by an increased number of processors.
This is especially important to achieve in the framework of this work
because large simulations for benchmarking will be used. The scalability
is limited by the memory bandwidth in desktops equipped with multi-
core processors [42].
• Overhead : The effort for managing the division of tasks into smaller
packages, load balance between the processors, the communication, syn-
chronization or also inclusion of external libraries requires a certain
amount of time which is called overhead. The overhead always has to
be compared to the time saving gained by the parallelization. When the
overhead is larger than the time saving, the parallel simulation even gets
slower than the sequential simulation.
• Efficiency of parallelization: Before parallelizing a code, one needs to
think about the question: Is it worth to use parallelization? If the solu-
tion of a 3x3 matrix is supposed to be parallelized with many processors,
the parallel computations will be even slower than the sequential com-
putation.
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4.1.2 Shared vs. Distributed Memory Machines
A very fundamental question in parallel computing is how to organize the
memory which every processor is accessing in order to solve the physical prob-
lem. The most basic architecture is the uniprocessor (figure 4.1: a single
processor accesses the main memory via a bus which is also connected to the
input-output system (I/O). In order to reduce the access time to the main
memory, a cache is interposed between the processor and the memory. Fre-
quently used data is copied to the cache from which the processor can read
much faster than from the main memory.
Processor
Cache
Bus
Memory I / O
Figure 4.1: Architecture of uniprocessors - A single processor accesses the
main memory and the I/O systems via a bus.
Thinking in terms of parallel computing, a natural way to realize a parallel
computer architecture would be to add multiple of these processors to the same
bus and give them access to the same memory. Systems which are based on
this principle are called shared memory machines (SMM) (figure 4.2). When-
ever any processor is invoking a change of data in the memory, these changes
are also visible to the other processors.
A main drawback of SMMs is that the shared memory and the bus feature a
limited bandwidth, which is divided among the multiple processors. An alter-
native architecture is provided by the so-called distributed memory machines
(DMM) (figure 4.3). In these architectures each processor addresses its own
memory which is not accessible by the others. Therefore each processors can
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exploit the full bandwidth to its own memory. Nevertheless, DMMs require an
interconnection network (e.g. internet or LAN) which is managing the com-
munication between the local memory of each processor. Supercomputers and
clusters - which are accessed in the framework of this monograph - are based
on the technology of grid computing which is in turn a form of distributed
memory architecture.
Processor Processor Processor
Cache Cache Cache
Bus
Memory I / O
Figure 4.2: Architecture of shared memory machines - All processors
share the same memory.
Processor Processor Processor
Cache Cache Cache
Interconnection network
I / O
Memory
I / O
Memory
I / O
Memory
Figure 4.3: Architecture of distributed memory machines - Every pro-
cessor has its own local memory.
SMMs and DMMs are conceptually different architectures and therefore entail
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intrinsic advantages and disadvantages. Both architectures will be used in the
framework of this monograph. Therefore table 4.1 presents the main advan-
tages and disadvantages of SMMs and DMMs. The main reason for dealing
with SMMs in the framework of this monograph was the easy implementation
and the good scalability on a desktop PC. The main reason for using DMM
concepts was the potential of exploiting large scalability on a supercomputer.
Table 4.1: Shared memory machines and Distributed memory ma-
chines - a comparison - The table lists the main advantages and disadvantages
of both parallel architectures referred to the application in the framework of this
monograph.
Shared Memory Machines Distributed Memory Machines
All memory is stored in a global ad-
dress space which can be accessed
by any processor resulting in equal
access time to the main memory.
If a processor needs to access data
from the memory of another pro-
cessor, messages have to be ex-
changed between the processors.
This in turn causes additional
overhead required for constructing,
sending and receiving the message.
Apart from this, the access time to
the local memory is quite fast due
to avoidance of interference with
other processors.
Easy to implement compared to
DMMs. This is also because the
programmer can avoid partitioning
of data.
Much more implementation effort
because of managing load balanc-
ing or data transfer between the
processors’ local memory. Also de-
bugging is very complex.
Memory bandwidth limits the
number of processors to be used
and therefore limits the scalability.
Memory bandwidth is much higher
because each processor is only writ-
ing to and reading from its own lo-
cal memory and can therefore use
the full bandwidth of the memory.
As a result, more processors can be
used effectively, manifesting one of
the main reasons for using DMMs.
The scalability is much larger com-
pared to SMMs and only limited by
the interconnecting network.
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Cache coherence: If a processor is
modifying shared data which are
stored in the cache memory of each
processor, the changes need to be
propagated to the cache of the
other processors.
No problem of cache coherence be-
cause there are no processors which
may overwrite data in the local
memory of other processors.
4.1.3 Quantitative performance evaluation
In order to be able to evaluate the improvements achieved by parallel com-
puting and see how the performance of the parallel code is improved with an
increasing number of processors, some basic quantitative measuring tools are
needed. They are presented in the following. These are tools which will be
applied in the later course of this monograph.
Execution time
The execution time of a program is the time between the start of the execution
until the end of all computations. Supposed that not every part of the code
is parallelized, there is the execution time for the serial code tSerial and the
parallel code tParallel:
tExec = tSerial + tParallel, (4.1)
whereas
tParallel = tCalc + tComm, (4.2)
with tCalc the time required for the calculations and tComm the time spent for
all communication processes (waiting for messages, sending, receiving mes-
sages, ...).
Speedup
The speedup indicates the improvement of the parallel computation with n
processors compared to the sequential computation using just one processor.
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The ratio of execution time with one processor t1 and the execution time with
n processors tn forms the speedup:
sn =
t1
tn
. (4.3)
Optimally, one can reach a speedup of n when using n processors, but typically
in practice, the speedup is smaller than n due to e.g. overhead or not ideal
load balancing.
Efficiency and scalability
The efficiency describes the relative improvement achieved by parallel com-
puting and is therefore a convenient measure for the processor utilization.
The efficiency is computed by normalizing the speedup with the number of
processors as follows:
en =
sn
n
. (4.4)
The maximal achievable efficiency is 1. The larger the achieved efficiency, the
larger the scalability, which is defined as the ability of a parallelized code to
increase the number of processors efficiently when increasing the problem size
of the simulation. But there is no generally accepted measure for scalability.
Proposals are e.g. given in [44] and [45].
Amdahl’s law
The impact of the sequential part on the achievable speedup as the number of
processors increases is described by Amdahl’s law. Let s be the sequential part
of a program code defined as s ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the ideally achievable speedup
can be calculated with the following formula:
sn =
1
s+ 1−sn
. (4.5)
By increasing the number of processors, the speedup is converging as the next
formula is demonstrating:
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lim
n→∞ sn =
1
s
, (4.6)
As seen in the equation, the speedup is in fact bounded by the amount of
sequential code. This implies that to achieve the largest possible speedup the
sequential part of the code has to be kept as small as possible . In essence this
law conveys the significant message for this monograph to parallelize as much
as possible to get the best benefit from parallel computing.
4.1.4 Parallel computing with MPI
The commonly used standard application programming interface for manag-
ing the communication between processors in distributed memory systems is
called MPI (message-passing interface). By sending messages containing a
part of the local data of a processor via the interconnection network to an-
other processor, this processor will get indirect access to these data - as already
explained in section 4.1.2. The message-passing model is ideal for being used
on supercomputers and clusters.
Using MPI to parallelize a program code can be very complex and time-
consuming as it effects many parts of the program structure. In order to
get a comprehensive understanding of how MPI is effectively used in Kratos
and which implementation work has to be done for this project, let us consider
the following flow chart in figure 4.4. It shows a general simulation process in
Kratos, e.g. a CFD analysis.
The first significant step after initializing Kratos is the partitioning of the
domain into smaller subdomains which will be distributed later to the pro-
cessors and stored on the local memory of each processor. This partitioning
should be done such that the communication between the subdomains at the
interface is minimal and the number of simultaneous data transfers is maximal
as additional time for communication increases the overhead. Geometrically
this implies that the surfaces of the interfaces should be as small as possible.
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Processor 1
Solve 
equation system
Update database
Write results
Assemble global 
stiffness matrix
Start
Finish
Initialize Kratos
Mesh partitioning
Setup 
MPICommunicator
Visualize results
 Load balancing
Processor 2
Solve 
equation system
Update database
Write results
...
 Load balancing
 Merging  Merging
Assemble global 
stiffness matrix
Figure 4.4: Flow chart for a simulation in Kratos parallelized with
MPI - The mesh is partitioned into subdomains which are assigned to multiple
processors. These solve the simulation locally within the subdomain. The red
arrows indicate the communication between the processes.
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In Kratos, the external library METIS was chosen to do this partitioning as
optimal as possible. In figure 4.5 such a partitioning of a meshed cube can be
seen, on the left with 4 processors and on the right with 16 processors.
Each subdomain contains an interface mesh to each other subdomain with
which it shares nodes. These information about interface nodes are required
for the solution process as any movement of an interface node effects both
subdomains it belongs to. In Kratos, these data are stored in the MPICom-
municator class which sets up a communication plan based on these data.
This in turn requires the creation of an additional data structure for the un-
structured graphs. Furthermore, the class cares about the avoidance of dead
locks.
Figure 4.5: Domain partitioning of a cube tetrahedra mesh - On the left
hand side the cube is decomposed into 4 subdomains and on the right hand side
into 16 subdomains.
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Subsequently, the subdomains are equally distributed to the processors. In
each subdomain, the contribution of the local elements to the global stiffness
matrix is computed. This setup of the global stiffness matrix in parallel is
done by the external library Trilinos. Based on the stiffness matrix, the local
equation systems are solved by each processor. The solution of each interface
node needs to be updated afterwards as the solution variables are superposed
at the interfaces. Finally, the results are written and visualized in one file.
The set of functions required for the parallelization of code in MPI is already
available in Kratos, such that the Python script could be easily customized to
work in parallel. Finally, the script can be called via the terminal with the
following command:
mpirun –np 4 python script name.py.
4.1.5 Parallel computing with OpenMP
The application programming interface which is commonly used for shared
memory programming is OpenMP (open multi-processing). The main reasons
for using OpenMP are that it is easy and flexible to use for implementation
and it supports the portability between different platforms, which is why it
was also used in the framework of Kratos. OpenMP is based on parallelizing
program code on the level of loops by dividing the loop into independent it-
erations which are executed in so-called threads - sequential executable code
blocks of a process.
The principle of the task division to multiple threads is called multithreading
and works as follows. Let’s consider a computer with four processors, whereas
each of them is responsible for one thread. After starting the program, a single
thread - the master thread - is executed by processor 0, which is running the
sequential parts of the entire program. Whenever there is a parallelized loop in
the code, e.g. a parallel for-loop, the master thread creates additional threads
which are assigned to the other processors (see figure 4.6. All these threads
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and the master thread are executing the partitioned work of the loop concur-
rently until the loop is finished. Then, the created threads are just deleted
and the master thread continues with the sequential part until it encounters
the next parallel section is following.
Processor 0
Processor 1
Processor 3
Processor 2
Processor 1
Processor 3
Processor 2
  Time
Sequential TaskSequential Task
Parallel Task Parallel Task
Figure 4.6: Function principle of multithreading - One master-thread is
responsible for executing the sequential tasks and for creating the threads in
parallel sections.
Multithreading is the key characteristic for OpenMP and basically the main
difference to MPI. Whereas in OpenMP one thread is active from the be-
ginning till the end of the program and additional threads are dynamically
activated throughout the course of the program, in MPI all the created pro-
cesses remain active from the beginning till the end of the executed program.
This also enables incremental parallelization, which is a significant advantage
of OpenMP compared to MPI. In essence, this means that the sequential code
can be incrementally transformed into a parallel code giving the programmer
the possibility to concentrate on parallelizing the most time-consuming blocks
of the code without changing the code structure significantly. This is not pos-
sible in MPI [41].
As already indicated, OpenMP is mainly used for the speedup of loops. In
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the framework of this monograph we will concentrate on the parallelization of
for-loops as it is quite easy to implement. Particularly, it will be applied to
loop over all finite elements of a discretized domain. In Kratos, this is done
by simply partitioning the model into N-1 elements, wheras N is the number
of used threads and one thread has the functions as master thread. Within
the for-loop the compiler distributes these partitions to the threads which are
executed by the processors. The syntax of the corresponding key command is
as follows:
#pragma omp parallel for.
This command indicates that the following loop is executed in parallel. It is
important to realize that all the threads share the same database stored in
the same memory, Therefore one needs to take into account race conditions
during the implementation. This is especially the case when changing data
stored on nodes, which belong to elements of different threads.
4.2 Spatial search
The techniques of parallel computing, as they were discussed above, offer
a way to improve the computational efficiency in fluid-structure interaction
analyses. In fact they are already widely spread in this context and generally
not restricted to any specific solution procedure. In terms of the embedded
approach, however, there is another important factor, that is influencing the
computational efficiency and hence requires a dedicated solution beyond a
pure parallelization.
In the embedded method we are letting meshes overlap without specifically de-
fine a common boundary. The actual coupling, however, requires an exchange
of quantitative information along an interface, which therefore first has to be
identified. As a consequence of the missing technical links between the meshes
both the information exchange and the identification of the interface are some-
what depended on spatial search techniques, that are commonly not necessary
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in a body-fitted approach. Spatial searches, though, are computationally very
demanding, which is why the choice of proper methods becomes particularly
important. In the following we will briefly discuss the corresponding methods
that were applied to this purpose throughout this work.
By construction the embedded approach contains two different steps for which
a spatial search strategy has to be applied. That is:
1. Given a structure node we have to find the fluid element in which it is
contained (necessary for the mapping of quantities at the interface) and
2. given a fluid element we have to find the embedded structure nodes
(necessary when we want to check for intersections and hence identify
the interface).
Both steps have in common, that basically either every structure node has to
be checked against each fluid element or vice versa, which without any im-
provements ends up in a search algorithm of complexity O(N2). For highly
refined meshes this quickly leads to an explosion of the computational costs,
knowing that for instance the mapping of pressures or velocities has to be per-
formed at every time step in each iteration. Luckily, however, a spatial search
of this type poses a classical problem in computer science for which various
techniques are available. Two powerful methods that were incorporated into
the given embedded approach shall be introduced conceptually in the follow-
ing. The aim is to provide a basic understanding plus the necessary key words
for a possible literature research. Neither technical details will be elaborated
nor any exhaustive comparison will be provided. Instead we are focusing in
later chapters on their actual performance in the present practical application.
Besides of the fact that both of the above searching steps principally require
to check every fluid element against each structure node, there is an important
difference that is crucial for the choice of a proper spatial search method: In
case where we want to identify intersections, we are searching for an entity
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in the domain of the structure, whereas in the other case we are searching
for an entity in the domain of the fluid. Both domains are typically differing
significantly in their shape. The fluid domain for example often is modeled as
a convex hull over the structure, such as a block or a channel. The structure
by contrast takes in general an arbitrary shape.
One method that is very well suited for regular distributions and superior with
convex shapes is the spatial search based on bins. A bin is a data structure
which basically divides the space into a number of regular cells as indicated
in figure 4.7. Each cell of a bin knows about the entities it contains or it is
intersecting with. So given a position in space we can ask for the correspond-
ing cell and hence for the entities contained in this cell.
Γstructure
Ωfluid
Bin data structure
Figure 4.7: Bin data structure - The picture shows the concept of a bin data
structure applied to the situation of an embedded FSI scenario. Note that the
situation equally holds for 3D.
Generally it holds, the more regular the shape on which the bin is based, the
more efficient the search. In fact if the shape is regular or convex, this method
is superior compared to other techniques. Since the fluid domain often is regu-
lar in an embedded approach the method performs in particular efficient when
applied to the fluid domain. Because of that the bin-search is the method
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of choice for case 1 in the enumeration above. Here the bin data structure is
based on the overall fluid domain whereas each cell knows about its containing
fluid elements, e.g. tetrahedra. So to search for the fluid element in which a
given structure node lies we create the bin data structure once and then with
each new search ask for the cell in which the given structure point lies. The
cell in turn holds a list of possible candidates. All we have to do finally is to
check whether the structure node lies within one element of this small subset
of all fluid elements. By that the complexity of the search drops from O(N2)
to O (log(N)).
This is, however, only true for convex, regular shapes of the search space. In
fact the computational effort quickly rises with more complex or non-convex
shapes. In all the latter cases other alternatives, such as tree-based search
methods, may perform better since they are taking into account the spatial
distribution of the underlying data. This is why for case 2 of the enumeration
above, an octree search was implemented.
In case 2 we had to find the embedded structure nodes of a given fluid element
in order to be able to identify intersections and hence the common interface.
To efficiently search for respective nodes, the structure is represented by an
octree. More precisely, a given domain is divided into eight equal cubes, which
are again partitioned into eight equal cells be it that a cell contains elements
of the structure. This process is performed several times up to the desired
level of refinement1. As a results the structural domain is decomposed by a
tree-like data structure, i.e. an octree in 3D or a quadtree in 2D, respectively.
The idea is conceptually illustrated for the 2D case in figure 4.8. The method
applies accordingly in 3D.
The idea now is that the domain in which the octree was created not just
contains the entire structure but also comprises the domain of the fluid. By
1A detailed description of the specific algorithm that is applied here, also with regards to its
computational aspects, can be found in [46]
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that the single cells do not only know about embedded structure nodes, but
it is moreover also possible to assign to each fluid element the set of cells of
the octree which are intersecting with the corresponding fluid element. The
respective cells are here obtained by applying the algorithm from Akenine-
Mo¨ller [47]. Based on this linking, the effort for the identification of the
intersections between the fluid and the structure elements can then be eased
significantly for basically the same reason as already in the bin-search: In-
stead of checking every fluid element against each structure element we are for
a given fluid element just checking a small subset of all the structure elements
for intersections. This reduces again the complexity to an order of O (log(N)).
root
...
node
leaf
structure node
Figure 4.8: Principal setup of a quadtree - The picture shows how a
quadtree is constructed from a given point data set (structure points). Its is
conceptually the same for 3D where we subdivide into 8 different cells on each
level (octree).
Different to the bin search, however, this method particularly performs well
for arbitrary irregular shapes. Figure 4.9 shows in this context a large scale
example from another application field. The advantage is obvious when not-
ing that the octree leaves (cells at the lowest level of the octree) are closely
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concentrated along the boundary of the structure. Again transferred to our
case case, this reduces the number of fluid elements that have to be checked
for an intersection to only a few possible candidates.
Figure 4.9: Octree mesh around a complex airplane model - The picture
was taken from Zudrop in [48]
This reduction of complexity for highly irregular shapes could also be achieved
by tree-based structures other than the octree, for example by using a k-d tree
instead, which in the latter case might even be more robust. But typically
the octree is faster compared to comparable techniques. Moreover practical
experiences throughout the developments in this monograph showed that it is
sufficiently robust in case of the embedded method which is why it is justified
here to use this more efficient method instead of a k-d tree for example.
At the end of this chapter it can be summarized: For the two essential spatial
searches in an embedded approach, a bin-based search and an octree-based
based search are applied. Both are designed to reduce the computational costs
connected to the spatial search significantly. Nevertheless, the spatial search
in an embedded approach can be considered as disadvantageous compared to
a body-fitted approach where these searches are not needed for a coupling.
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Since on the other hand, however, the embedded method is not dependent on
any mesh-regularization, the actual advantage or disadvantage in terms of the
computational effort remains to be investigated.
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environment
In the course of this chapter Kratos as an FEM-based multiphysics solver will
be introduced in conjunction with EMPIRE (Technical University Munich,
TUM), a coupling software that is able to carry out co-simulations with an
arbitrary number of solvers. Both software packages together form the envi-
ronment of the entire developments and simulations in the remainder of the
present monograph. Thus in order to facilitate the understanding of the later
discussed implementations plus also to provide a short reference for people
from either development teams, the essential concepts of both software pack-
ages shall be introduced in the following.
To this end, the first part of this chapter focuses on Kratos and in particular
on its main class structure as well as the principal work flow which arises from
the FEM-specific implementations. Based on that it will be explained how
the problem is formulated within the so called Model Parts and how Kratos
approaches the solution of the latter by a distinct segmentation of the single
solution steps. This is important since it affects the later implementations
significantly. The explanations mainly follow the descriptions in [6, 49]. A
more user-oriented format of the principal workflow can be found in [39].
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As a goal of this work, Kratos is to be applied together with other solvers in a
co-simulation environment, in particular with Carat, the structural solver of
the Chair of Structural Analysis at the Technical University Munich. This is
where EMPIRE comes into play. EMPIRE is used as control and communi-
cation instance in this regards.
The second part of this chapter deals with an introduction to the basic concepts
of EMPIRE. It starts with an outline of the principal layout of a respective
co-simulation and afterwards concentrates on how different solvers can be con-
nected and linked together to a co-simulation network. Here focus is set on the
interface between EMPIRE and the connected solvers, i.e. the EMPIRE API.
The chapter then closes with a short description of different intern features
which are necessary for a proper co-simulation, such as e.g. filter routines.
Explanations in terms of EMPIRE mainly follow the descriptions in [50]. In
there also two benchmark examples can be found.
5.1 Kratos
Due to the increasing demand for more and more realistic simulations of engi-
neering problems the separate consideration of occurring physical phenomena
(e.g. fluid mechanics, structural mechanics) is not sufficient any more. Rather
more, it is necessary to account for the interaction between such fields leading
to the coupling of physical quantities.
Those coupled fields result in partial differential equations which can be solved
by means of the finite element method. Many conventional FEM codes are
catered and optimized to the solution of physical problems including only one
single field. The interaction of two or more fields therefore requires an external
program managing the interface between the FEM codes, which at the same
time lowers the flexibility towards other problems. This is, where Kratos as a
unified software environment comes into play.
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Kratos is an open-source software for solving multiphysical finite element prob-
lems. It is developed at CIMNE with the aim to provide a high level of data
structure flexibility, modularity and reusability of the code. These advantages
can be assured by a code written in the object-oriented language C++. C++
supports a generic programming which can provide a package of geometrical
elements and algorithms that are widely decoupled from the specific physical
problem. Therefore, new FE-codes can be easily added to the basic struc-
ture of Kratos. The object-oriented approach is particularly suitable for the
implementation of finite element concepts. All these aforementioned design
principles form the requirements for the efficient solution of multidisciplinary
problems.
In Kratos, the objects in the framework of its object-oriented structure are
constructed based on the general finite element approach. A very fundamen-
tal class structure can be found in figure 5.1 which at the same time represents
the general work flow of a finite element analysis in Kratos. In the course of
this chapter these concepts and the relation between these objects will be in-
troduced and linked to the idea of a multidisciplinary framework based on
FEM.
In view of the modularity and flexibility of including new physical phenomena
Kratos distinguishes between the kernel responsible for numerical computa-
tions and programming and the actual physics of the problem which is imple-
mented in separate applications. This distinction is very important to mention
because it allows to define new applications characterized by an own set of dofs,
variables and elements whereas the underlying finite element methodology and
solution algorithms are managed by the Kratos kernel. Applications such as
fluid-structure interaction can also depend on other applications such as in
this case e.g. the fluid dynamics application. The interface between these
applications manages the communication and is also controlled by the Kratos
kernel. These relations are illustrated in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Main class structure in Kratos - The figure gives an overview
about the essential classes and their main objects in Kratos (adapted from [49]).
In order to ensure a time-effective development process and to provide a high
level of flexibility in executing physical examples which access the application
libraries, Python is used as scripting language. During this so-called end-user
development the compiled Kratos libraries are imported as required and thus
enables the direct access to the functions within these libraries without recom-
pilation.
Referring again to figure 5.1, the kernel and the applications manage the li-
brary interface. An additional element within this main class - the input-
output module - gives the user the opportunity to include his own concepts
without touching the application itself.
All the applications have the finite element core in common which handles
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the solution process, discretization and the numerical description on element
level. In order to understand the object-oriented implementation of the FE
approach in Kratos, it is necessary to explain the most basic entities in Kratos
in a bottom-up approach. A graphical summary is given in figure 5.3. Nodes,
elements and conditions represent the basis for the finite element formulation
as it is the core idea to divide the geometrical domain into simple geometries
(e.g. triangles or tetrahedra) which can be treated by a set of fundamental
algorithms. The very basic entities of such geometries are Nodes which are
characterized by a unique ID, the spatial position and a list of dofs (e.g. fixed
displacements in x-direction). The dof class is basically described by its vari-
able, the state of freedom in terms of any Dirichlet boundary condition (fixed
or free) and its actual value. The dofs together with all variables are collected
in a database in two different containers: nodal data (non-historical data only
storing the current value as e.g. the list of adjacent nodes) and solution step
nodal data (historical data storing both the current value and values from pre-
vious time steps - mainly variables related to the time iteration).
Figure 5.2: Relationship between kernel and applications - Kratos sep-
arates the numerical core and FE description from the physical applications
A collection of nodes leads to the geometrical definition of an element which
itself is implemented in a separate class Geometry and also contains FEM-
specific data as the shape functions or the Jacobian at the corresponding node.
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Figure 5.3: Geometrical components describing a model in Kratos
- This figure gives a graphical overview over the most important geometrical
objects, their properties with reasonable example values and their mutual rela-
tionships
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The Geometry class therefore constitutes the foundation for the definition of
an Element which contains a large part of the physics of the FEM problem.
Within an element, all the available information are collected to compute the
elemental matrix on the LHS of the fundamental local linear system of equa-
tions as well as the RHS. These matrices and vectors are later assembled to the
global system of equations. Contrary to this, conditions are faces of a finite
element directly at the model boundary, which implies that they are used to
impose boundary conditions to the system. Any intrinsic information of the
elements as material properties of a structure are stored in the Properties class.
All these data are practically bundled within the Mesh class as a container
storing the nodes, elements, conditions and properties constituting the region
of interest in the domain to be simulated. Several meshes can again be col-
lected to a Model Part which eventually represents the most important class
in Kratos as it comprises all necessary information for carrying out a simula-
tion. Therefore additional data as the process info specifying e.g. the current
time step of the simulation are also stored as part of the model part. During
a preprocessing the complete model part has to be created which then forms
the basis for all relevant simulations.
After having defined the main components which completely describe a model
in Kratos, the system of equations needs to be solved with a solver which can
be chosen according to the requirements of the individual problem. The com-
plexity of solving such huge systems of equations results in a variety of solvers
which are at the same time executing a bunch of algorithms. In Kratos this
is in general implemented by means of the Process class. The latter handles
different tasks ranging from computing the normal of a triangular element to
the search for adjacent elements of a node. An important derived class of
Process is the Strategy class which is managing the solution steps of the FEM
problem. For every problem the finite element algorithms can be uniquely
separated into the following basic steps:
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1. Time iteration: requests the local contributions from each element (more
precisely the stiffness matrix, damping matrix and mass matrix) to the
global system matrix and the residual vector as well. These matrices and
vectors are combined to form an effective matrix and effective residual
vector by using a certain time iteration scheme.
2. Build equation system: assembles the effective terms of each element to
one global system matrix and a global residual vector provided by the
time scheme at each iteration step.
3. Solve equation system: having the linear system of equations, this step
calls a linear solver to solve the system.
4. Update database
5. Check convergence (if required)
6. Calculate output data (if required)
In Kratos, the time iteration (step 1) as well as the updating of the database
(step 4) are combined to the Scheme object. Moreover, steps 2 and 3 are
combined to one common object called BuilderAndSolver. These two objects
form the main ingredients for every strategy which is implemented in Kratos.
It is important to note that Kratos generally uses a monolithic solution ap-
proach when solving multi-field problems. That is that the BuilderAndSolver
in this case sets up and solves a global system of equations which comprises
the problem specific equations as well as respective coupling terms. A parti-
tioned approach is not explicitly implemented.
Completing the discussion about the most important classes in Kratos accord-
ing to figure 5.1, it also has to be mentioned the group of numerical tools. It
contains some basic auxiliary means provided for the implementation of the
FEM. Besides of Matrices and Vectors, there is an object to provide various
Quadrature Methods, an object defining essential Linear Solvers e.g. exploit-
ing the sparse global matrix characteristics typical for FEM. Data Containers
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and the aforementioned Geometry object are further advanced techniques in
order to improve and extend the performance of the preexisting C++ libraries.
Having a bunch of classes in Kratos at hand, it is crucial to shortly go into the
setup of a simulation. As mentioned before, the model part contains informa-
tion about the geometry, the mesh and also the imposed initial and boundary
conditions. At CIMNE, the preprocessing tool GiD is commonly used to de-
fine the full model part graphically, which is automatically transferred to a
text file, the so-called .mdpa-file. Additionally, a Python file ProblemParame-
ters.py containing the problem settings - such as the solver setup, the process
information or the postprocessor configuration - is generated by the software.
That file is read from the main Python script which coordinates the complete
simulation process by loading all necessary libraries and physical data, defining
the solver and additional process functions as well as managing the solution
process. The main script is named either KratosOpenMP.py or KratosMPI.py
depending on whether the program is parallelized with OpenMP or MPI. Af-
ter finishing the simulation process, the results can be visualized with the
postprocessing function of GiD.
5.2 EMPIRE
Solving coupled multi-field systems using a partitioned approach has the par-
ticular advantage that different existing and possibly well-tested solvers for
the respective single-field correspondents can be reused as black boxes in a
multiphysical analysis. This is not only advantageous from a user point of
view but is also attractive since it allows to combine technical knowledge in
cooperations across single institutions. A partitioned approach, however, re-
quires information exchange among the single codes which has to be managed
in a specific co-simulation environment.
At the Chair of Structural Analysis at the TUM such a modular partitioned
solution approach is pursued in order to facilitate cooperations with acknowl-
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edged experts in the field of computational mechanics. One specific goal in this
context is to be able to perform FSI simulations using Kratos as a fluid solver
in combination with the in-house software Carat as a solver tailored to struc-
tural problems. To this end the Chair of Structural Analysis continuously
develops its own open-source coupling software called EMPIRE (Enhanced
Multiphysics Interface Research Engine).
Throughout its development EMPIRE is kept generic and thus allows the sim-
ulation of not just two but also several coupled fields. It is for example possible
to investigate fluid-structure interactions while monitoring the physical quan-
tities in a control circuit which in turn actively influences the interaction as it
is often the case in practical applications. In fact EMPIRE is virtually unlim-
ited in the number of couplings and thus allows n-code co-simulations.
Regarding its structure, EMPIRE principally consists of two components,
the coupling code Emperor and the application programming interface (API)
which is referred to as the EMPIRE API in the following. The latter is a
necessary interface for a proper communication with the different simulation
codes whereas the first manages the entire communication. The general com-
munication pattern in a co-simulation using EMPIRE is depicted in figure
5.4. Following the terminology in [50], each link represents a communication
instance or a connection between solver and the Emperor. Each connection
is used to exchange specific information such as the displacement or pressure
field in a fluid-structure simulation. For the sake of consistency output and
input are distinguished as it is done in the figure. The Emperor acts as a hub
in this network hence the latter as a whole poses a common server-client model
in which both bilateral and unilateral communication is possible as indicated
in figure 5.4. It is important to note that the single clients, i.e. the simulation
codes, indeed communicate with the Emperor but are running independently
and do not have to know anything about each other. The advantages regard-
ing modularity and flexibility are obvious.
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Figure 5.4: Co-simulation with EMPIRE - The figure shows the principal
communication within a co-simulation controlled by EMPIRE. (Adapted from
[50])
Since the simulation codes are generally independent and Emperor only man-
ages the respective inputs, each client has to have an interface to EMPIRE, i.e.
functions which for example allow to send field data in the expected format
to EMPIRE. This interface has to be implemented in the single client codes,
like Kratos, according to the given specifications in the EMPIRE API. The
latter is written in C++ but contains a linkage to C which enables it to be
used by different compilers in these languages and furthermore by some dy-
namic libraries like Python. This facilitates the integration of communication
routines in Kratos, since its user is intended to operate exclusively on Python
level. Regarding the communication between Kratos and EMPIRE in partic-
ular the functions of the API which are listed in table 5.1 have to be imported
in Kratos to establish an interface to the Emperor.
Table 5.1: EMPIRE API - The table lists the main functions in the EM-
PIRE API which have to be integrated in Kratos.
Function Description
connect Establish connection to the server (Emperor).
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getUserDefinedText Get information from XML File.
sendMesh Send mesh of the client at the coupling inter-
face to the server. Receiving a respective mesh
is not possible yet. Note that EMPIRE can
work with multiple meshes but not multiple
partitions, so possible pieces should be assem-
bled into one mesh before being sent.
sendDataField Send field data to the server (e.g. displacement
field on structural solver side). Field data in
this context is defined on a mesh, this function
thus implies data mapping.
recvDataField Receive field data from the server (e.g. dis-
placement field on fluid solver side). Field data
in this context is defined on a mesh, this func-
tion thus implies data mapping.
sendSignal double Send a simple data array which is not neces-
sarily linked to a mesh.
recvSignal double Receive a simple data array which is not nec-
essarily linked to a mesh.
recvConvergenceSignal Request convergence signal from server.
disconnect Close connection to the server.
Multiphysical problems usually involve a high number of degrees of freedom.
In order to account for the respective computational effort, EMPIRE can also
run in parallel. In that regards it is important to note, that EMPIRE is par-
tially parallelized using OpenMP. Furthermore it uses MPI for the connection
of the single solvers as well as for the send- and receive-routines. It, however,
doesn’t do any domain decomposition or partitioning. This significantly re-
stricts parallelization possibilities when using it together with Kratos which
allows to partition the physical domain by making use of MPI.
Apart from a parallelized run and the pure information exchange alongside a
connection it might also be necessary to modify sent or received data. This is
for example the case when connected clients are using non-matching grids for
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their simulations. Here a proper mapping has to be applied which is trans-
forming the field information at interfaces from one grid to the other. Various
kinds of modifications can be done by using respective operators which in the
following, according to Wang et al. [50], are called filters. Filters can be
applied both as single operators and as part of a filter network. Figure 5.5
illustrates this concept. A list with the implemented filters, that also were
used in the scope of this work, is given in table 5.2.
EmperorClient
Filter 1 Filter n
Filter 2
Filter 3
..
. ...
Figure 5.5: Filters in EMPIRE - Various filters can be applied and linked
to modify data along a connection. [50]
Table 5.2: Filters in EMPIRE - The table lists the most important filters
implemented in EMPIRE. The list is not exhaustive.
Filter Description
Mapping filter In a partitioned multiphysical simulation each single-
field solver usually has a different discretization at
the respective interfaces. This requires data mapping
between two non-matching grids. Different mapping
methods are implemented in EMPIRE to this end. We
will use the Mortar Method in the following.
Extrapolation
filter
An extrapolation filter is necessary when data at cou-
pled interfaces has to be predicted in each new time
step.
Relaxation fil-
ter
Relaxation can be used in iterative schemes to stabilize
the simulation.
All connections and filters have to be defined in a single XML-file which Em-
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peror reads as input. Furthermore the XML-file bundles information about
the single clients and contains settings with regard to the coupling algorithm
and the iteration sequences. By that it is possible to realize different coupling
strategies, both explicit and implicit. EMPIRE finally performs the simulation
according to the settings in the XML-file. After having developed a commu-
nication interface, also Kratos can be invoked in this file making it possible
to carry out partitioned FSI simulations using Kratos and Carat together in
a co-simulation environment.
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In order to allow partitioned FSI-simulations using Carat and Kratos together
in a co-simulation controlled by EMPIRE, an interface had to be created in
Kratos that is able to establish a connection to the EMPIRE API. As addi-
tional requirement, the interface should be designed such that it is not just
able to be used within an ALE framework but also ready to be used within the
framework of an embedded approach. The implementation and verification of
such an interface is topic of this chapter.
In the first part the structure of the interface will be described following its
basic classes and their mutual relations which will be summarized in a UML
class diagram. It is shown, that the interface is ready to be used in a parti-
tioned FSI-analysis using both an ALE and an embedded approach. In this
context still present limitations will be explained. Apart from these limita-
tions for each solution approach a generic process flow can be derived. Since
the partitioned analyses in the course of this monograph are all customization
of this generic processes, both of the latter will be elaborated in more detail by
means of two graphical overviews. A short summary of the arising possibilities
will then be given at the end of the first section.
Knowing about the implementation details the functionality of the interface
will be verified in the second part. In particular a correct sending of the data, a
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functioning coupling and mapping as well as a correct overall communication
will be shown by means of two distinct examples, i.e. a simple cube with
imposed movement of the ground plate and an FSI-simulation of a beam in a
channel flow. The results will finally prove a correct implementation which in
turn was a prerequisite the later simulations.
6.1 Interface structure
In order to allow for co-simulations using Kratos and Carat together in one
simulation by connecting it via EMPIRE it is necessary to set up an interface
between the latter and Kratos. As already described in 5.2 EMPIRE already
includes an API to which Kratos can be interfaced. A respective connection,
however, requires additional implementations on side of Kratos which for a
proper simulation have to be designed such that they comply with specifica-
tions of both software packages. How this implementation was organized and
realized as well as how it is used in an FSI simulation is described in the fol-
lowing.
Crucial requirement in terms of the interface was a modular and flexible appli-
cability in Kratos. That meant that at first a whole new application covering
all relevant functionalities had to be created and embedded in the given struc-
ture. This new application, internally called ”EmpireApplication”, allows a
usage in the same way as all the other applications in Kratos and thus offers a
wide range of possible co-simulation scenarios. Figure 6.1 depicts its general
structure.
In a second step the EMPIRE libraries had to be linked to the Kratos envi-
ronment such that its functions can be invoked in that. EMPIRE is relying on
its own libraries. Within one of them, all the functions of the EMPIRE API,
they are already described in 5.1, are defined. This library had to be linked to
Kratos. In favor of compatibility a pre-compiled version of it was used. This
eventually enables to link it dynamically in Kratos’ Python scripts as needed
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User layer
Process layer
+ CreateEmbeddedInterfacePart()
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Processes (C++)
Figure 6.1: Class structure of the Kratos-EMPIRE-interface - The fig-
ure shows the class structure of the interface application which wraps EMPIRE
functions in Kratos. In terms of a co-simulation, this allows both a connection
between several solvers including Kratos (blue functions) and a connection ex-
clusively between several Kratos applications through EMPIRE (red functions).
Additional functions (orange) allow moreover a Empire controlled partitioned
analysis with embedded meshes.
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in single simulations. Within the interface, the dynamically linked EMPIRE
libraries resemble in a single object called “libempire api” (see figure 6.1).
Besides of the compilation also the different programming languages had to be
considered. Since the EMPIRE API is accessible via C-functions but Kratos
in contrast uses Python for the setup and C++ for the run of a simulation, a
further implementation requirement was a common format to exchange data
from either programming language. In this case C-Arrays were used since they
are principally processable by all these languages.
Due to the fact that both Python and C++ was used in Kratos, the advantages
of both languages were to be exploited. That is why all iterative and compu-
tationally expensive routines were written in C++ while all the other serial
tasks like input and output operations are directly accessible and modifiable
within Python and hence do not need any recompilation. The outsourcing of
the different routines required a careful conversion of the different data for-
mats but eventually allowed an optimized performance.
After having created the general environment for the interface, the EMPIRE API’s
functions according to table 5.1 had to be wrapped into that. The actual in-
terface was thereby designed such that, depending on which framework one is
choosing (ALE or embedded), the user has access to different features which
are each based on the aforementioned API functions but customized to the
specific problem. As a consequence two main Python classes appear in the
application: ”empire wrapper ale” and “empire wrapper embedded”. In both
cases the interface can be integrated in a Kratos simulation by just creating
a single object of either of these classes at run-time. The object then wraps
the functions of the EMPIRE API in the correct format and is consequently
referred to as a wrapper in the following.
As already indicated before, some processes of the wrapper are outsourced to
C++ as can be seen from figure 6.1.This obviously implies a connection of
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the two separate programming environments via an established Python-C++
exchange format. Through this connection the outsourced functions are con-
tained in the C++ class ”ale wrapper process” which hence covers all program
parts that require an iterative or computationally demanding algorithmic such
as reading or extracting information from the entire coupled system12. It is
also used to extract the common physical interface for an ALE-approach or
the embedded structure boundary in an embedded approach. In both cases
information about the interface are stored as an extra attribute, which here is
called “interface model part”. This facilitates the handling of the wrapper in
Kratos significantly.
The C++ functions are just used by the wrapper objects of the two higher
lever Python classes and hence do not have to be invoked in any position of the
simulation. The latter wrapper objects are the one entities which are needed
to set up the communication with EMPIRE. Therein included functions are
posing the actual interface and will thus directly be invoked by the Kratos
user who intends to set up an FSI-simulation for example. Typical functions
here are the sending and receiving of field-information such as displacements
or pressures. Most of the functions are simple customized versions of the
already explained EMPIRE API functions from table 5.1. Note, however,
that additional features were included in order to enable:
i. a co-simulation using several Kratos clients at once or even solely Kratos
throughout the entire analysis with EMPIRE (highlighted in red).
ii. an exchange of mesh information which is is necessary when using an
embedded approach(highlighted in orange).
1From an implementation point of view these program parts are included in Kratos as in-
dependent processes, which is why the respective class is derived from the parent class
“Process” of the Kratos kernel
2Remember: All model information are contained in the Kratos object “model part”. That
is why the model part appears as an attribute in both classes.
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By using all the these functions Kratos can be used together with EMPIRE to
run n-coupling co-simulations without any great effort and for both an ALE
and embedded analysis. Before, this was not possible. In consequence Kratos
can be combined with further analysis approaches beyond the finite element
method such as e.g. approaches from control theory. This not only follows
the Kratos’ philosophy regarding multiphysics but primarily offers various new
applications.
There are, however, still limitations. Despite the implemented interface al-
lowing already a co-simulation with both solution procedures, embedded and
ALE, there is still a principal limitation, which is imposed by EMPIRE itself.
The limitation here arises due to the fact that EMPIRE is not yet designed
for embedded approaches and therefore indeed receives meshes from the client,
through the function call “sendMesh”, but in turn cannot send mesh informa-
tion to the single clients, which would require a function call like “receiveMesh”
on client side. In an embedded approach, however, the fluid solver has to know
the configuration of the current structure mesh in order to be able to iden-
tify the actual interface. Principally this can be achieved by receiving the
structural mesh either in each time step or by receiving it once in the very
beginning of the simulation and subsequently update it with the known dis-
placement field at each instance.
Both of these options are however not yet possible with EMPIRE and still a
matter of future project work. Nevertheless, in order to be able to carry out
first partitioned analysis in an embedded framework using the features of EM-
PIRE, the interface contains a preliminary “receiveInterfaceMesh”- and a cor-
responding “sendInterfaceMesh”-function. These functions allow to exchange
mesh information, i.e. node IDs, node coordinates, element IDs and connec-
tivities, separately in the beginning of the co-simulation using the in EMPIRE
given options of sending and receiving signals. When doing so, the wrapper
automatically assembles the single information to a mesh of the fluid-structure
interface in Kratos by using the function “CreateEmbeddedInterfacePart” and
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stores it as one of its attributes34. Even though this procedure was used within
the scope of this work, in order to be able to investigate the capabilities of
the embedded method in a partitioned approach, it has to be prospectively
exchanged by a respective functionality in EMPIRE.
Having now all features at hand to carry out a partitioned FSI-analysis using
Kratos via EMPIRE, two generic processes can be identified for the case of an
ALE and an embedded procedure. In this context we are concentrating on the
configuration where exclusively two Kratos solvers, one for the CSM and one
for the CFD, are coupled. Each process flow and corresponding communica-
tion pattern can hence be outlined as done in figure 6.2 and 6.3. Partitioned
analyses in the remainder of this monograph all follow these processes.
From figure 6.2 and 6.3 it can be seen that a partitioned FSI-simulation using
Kratos and EMPIRE only requires to invoke a few additional functions from
the main Python classes in 6.1 either before the time evolution starts, during
or after it. So the general structure of a Kratos simulation is preserved which
facilitates is application significantly. Steps beyond the direct communication
such as the mapping between to possibly non-matching grids are handled by
EMPIRE internally and do not have to be specifically defined in Kratos.
Note that, as already mentioned in chapter 5.2, EMPIRE does not allow do-
main partitioning and hence a respective global parallel solution approach.
This means that each single branch in the figures 6.2 and 6.3 indeed can use
internally parallelization techniques, but the global solution process needs to
be kept sequentially.
3The respective functions are highlighted in orange within the above depicted class structure.
4Note that this procedure does not require both clients to be Kratos, also Carat can be used
assuming that it sends the same information in the same sequence. In this case, the cus-
tomized “sendMesh” function would have to be adopted in Carat which is a straightforward
task.
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sendDisplacements() [5]
recvPressure() [4]
Solve CFD
sendMesh() [1]
Apply BC´s Apply BC´s
Move Mesh Solve CSM
sendPressure() [3]
Connect Empire
Connect to EMPIRE
Emperor
1
2
4
3
Kratos (CFD)
Kratos (CSM)
1
5
Start
Convergence at 
current time step?
Reach end time?
Finish
structure
N N
Y
N N
sendMesh() [1]
recvDisplacements() [2]
Initialize KratosInitialize Kratos
Connect to EMPIRE
fluid
Only present in implicit coupling strategies
Disconnect EMPIRE
Y
Figure 6.2: Co-Simulation of an FSI problem in an ALE framework
using Kratos and EMPIRE - The right chart shows the general process flow
as an extension of the generic one from figure 1.3 by the above described newly
implemented features of the EMPIRE interface (orange). The communication
between the two different solvers is hence managed by EMPIRE (left).
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sendDisplacements() [6]
recvPressure() [5]
Compute Distances
sendInterfaceMesh() [1]
Apply BC´s
Solve CSM
Solve CFD
Connect Empire
Connect to EMPIRE
Emperor
1
3
4
6
Kratos (CFD)
Kratos (CSM)
2
5
Start
Convergence at 
current time step?
Reach end time?
Finish
structure
N N
Y
N N
recvInterfaceMesh() [2]
recvDisplacements() [3]
- get displacements
- update interface
Initialize KratosInitialize Kratos
Connect to EMPIRE
fluid
Only present in implicit coupling strategies
Disconnect EMPIRE
Y
Apply BC´s
sendPressure() [4]
Update BC´s
Figure 6.3: Co-Simulation of an FSI problem in an embedded frame-
work using Kratos and EMPIRE - The right chart shows the general process
flow as an extension of the generic one from 1.4 by the above described newly
implemented features of the EMPIRE interface (orange). The communication
between the two different solvers is again managed by EMPIRE (left). Based
on the latter, field data is mapped at the interface according to the embedded
approach.
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Note also that the wrapper offers the option to send and receive both pressure
values and forces. Typically pressure values are sent since they are indepen-
dent of the discretization unlike reaction forces that vary with changing de-
gree of refinement as indicated in figure 6.4.The latter fact leads to difficulties
when mapping between non-matching meshes and might result in a violation
of equilibrium conditions. EMPIRE can, however, map consistently in both
situations using the Mortar method.
p = 1 [N/m]
nElements = 1
nElements = 2
p = 1 p = 1
p = 1 p = 1 p = 1
r1 = 0.25 r2 = 0.5 r3 = 0.25
 l = 1 [m] 
Nodal unit load [N/m]
Nodal Reaction forces [N]
r1 = 0.5 r2 = 0.5
Figure 6.4: Load quantities in dependency of the FE-discretization -
The picture shows how the discretization influences the nodal reaction forces,
they vary, and the nodal unit loads, they are independent. This is why usually
pressure values are mapped between non-matching interface meshes in an FSI-
simulation.
At his point it can be summarized: The implemented interface covers all
features to connect Kratos to EMPIRE while sticking to the specifications
given by the EMPIRE API. It manages both the communication between the
different software packages and hence the different programming languages as
well as the internal data management in Kratos. The structure of the wrapper
is thereby chosen such that it allows an easy and flexible connection of one or
even more instances of Kratos to EMPIRE. This enables various new scenarios
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of Co-Simulations in which Kratos can be used. Furthermore, preliminary
functions allow a partitioned FSI-anlysis using Kratos together with EMPIRE
in not just an ALE but also an embedded solution approach. Figure 6.2 and
figure 6.3 outlined in this context the general process flows where exclusively
Kratos-clients are present. This generic processes can be adjusted to realize
different coupling strategies5. Furthermore, due to the fact that the clients are
independent, it is just a simple step to replace the structural solver of Kratos
with the one from Carat. That is that Carat and Kratos can now also be
used together in a Co-Simulation environment. What remains to be done is
a verification of the interfaces functionality. This is going to be topic of the
following chapter.
6.2 Verification
Having implemented the interface between Kratos and EMPIRE we can think
about models on the basis of which it is possible to verify that the implemented
interface conforms to the defined specifications and works correctly. This
chapter is dedicated to proof this using a few simple examples. Here we are
concentrating on the most important features of the interface. This is enough,
though, to guarantee an error-less communication between Kratos clients and
EMPIRE.
The testing will be organized as follows:
1. The connection and data transfer is to be tested and verified by us-
ing a simple dummy FSI-configuration where a structural movement is
manually imposed and transmitted to the fluid domain.
2. Assuming a correct data transfer a correct mapping will then be tested
by means of a beam placed in a channel flow.
3. Having tested the essential sequential steps in the communication, a
correct coupling of them within the full implicit FSI-analysis of the ex-
5By adjusting the input XML of EMPIRE
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ample from 2. will be tested. A subsequent physical interpretation of
the results shall moreover proof a correct overall communication.
4. Finally it is to be shown that for the case of an embedded approach,
mesh information can be exchanged via EMPIRE as required.
Case 1-4 will be done using the ALE formulation and hence the respective
ALE wrapper-functions. Without proofing it explicitly the results will also be
valid for the wrapper-functions in terms of the embedded method.
6.2.1 Verification of a correct data transfer
As indicated above, first the connection of Kratos to EMPIRE and the correct
data transfer is to be tested. Therefore the model shown in figure 6.5 was
used since it provides a simple geometric setup allowing an easy tracking of
the quantities of interest. The model is a two-dimensional rigid square plate
placed at the bottom of a cube-shaped fluid domain. The idea is now to
manually impose a movement of the plate in positive y-direction, send this
movement via EMPIRE to the fluid solver and see what the fluid receives and
how it reacts to this. The simulation is thereby such that with every time
increment of ∆t = 0.002s the plate is moved by a displacement increment of
∆y = 0.02:
y(tn+1) = y(tn) + ∆y, (6.1)
where
∆y = 0.002 ∀tn,
y(t0) = 0.
(6.2)
The plate starts with the the movement at the very bottom of the fluid cube
and has an identical cross-section such that the fluid is not able to flow across
the edges of the plate. Due to incompressibility this requires a zero pressure
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at the opposite face enabling here a mass flux out of the cube. Obviously
one can expect in total a “squeezing” of the fluid domain which finally can
be measured. Even though this test scenario is clearly not an FSI-analysis,
since it is only a unilateral coupling, it already includes the communication
pattern of a such which is why the results of this test also hold for the fully
coupled pendant. The communication pattern and the process flow of this
test are depicted in figure 6.6. Note that here an explicit coupling scheme was
chosen in which no relaxation filter is present. This was done since we are
only interested in the pure data transfer. A manipulation due to a relaxation
factor was to be excluded.
top face: 
outlet with 𝑝 = 0 
y 
x 
z 
side walls: 
slip condition 
[1; 1; 1] 
Prescribed movement 
wet interface:  
non-matching grids & no-slip condition 
 
   Material properties: 
 
         Fluid:  
 
 
   Material: Water 
   viscosity:  ν = 10−6 m²/s  
   density: ρ = 998 kg/m³ 
 
         Structure:  
 
 
   Material: rigid plate 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Verification of the data transfer between EMPIRE and
Kratos - Rigid plate in a cubic fluid domain and with imposed movement. The
data transfer is tested by comparing the displacement field of the fluid as a
reaction to the imposed movement. They have to coincide.
To investigate the movement of the fluid cube the displacements of an ar-
bitrary node at the bottom of the cube was recorded along the simulation
process. This has to correspond to the imposed movement of the structure if
the communication is done correctly. In fact as shown in table 6.1 this can
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be observed. Figure 6.7 shows the respective results for the fluid cube after a
simulation time of t = 0.01s. Since the results coincide the data transfer can
be considered to be verified.
Kratos (CFD)
Dummy (CSM)
2
Start
tn <= 0.01s ?
Finish
N
Y
Y
Kratos (CFD)
Dummy (CSM)
1b
tn tn+1
uS
uF
1a
Data transfer [2]
Mapping Filter
uF(x) = uS(x)
Advance in time [1]
Extrapolation Filter
(ûF)
n+1 = (uF)
n
Imposed displacement
un+1 = un + Δu
2
Previous time step
Current time step
Figure 6.6: Process flow for testing the EMPIRE-Kratos data transfer
- The left picture shows how the communication is organized in EMPIRE. As
depicted, there is a data exchange between a Kratos CFD- and a Kratos CSM-
solver. The latter, however, only sends prescribed displacements (Dummy). The
right picture shows the corresponding iterative process flow.
6.2.2 Verification of a correct data mapping
As seen in the previous chapter, already a simple data transfer requires a
data mapping as soon as non-matching grids are present. In particular the
displacement and pressure field has to be mapped along the interface of the two
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Table 6.1: Verification of data transfer - The table compares the prescribed
plate movement with the by EMPIRE received displacement on fluid side. A
proper data transfer requires them to coincide.
Time [s] 0.0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010
yplate 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
ynode A 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
[0;0;0] 
Figure 6.7: Fluid domain with imposed plate movement after a co-
simulation with EMPIRE - The picture shows the results of the partitioned
simulation for a simulation time of 0.01s. A significant movement of the fluid
domain due to the imposed movement of the bottom plate can be observed. In
fact the final displacement corresponds to the one that was expected after 1s
according to equation (6.2).
domains in an FSI scenario. Using an embedded approach there is obviously no
common mesh interface and the mapping is already included in the algorithmic
of the method. In a partitioned ALE-formulation, however, a correct mapping
has to be taken into account as a separate step. In this context Empire is
using a Mortar Method to map between non-matching grids. The latter step
in a setup where two Kratos solvers are connected to EMPIRE is to be verified
qualitatively in the following.
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Testing scenario is going to be a cantilever beam placed inside a channel flow.
At the wet interface fluid and structure are each discretized differently in order
to have a non-matching grid. This will require a corresponding data mapping
between the domains. The respective model details can be found in figure 6.8.
Furthermore the different interface meshes each of the fluid and the structure
are shown in figure 6.9. From a physical point of view the complete setup is
posing a flow-induced deflection problem, i.e. a classical FSI problem. For this
we know the physical behavior, as will be detailed in the subsequent section,
which is why it was taken also for verification purposes in the remainder of
this chapter.
Even though this problem is principally a fully coupled problem, we are in this
section only interested in how the data is mapped at the interface. To this end
we were running a unilateral coupled analysis of this model, which is similar
to the one described in figure 6.6. Here we let the fluid flow fully develop and
afterwards map at each time step the given pressure field at the interface on
fluid side to the structure which in turn simulates the resulting deformation.
Since we are only interested in the mapping there is no coupling of the result-
ing displacements back to the fluid which means that we are not resolving the
entire fluid-structure interaction. The latter is going to be investigated in the
following chapter.
Having simulated this test case one can compare the pressure field at the
interface at each time step on structure side and on fluid side. A correct
mapping requires them to differ only according to the limitations of the un-
derlying mapping algorithm, i.e. for this case where we are using a Mortar
mapping method with rather fine interface meshes, the pressure field on both
sides should almost coincide. In fact as can be qualitatively seen from figure
6.10 they coincide. Since this is a generic process step for all FSI-simulations
in this context, one can consider the mapping in connection with the above
described data transfer using the Kratos-EMPIRE interface to be verified.
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[8.2; 2.5; 1.2]
Fluid:
Inlet velocity: vx = 1
m
s2
Outlet pressure: p = 0 Pa
No-slip condition: u = 0, v = 0,w = 0
No-slip condition
Structure:
Bottom surface fixed: ux = 0, uy = 0, uz = 0
Boundary conditions: Material properties:
Fluid: 
Viscosity:  ν = 1 ∙ 10−3 m²/s
Density: ρ = 1000 kg/m³
Structure: 
Stiffness: E = 200 000 MPa
Density: ρ = 7900 kg/m³
Figure 6.8: Classical FSI problem: flow-induced deflection of a beam -
For this scenario the physical behavior is known. The parametrization in conjunc-
tion with the fixed Z-displacement of the beam will lead to an X-deflection at the
tip of the beam without introducing any flutter or similar dynamic phenomena.
6.2.3 Verification of a correct coupling in a complete FSI
Having investigated the data transfer and mapping it is now to be tested and
verified whether the complete coupling between the different Kratos solvers
via EMPIRE works correctly. To this end we are using the scenario from
figure 6.8. As opposed to the previous section, however, we will now apply a
complete bilateral coupling of fluid and structure, i.e. we are simulating the
complete FSI. Figure 6.11 details the corresponding process.
The aforementioned example is particularly useful for the verification of the
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Node S
Interface mesh of fluid Interface mesh of structure
Node F
Figure 6.9: Non-matching interface meshes - The picture shows the differ-
ent meshes for the wet interface in scenario 6.8
Interface on fluid side Interface on structure side
Figure 6.10: Verification of the pressure mapping with EMPIRE - The
picture on the left presents the pressure distribution of the fully developed flow
field at the fluids interface to the structure for a given time step. The right
picture shows the received pressure field at the structure in the same time step
after the data was transferred and mapped using EMPIRE. The similarity is
obvious.
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Figure 6.11: Partitioned analysis of the flow-induced deflection of a
beam in a channel flow - The right picture shows the process flow.The left
figure indicates the corresponding communication pattern.
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coupling since we know the physics of this problem which is a flow-induced
deflection (bending) of the cantilever beam. If the coupling of the different
domains using Kratos and EMPIRE in a process as depicted in figure 6.11
works correctly, this physical behavior has to be recovered by the analysis. In
the following this is going to be tested in two steps:
1. check convergence in each time step,
2. compare final results and double check physical significance.
Checking convergence is straightforward. Here we are looking at the step where
the displacement field is transferred from the structure to the fluid (step 3 in
figure 6.11). Since we are using an implicit scheme with Aitken method, we
can test if the coupling formally is successful by checking in each time step
whether the received displacement values on fluid side iteratively converge to
the sent ones on structure side. To this end the displacement value for a spe-
cific node on the structure was compared to the value of the corresponding
node of the fluid. Both nodes are highlighted in figure 6.9.
Table 6.2 summarizes the results from the analysis for the time step n = 30.
As can be seen, convergence6 is achieved after k = 4 steps. From this one
can conclude to a working coupling between the two domains when using the
Kratos-EMPIRE interface.
With the interface functions in terms of coupling, mapping and data transfer
being verified it remains to test how all the single steps resemble to an overall
FSI-analysis. To this end the beam was simulated in the complete FSI context.
Intentionally the corresponding model parameters and boundary conditions
from figure 6.8 were chosen to be such that a simple deflection of the beam
without any flutter phenomena has to be expected. Note in this context the
relevant Reynolds number of
6Taking into account a tolerance of 1e− 6
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Re =
v · b
ν
=
1 · 0.2
1 · 10−3 = 200 (6.3)
Table 6.2: Verification of the FSI-coupling with Kratos and EMPIRE
- The table shows the convergence of the Aitken method used in an implicit
partitioned analysis based on the Kratos-EMPIRE interface. The observed con-
vergence verifies a working interface.
Time step n = 30
Structure (Node S) Fluid (Node F) Aitken factor
uk+1send u
k+1
recv
0,013929187 0,013459557 -
0,013929706 0,013464254 0.01
0,013928829 0,013987717 1,12454
0,013928464 0,013928965 0,998332
0,013928250 0,013928499 1,00624
Despite the comparatively low Reynolds number we neglect the viscous influ-
ence of the fluid onto the structure and just use the pressure field as driving
force for the structural movement. That is we simply need to transfer the
scalar pressure field between the domains instead of the more difficult direc-
tional traction forces.
To investigate the deflection of the beam we again use the node indicated in
figure 6.9 and measure its X-displacements as time evolves. The results are
recorded in diagram 6.12. As can be seen qualitatively, the analysis gives
exactly what we physically expected to get, i.e. a deflection of the beam in
flow direction. Furthermore note that after a while the tip deflection gets
non-linear in time which is also what we expect from the bending beam if the
deformation becomes large. Figure 6.13 illustrates the results at the whole
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setup.
Figure 6.12: X-deflection of a beam in a channel flow - The diagram shows
clearly the expectable deflection in X-direction. Note the slight non-linearity as
time evolves.
Even though we are not evaluating the results quantitatively, we nevertheless
observe that the physical behavior of the model is captured. From a qualitative
perspective this clearly indicates a robust and working partitioned analysis.
Since in this case the latter was carried out using the newly implemented
Kratos-EMPIRE interface we can and have to consider its functionality as
verified.
6.2.4 Verification of a correct exchange of mesh information
As explained in section 6.1, a partitioned analysis using Kratos in connection
with EMPIRE requires an exchange of mesh information at the wet interface
of the structure. That includes the extraction and sending of the mesh on
structure side as well as the receiving of the corresponding mesh data on fluid
side. The newly implemented Kratos-EMPIRE interface allows this exchange
of mesh information at an arbitrary instance of the simulation with the two
specific wrapper functions, “sendMesh”- and “recvMesh”.
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Figure 6.13: Pressure distribution in the channel flow with elastic
beam - The figure shows the results for the flow-induced bending of the beam
at t = 1s
Their functionality can simply be verified by applying them to the problem of
the beam above. To this end we are omitting the computation of the entire
FSI but just concentrate on the exchange of the respective mesh information.
That is, we extract7 and send the mesh of the wet part of the structure to
EMPIRE using the customized “sendMesh”-function and ask EMPIRE sub-
sequently for it by means of the new “recvMesh”-function. As a result the
fluid solver is expected to own a copy of this mesh of the wet interface which
eventually allows to apply the embedded algorithmic to it in order to identify
the embedded boundary within the fluid domain.
Looking at the results that we get when actually applying these functions to
the beam, a correct exchange can in fact be observed. The results are depicted
in figure 6.14, where on the left the original solid beam mesh is shown and on
the right the extracted and sent interface mesh. As expected the ”sendMesh”-
function extracted the wet interface of the solid beam, sent it to EMPIRE and
7Assuming the interface is tagged as a such in some way, e.g. via a global Variable
“IS INTERFACE”
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the latter passed it to the fluid solver who asked for it via the “recvMesh”-
function. It is obvious that it was sent correctly. With this also the exchange
of the mesh-information between different Kratos solvers connected through
EMPIRE is verified, i.e. possible.
Kratos CFDKratos CSM
Mesh of the solid beam
EMPIRE
sendMesh()
Mesh of the wet interface
recvMesh()
Figure 6.14: Sending and receiving mesh data using the Kratos-
EMPIRE interface - The picture shows the results of the exchange of the
beam’s wet interface among the two different Kratos solvers. Note that even
though the graphic shows two meshes, a tetrahedra-mesh on the left and a
triangle-mesh on the right, the edges are not represented in order to avoid clutter.
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problems
Every embedded method requires a proper tracking of the embedded domain
and in particular the corresponding interface. Within the present chapter
we will first discuss a collection of strategies which allows to represent and
track arbitrary structures within an embedded domain. Then we will test its
approximation error and influence on the overall solution with a few small- and
large-scale examples. The corresponding tests and investigations are carried
out at either generic or single-field CFD problems. The results are basis for
the FSI simulations in the follow-up chapters.
7.1 Geometric description of the FSI interface
Within an FSI simulation based on an embedded approach it is required to
provide a representation of the shape of the structure to the fluid solver. An
efficient approach to handle this is the level set method based on distance func-
tions which was already discussed in 2.2.4.1. Therefore a set of distance values
for each element has to be computed as indicated in figure 2.2. Due to the
fact that this approach is by definition just capable of describing one plane in
each element, structures with many geometrical details can not be represented
properly. In the following we will step-wisely develop an algorithm to treat
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structural surfaces of arbitrary complexity which can be categorized according
to table 7.1. For each listed group representing a structural characteristic, the
main challenges with regard to the interface treatment are emphasized.
Table 7.1: Challenges in geometric representation according to surface
complexity - The structural complexity increases from the top to the bottom
of the table.
Surface complexity Visualization Challenges
Planar As a planar surface has a
constant orientation throughout
its domain, a globally constant
plane is defined in each fluid ele-
ment resulting in an exact repre-
sentation of such surfaces.
Slight curvature The orientation of the surface
within a single element is slightly
changing, such that the surface
can not be described exactly by a
plane. However, the approxima-
tion error which is made is still
comparably small.
Sharp edge (geo-
metrical disconti-
nuity)
A sharp edge located within an
element can not be described at
all based on a single plane. Es-
sential geometrical information
of the structure get lost by the
approximation.
Local agglomera-
tion of two or more
surfaces
If two of more surfaces traverse
one element, they have to be re-
duced to one single plane. Thus
the structural information is lo-
cally completely lost.
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7.1.1 Geometric approximation of plane structure surfaces
In the course of this chapter all the ingredients for an appropriate represen-
tation of a planar structure will be explained. Its starts with a mathematical
description of the implemented algorithmic. After having a basic set of func-
tions at hand, simple test cases will be discussed. As a representative test
case we choose a rectangular plate. Furthermore a cube, which consists of six
plates enclosing a volume, is tested in order to extend the validation to the
general 3D case. The plate and the cube are significant benchmarks which
are used for many validation examples in the later course of this monograph.
The aim of this chapter is to describe the planar surfaces of these test cases
properly by means of the discrete distance function.
In the framework of this monograph, the fluid volume is discretized by a three-
dimensional mesh of tetrahedra, whereas the embedded mesh, discretizing the
structure, is commonly represented by means of mesh of triangles. On the
level of implementation, four basic tasks have to be performed, illustrated in
figure 1.4 in the introduction. After the distances have been calculated they
are assigned to the fluid element which in the following is marked as split using
the flag SPLIT ELEMENT.
Because we are generally able to describe with these distance values a plane
exactly, also the algorithm for computing the distances, i.e. the distance func-
tion, needs to be able to represent a plane exactly. This first chapter explains
the implementation of such a distance function. The plane as an infinitely thin
structure and the cube as a volumetric structure with plane surfaces serve as
examples for verifying the performance of the developed code.
7.1.1.1 Spatial search to identify intersections
As we are interested in the interface between fluid and structure it is necessary
to look for all fluid elements which are cut by structure elements along the
interface to the fluid. As we do not have any information about the spatial
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relationship between the fluid elements and the structure elements, a spatial
search is necessary to reveal the intersecting structure elements. This proce-
dure is visually explained in figure 7.1.
Loop over fluid tetrahedra
End
Loop over tetrahedron edges
B
A
Start
A
B
C
D
Loop over structure triangles
Check Intersection Edge - Triangle
P
Figure 7.1: Flow chart for spatial search - This flow chart shows the pro-
cedure for finding the intersections of fluid and structure elements.
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First of all, there is a loop over each fluid element. Due to the fact that there is
no general algorithm to identify the intersection pattern of a tetrahedron with
a triangle, the algorithm is reduced to an intersection algorithm of an edge of
the tetrahedron with the structure triangle. This results in a loop over all six
tetrahedron edges and for each edge again in a loop over all structure elements.
Identifying an intersection of an edge with a triangle is a basic procedure. We
use therefore the algorithm proposed by Mo¨ller [51]. This code is effectively
checking the existence of an intersection between a ray and a triangle. Having
found such an intersection node, however, it is with this method still not clear
whether this point P is lying on the edge between the points V1 and V2 or
somewhere else along the ray (see figure 7.2).
V1
P
Ray
Tetrahedron 
edge
V2
Figure 7.2: Ray-triangle intersection - An edge with points V1 and V2
positioned on a ray is intersecting a triangle at the point P.
To this end, the following geometrical consideration needs to be conducted:
‖AP‖ ≤ ‖AB‖ ∧ ‖BP‖ ≤ ‖AB‖. (7.1)
This basically implies that the connecting line of an edge point with the inter-
section point can not be longer than the edge itself. If this was the case, the
intersection point P would not be an element of the edge AB.
After doing this procedure for all six tetrahedron edges of an element, each
intersection node is put into a container which is set up for each element.
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This allows us to keep track of all intersection nodes. Let P1, P2, ... be the
intersection nodes and ITet be the set of all intersection nodes, then ITet =
{P1, P2, ...}. Then, the cardinality of the set |ITet| describes the number of
intersection nodes for an element and characterizes the intersection pattern
which is utilized in the following.
7.1.1.2 Computation of structure-approximated plane
Obviously, in the case there is no intersection between the fluid and the struc-
ture element, i.e. |ITet| = ∅, no distances are computed, such that the fluid
element keeps the initially set distance value of +1.
For each fluid element which is cut by the planar structure surface, we can
have different intersection patterns comprising up to four intersection nodes.
The intersection cases are listed in the following overview:
• |ITet| = 1: Triangle cutting one corner point of the tetrahedron (figure
7.3a).
• |ITet| = 2: Triangle cutting one tetrahedron edge whereas the two corner
points of the tetrahedron are regarded as intersection points (figure 7.3b).
• |ITet| = 3: Triangle cutting three edges of the tetrahedron (figure 7.3c).
• |ITet| = 4: Triangle cutting four edges of the tetrahedron (figure 7.3d).
Due to the fact that we consider a planar surface, all of the found intersection
points are lying coplanar within this surface. This will not be possible anymore
for surfaces which are slightly curved. As a plane is described by a point lying
in the plane and the normal of the plane, we can locally describe the plane for
each fluid element by a single intersection node defined by its position vector
p1 and the normal vector n which is predetermined by the orientation of the
structural surface. Then, any arbitrary point p which fulfills the subsequent
equation is also lying in that plane:
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n · (p− p1) = 0. (7.2)
This equation basically expresses that any coplanar vector is perpendicular to
the normal vector of the plane. Assuming a intersection pattern with three
intersection nodes, this equation is fulfilled also by the coplanar points P2 and
P3 as shown in figure 7.4.
(a) 1 intersection node (b) 2 intersection nodes
(c) 3 intersection nodes (d) 4 intersection nodes
Figure 7.3: Intersection patterns of tetrahedron-triangle-intersection
- As a triangle is cutting a tetrahedron, there are principally four possible inter-
section patterns comprising between one and four intersection nodes.
The normal vector is simply the normal of the structural triangle which points
into the same direction everywhere on the planar surface. By this we have all
information at hand to compute the distance of the fluid nodes to the structure
plane.
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S1
S2
S3
P1
P2
P3
n
Figure 7.4: Definition of the structure-approximated plane - The plane
to which the distances of the tetrahedron nodes are computed is defined by the
surface normal vector and one of the intersection points.
7.1.1.3 Computation of signed distances to the plane
The shortest distance between any of the four tetrahedron nodes, let us assume
e.g. V1 with the position vector v1, and the structure-approximated plane can
be computed by means of the following equation:
d1 =
n
‖n‖ · (v1 − p1). (7.3)
The notations refer to figure 7.5. The presented equation can be geometri-
cally understood as the length of the projected connection vector
−−→
P1V1 onto
the normalized normal vector. The point P1 is one of the found intersection
points, i.e. one element of the set ITet. The distance is zero if the node V1 is
directly located on the surface.
Up to now we did not primarily care about the sign of the distance, which is
however crucial for the location of the node relative to the structure. Moreover
the distance sign establishes the basis for the recomputation of the structure
what needs to be done e.g. in order to incorporate the structure interface
into the governing equations of the cut fluid elements. This recomputation
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is done by a linear interpolation between a positive and a negative distance
value in order to compute the zero-distance isosurface which characterizes the
approximated structure.
Coordinate
system
v1
n
p1
Figure 7.5: Computation of the node distance to the plane - The per-
pendicular distance d1 is the length of the projected vector
−−−→
P1V1 onto the normal
vector.
A measure for the orientation of the structure is provided by the direction of
the normal vector of the structure surface. In the framework of this mono-
graph we will define that the normal vector of the structure surface is pointing
outwards. This has to be ensured when the geometry is being created in order
to guarantee that the sign of the distances is calculated correctly. In case of
infinitely thin structures, which do not allow a distinction between inside and
outside, it has to be ensured that the normal vectors of each mesh element are
uniquely pointing into the same direction.
The determination of the distance sign is already implicitly contained in equa-
tion 7.3. This will be shortly shown in the following. Considering figure 7.6
the angle α between the normal vector n and the connection vector
−−→
P1V1 de-
termines the sign of the distance.
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P1
V1
α 
Figure 7.6: Sign of distance value - The angle between the normal vector and
the connection vector of the intersection point and tetrahedron node determines
the sign of the distance.
The angle between the normal vector and the connection vector v1 − p1 is
related to the angle α by:
n · (v1 − p1) = ‖n‖ · ‖v1 − p1‖ · cos(α) (7.4)
Together with equation 7.3 this results in:
cos(α) =
n · (v1 − p1)
‖n‖ · ‖v1 − p1‖ =
d1
‖v1 − p1‖ . (7.5)
This implies that the distance is positive if the cosine is larger than zero and
negative if the cosine is smaller than zero, respectively for the angle α:
• cos(α) > 0 → −90◦ < α < 90◦: The fluid node is located outside the
structure meaning that the normal is pointing into the direction of the
node from a viewpoint of the structure surface. The distance value is
positive.
• cos(α) = 0→ α = −90◦∨α = 90◦: In this case, the fluid node is located
directly on the structure resulting in a distance value of zero.
• cos(α) < 0→ 90◦ < α < −90◦: The distance value is negative.
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7.1.1.4 Assigning distances to fluid elements
The distance computation is done for all four tetrahedron nodes what finally
results in a set of four real-valued distances for each tetrahedron element which
is why the distances are called elemental distances in Kratos. It is important
to note that the distances are computed locally for each tetrahedron element.
This in turn implies that a node which is corner node of various intersected
tetrahedron elements might have different distance values to the structure.
Hence the elemental distances form a globally discontinuous function space.
But as this is only the case for non-planar surfaces this problem will be picked
up later again. Planar structures result in continuous elemental distance val-
ues.
The elemental distance values are assigned to the cut tetrahedron elements.
Furthermore, it is convenient to have a flag which marks all cut elements as
”split”. This is done with the flag variable SPLIT ELEMENT, which is set to
true. This has the advantage that the set of split elements can be accessed later
by just regarding the state of that variable. All the elements which are not
cut, will keep the initially assigned distance value of +1 at each tetrahedron
node and the flag SPLIT ELEMENT remains false.
7.1.1.5 Visualization of structure-approximated plane
In order to get feedback about whether the computation of the distances per-
forms as expected and the presented algorithm can represent the structure
properly, it is necessary to visualize the structure emanating from the dis-
tance values. So we want to visualize how the fluid ”sees“ the structure based
on the given distances. This allows to e.g. detect fluid elements which are cut
by the structure but due to a specific intersection pattern not considered by
the algorithm. For a visualization, the structure triangle mesh is embedded
into the fluid tetrahedra mesh as shown in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Embedded structure in fluid domain - The structure mesh is
embedded into the fluid mesh. Within this chapter we are interested in how the
”fluid mesh sees the structure”.
The approximated structure is represented by the isosurface with a distance
value of zero. This isosurface is supposed to be visualized with an additional
postprocessing function, which will be called after the computation of the dis-
tances. The aim is to make it possible for the user to investigate the embedded
structure as it is seen by the fluid solver. To this end the aforementioned post-
processing function triangulates the zero isosurface such that we get a separate
mesh that can be imported in the program GiD. The principle of the function
is shown in figure 7.8. Note that neither the function nor the corresponding
mesh which is generated is needed in the computation of the sate equations.
The sole purpose of this function is the visualization of the embedded struc-
ture.
The algorithm starts with a loop over all fluid elements. If the element is split,
i.e. the flag SPLIT ELEMENT is set to true, a loop over the respective tetra-
hedron edges is done, else the next fluid element is considered. For each of the
six tetrahedron edges the distance values of the two corresponding edge nodes
are checked mutually. The essential condition for computing a zero distance
along the edge is a positive distance at the one node and a negative one at the
other (i.e. the product of the distances is negative). This allows to conduct
a linear interpolation to compute the location of the intersection point along
the edge. Figure 7.9 shows the approach.
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Loop over fluid tetrahedra
Generate triangle Generate 2 triangles
Visualize interface mesh
Compute intersection point by 
linear interpolation
dA  dB < 0
Y
N
Element split
Y
N
counter  4 3
Loop end
Last element 
of loop
Y
N
Loop over tetrahedron edges
B
A
Start
counter + 1
Figure 7.8: Flow chart for generation of the interface mesh - For each
intersected element either one or two triangles are reproduced depending on the
number of intersection nodes.
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Coordinate
system
d2 < 0
d1 > 0v1
v2
p
Figure 7.9: Determination of an intersection point based on elemental
distances - The position of the intersection point p on an edge between nodes
v1 and v2 with different distance sign can be computed by linear interpolation.
The position vector of the intersection point p is then a vector addition of the
weighted position vector of node V1 and node V2 with the respective ratio of
distances
p =
|d2|
|d1|+ |d2| · v1 +
|d1|
|d1|+ |d2| · v2. (7.6)
It shall be emphasized that it is not possible to do an interpolation with this
algorithm whenever a node has a zero distance. This requires further consid-
erations that are discussed later in this chapter. The intersection points are
computed for each tetrahedron edge whose corresponding nodes have opposite
distance signs. Counting all intersection nodes, it is mathematically just possi-
ble to obtain three or four intersection nodes for a cut element when assuming
that all distance values are different from zero. Three intersection nodes occur
if one node has an opposite sign compared to the other three nodes. Four
intersection nodes occur when each two nodes have an opposite distance sign.
As it is our aim to generate a mesh out of the set of computed intersection
nodes, we need to think about how to create triangles based on the nodes.
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For the case of three intersection nodes, the situation is trivial as these nodes
already form a triangle which can be easily added to the mesh model. For
the case of four intersection nodes the generation of triangles is not obvious
as the quadrilateral needs to be decomposed into two separate triangles. It
becomes more clear when having a look at figure 7.10 which demonstrates the
case of four intersection nodes. There is no geometrically correct automatism
which defines two non-overlapping triangles by just connecting an ordered set
of nodes without further considerations. Let us e.g. assume that the automa-
tism defines to connect the points P1, P2 and P3 to one triangle and P1, P2 and
P4 to another triangle, this would already result in two overlapping triangles
∆P1P2P3 and ∆P1P2P4.
P2
P3
P1 P4
u1
n
u2
β 
γ 
Figure 7.10: Geometrical setup for decomposition of a quadrilateral
into two neighboring triangles - Left: Connection vectors based on point
P1. Right: Starting from point P1 an orthonormal basis can be generated which
allows to determine the position of the other nodes to each other.
How to properly decompose the quadrilateral into two adjacent triangles? As
shown in figure 7.10 on the left hand side, a vector is drawn from point P1 to
point P3 and normalized:
u1 =
p31
‖p31‖ . (7.7)
Now it is interesting to determine where the points P2 and P4 are located
with reference to this connection vector. Based on this knowledge, one can
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construct two neighboring triangles.
First of all, we want to generate an orthonormal base as an auxiliary frame
for referencing the location of the points P2 and P4 towards the vector u1.
The notations follow figure 7.10. The normal vector which is perpendicular
to the quadrilateral might be computed by means of the cross product of two
connection vectors of the quadrilateral. But then we cannot ensure the correct
orientation of the normal vector as it requires to point outwards, i.e. towards
a positive distance value. Therefore it makes more sense to use the gradient of
the distance values throughout a tetrahedron as an indicator for the orientation
of the normal vector. The gradient can be computed by taking the gradient
of the shape functions, which are assumed to be linear, and multiply it with
the elemental distance vector:
n =
(
∂N(ξ, η, ζ)
∂(ξ, η, ζ)
· ∂(ξ, η, ζ)
∂(x, y, z)
)T
·

d1
d2
d3
d4
 . (7.8)
The definition of the linear shape functions within a tetrahedron can be taken
e.g. from Felippa [52]. An additional vector u2 completes the orthonormal
basis and is computed such that it is coplanar within the plane spanned by
the quadrilateral. This implies that it is perpendicular to n and u1, resulting
in following equation:
u2 = n× u1. (7.9)
Now, by means of the vectors u1 and u2 we can compute the angle β of
the connection vector
−−−→
P1P2 related to u1 and the angle γ of
−−−→
P1P4 related to
u1 within the plane spanned by the quadrilateral. The procedure is as also
visualized in figure 7.10 on the right hand side. If the angle is larger than zero,
it implies that the point is located ”above” u2, else it is ”below”. The angles
can be obtained as follows:
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tan(β) =
p31 · u2
p31 · u1 (7.10)
and
tan(γ) =
p41 · u2
p41 · u1 . (7.11)
Within these formulas, the numerator can be understood as the portion of the
vector in the direction of u2 and the denominator as the portion of the vector
in the direction of u1. The ratio of the projections results in the tangent of
the angle. Based on the angles, we can set up following overview to decide
about the two triangles:
• If one angle is positive and the other negative, then the edge between P1
and P3 forms the shared edge of both triangles. This yields two triangles
∆P1P2P3 and ∆P1P3P4.
• If both angles are positive, we need to compare them to each other to
decide about the shared edge:
1. If γ > β, then the edge between P1 and P2 forms the shared edge.
This finally results in two triangles ∆P1P3P2 and ∆P1P2P4.
2. If β > γ, then the edge between P1 and P4 is the shared edge. The
triangles ∆P1P4P2 and ∆P1P3P4 have to be created.
• If both angles are negative, we have to compare them to each other to
decide about the shared edge:
1. If |γ| > |β|, then the edge between P1 and P2 forms the shared
edge. This finally results in two triangles ∆P1P4P2 and ∆P1P2P3.
Attention: these triangles have a different orientation compared to
the case of having both angles positive!
2. If |β| > |γ|, then the edge between P1 and P4 is the shared edge.
The triangles ∆P1P2P4 and ∆P1P4P3 have to be created.
Doing these operations for each intersected tetrahedron, we finally get a mesh
composed of triangles, which can be visualized in the postprocessor GiD.
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7.1.1.6 Test case 1: Planar structure cutting one tetrahedron
Having all ingredients at hand, we have to prove that the algorithm is working
correctly and can be applied reliably to approximate planar structures. A first
self-evident test case would be to intersect a single tetrahedron and see how
the algorithm is representing the intersection pattern. As a structure we will
choose a simple triangle which is cutting the tetrahedron - once such that the
triangle is intersecting the tetrahedron in three edges and once in four edges.
For the two cutting test cases we expect the algorithm to generate a mesh
once with one triangle and in the other case with two triangles. Furthermore
we can check that the nodes of the generated interface mesh are positioned in
the plane of the original structure triangle.
Let us first consider a structure triangle which is cutting a tetrahedron in 3
edges. The geometrical configuration is shown in figure 7.11.
Figure 7.11: Plane cutting one tetrahedron in three edges - The geo-
metrical configuration is chosen such that the tetrahedron (blue) is intersected in
three edges by a triangular structure (yellow) resulting in a triangular intersection
surface.
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The model parts of the structure and the fluid are read into one Python file
by executing following command in the terminal:
python script name.py structure name fluid name
Within the Python script, the distance function process is initialized with the
input of the two model parts. This is done as follows:
distance process = CalculateSignedDistanceTo3DSkinProcess(structure,
fluid)
distance process.Execute()
In the first line, an object distance process of the class CalculateSignedDistanceTo3D-
SkinProcess is constructed. Then in the second line the function Execute is
invoked which calls internally the distance computation algorithm. An addi-
tional function named GenerateSkinModelPart was implemented which han-
dles the generation of a mesh containing the reproduced intersection patterns
based on the distance values and can be called from the Python script.
When we test with the distance function the intersection pattern as shown in
figure 7.11, we get the intersection mesh as depicted in figure 7.12 - composed
of just one triangle.
The intersection recognition obviously works properly, also the triangle is re-
produced correctly. In order to check quantitatively, that the visualized inter-
section triangle in figure 7.12 is directly coplanar in the plane of the original
structure, we want to run a mathematical evaluation. If we can show that it
is coplanar, it proves that the distance function approximates the structure
exactly.
In order to do that, the distance of the three intersection points to the plane is
computed. The intersection point is coplanar with the structure plane, if the
distance is zero according to equation 7.2. The normal vector to the structure
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plane is calculated by determining the cross product of the triangle vectors
−−→
S1S2 and
−−→
S1S3 (notations see figure 7.4) as follows:
n =
−−→
S1S2 ×−−→S1S3 =
 0.30.3
0.4
×
 0.50
0
 =
 00.2
−0.15
 . (7.12)
The structure plane is then defined by this normal vector and a point which is
located in the plane. Let us choose one of the triangle points of the structure,
e.g. pojnt S1. Based on these information, we will check whether the three
intersection points are located in the plane as shown in table 7.2.
Figure 7.12: Reproduced intersection pattern for the case of three
intersected edges - When the tetrahedron (blue) is intersected in three edges,
a triangle (red) is generated out of the three intersection nodes.
The second column describes the position vectors of the three intersection
points. Together with one point of the structure triangle and the normal vec-
tor, the location with reference to the structure plane can be computed (fourth
column). As one can easily observe, the scalar product is close to zero, what
implies that all three intersection points are located within the structure plane.
The calculation process for the case of three intersection points is therefore
implemented correctly.
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Table 7.2: Check coplanarity of intersection points - In this table the
location of the three intersection points P1, P2 and P3 is computed with reference
to the structure plane.
Int. point pInt pInt − S1 n · (pInt − S1)
P1
0,537616 0,337616
-5e-080,593535 0,193535
0,558047 0,258047
P2
0,440965 0,240965
5e-080,498233 0,098233
0,430977 0,130977
P3
0,370729 0,170729
1e-070,540459 0,140459
0,487278 0,187278
The second case is to move the tetrahedron in space such that the same plane
as before intersects the tetrahedron at four edges. Such a configuration is
shown in figure 7.13.
As we expect from the distance algorithm, it is able to generate two adjacent
non-overlapping triangles out of the four intersection points as one can see in
figure 7.14.
The check of coplanarity is also done for this intersection pattern and summa-
rized in table 7.3.
Also in this case, the intersection pattern is recognized correctly by the dis-
tance algorithm and reproduced properly. By means of these basic test cases
a structure plane can be constructed out of a multitude of triangles based on
three or four intersection points per tetrahedra.
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Figure 7.13: Plane cutting one tetrahedron in four edges - The geometri-
cal configuration is chosen such that the tetrahedron (blue) is intersected in four
edges by a triangular structure (yellow) resulting in a quadrilateral intersection
surface.
Figure 7.14: Reproduced intersection pattern for the case of four in-
tersected edges - When the tetrahedron (blue) is intersected at four edges, two
triangles (red) are generated out of the four intersection nodes.
7.1.1.7 Test case 2: Rectangular plate in a fluid cube
Let us now see how a structure plate embedded in a meshed fluid cube is
treated by the distance function. The plate is a suitable example to check
whether the surface can be represented exactly as already supposed in the
introduction. The geometrical setup is chosen as in figure 7.15. Beyond this,
all the upcoming structure geometries - including the next chapters - will be
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embedded into this fluid cube with the same dimensions. This will help to
provide a firm reference basis throughout the entire chapter.
Table 7.3: Check coplanarity of intersection points - This table computes
the location of the four intersection points P1, P2, P3 and P4 with reference to
the structure plane.
Int point pInt pInt − S1 n · (pInt − S1)
P1
0,537616 0,337616
-5e-080,593535 0,193535
0,558047 0,258047
P2
0,570883 0,370883
5e-080,583658 0,183658
0,544877 0,244877
P3
0,528592 0,328592
00,422803 0,022803
0,330404 0,030404
P4
0,440965 0,240965
5e-080,498233 0,098233
0,430977 0,130977
First of all, the fluid cube is discretized with 2.7e5 tetrahedra elements. The
structure plane can be exactly discretized by just two adjacent triangles. Such
a coarse discretization is possible as the intersection pattern detection does
solely depend on the fluid discretization. The finer the fluid mesh is chosen,
the finer the structure-approximated mesh will be. In the course of this chap-
ter, we will go further into the influence of the fluid discretization.
Applying the distance algorithm to the plane embedded into the cube, the
mesh as shown in figure 7.16 can be obtained.
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(0,2|0,2|0,2)
(0,8|0,8|0,8)
(0,5|0,3|0,3)
(0,5|0,7|0,7)
Y
X
Z
Figure 7.15: Structure plane embedded in a fluid cube - This figure
shows the geometrical configuration in which a plane (green) is embedded in a
cube (grey).
The left figure shows the original structure plane, which is filled with green
color to frame the area which the distance function is expected to approximate
by a mesh of triangles. The grey meshed surface is the one which is obtained
by the distance function. At first glance, the mesh does not exactly coincide
with the original structure throughout the entire plane. It is noticeable that
along edges the structure can not be approximated optimally, some triangles
are overlapping the plane edges and some parts close to the edges can not
even be captured by any intersection pattern. This points to a certain deficit
of the distance algorithm which was not yet discussed. As this problem is a
general drawback of the embedded approach, chapter 7.1.3 will discuss why
the edges can not be captured by the algorithm and how the approximation
of the structure along the edges can be improved.
Within this section we want to concentrate on the representation of the plane-
internal region. If we consider the side view of the approximated mesh in
figure 7.16b, there is a pure straight line which reveals that all triangles of
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the mesh are coplanar in the original structure plane. This is a quite sig-
nificant fact as it allows to claim that the structure plane can be described
exactly by means of the distance function. Furthermore, one can derive that
the theoretically discontinuous distance function can describe a plane surface
continuously. If this was not be the case, then we would be able to recognize
small jumps in the distance values between neighboring elements leading to a
humpy plane representation.
(a) Front view (b) Side view
Figure 7.16: Plane overlapped with structure-approximated mesh -
The figure shows the original structure plane (green) which is overlapped with
the structure-approximated mesh (grey) what allows a comparison.
However, another obvious deficit is dominating in figure 7.16a. In the mesh
interior there is a clear void without any triangles. Therefore it can not be
the influence of the edge-near problem zone. Instead the reason turned out
to be that some nodes of the fluid mesh coincide with the structure plane.
This leads to an intersection pattern with one, two or even three intersection
nodes directly located on a tetrahedron node as shown before in figures 7.3a
and 7.3b. A simplified 2D visualization of this situation is shown in figure 7.17.
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Basically, all the visualized fluid elements are marked as split and the ele-
mental distance vector contains one or two zero distance values. The problem
with zero distances is that emanating from these structure-coinciding nodes
no intersection point can be interpolated along the edges to that node as this
requires a negative and a positive signed distance value. This implies that
within the tetrahedron no triangle can be generated as no intersection point
can be computed. Related to figure 7.16a there is one node which is coinciding
with the structure plane. All tetrahedron which share this node will be ne-
glected in the visualization function and therefore a hole is arising. A remedy
for this is presented in the following section.
7.1.1.8 Strategy to eliminate zero-distance values
As zero distance values can not be treated for later computations it is obvious
to slightly alter these distance values such that the error which is made is neg-
ligibly small. This means geometrically that the structure is slightly moved
locally at these nodes. The question is which value should be assigned to these
node that the structure is still approximated correctly. Let us again have a
look at figure 7.17. We will define the rule that all nodes with zero distance
are moved ”away from” the structure, i.e. get assigned a small positive value.
In this case, the fluid elements on the positive side of the structure will have
positive distances at all the nodes. Therefore no intersection point can be
computed as all nodes are ”outside” of the structure such that these elements
are not split any more. The elements on the negative side of the structure
would now have nodes ”inside” as well as ”outside” of the structure. These
elements are then still marked as split.
Assigning a small negative value to the nodes with zero distance instead would
also solve the problem. In this case, the elements on the negative side would
not be split any more. We will choose the first method and assign a small
positive distance value to these nodes. The result is shown in figure 7.18.
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Figure 7.17: Planar structure is cutting fluid nodes - The structure surface
characterized by the normal vector n cuts the fluid elements (grey) directly in
their corner nodes leading to distance values of zero.
Not 
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Not
Split
Not
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Figure 7.18: Strategy to eliminate zero-distances - The nodes with zero-
distances are assigned to a small increment  which effectively corresponds to a
locally moving the structure.
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As distance increment an absolute value of  = 1e − 5 is chosen. After the
distance function was extended by this method, the plane now looks as follows
(figure 7.19).
Figure 7.19: Representation of the plane after eliminating zero-
distances - Compared to figure 7.17 the hole does not appear any more.
The region around the node with a zero-distance is now completely closed as
all the tetrahedra are able to represent the intersection pattern. The differ-
ence can be better shown in a direct comparison of this region - once without
the local structure movement (figure 7.20a) and with the zero distance cor-
rection (figure 7.20b). The right figure shows clearly that there was one node
with a zero distance which is now forming numerous triangles to close the hole.
This method conveys more advantages which go far beyond this demonstrated
purpose. In the embedded method the nodes with zero-distance can be phys-
ically seen as part of the fluid and structure at the same time. There is no
clear distinction between the properties which should be assigned to this node.
How to treat these nodes in the formulation of the embedded approach? The
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set of modified shape functions of the split fluid elements - as explained in
chapter 2.2.4.2 - is based on a clear distinction of each node to either fluid
or structure, which is provided in any situation by the just discussed local
interface-movement approach.
(a) No zero-distance correction (b) With zero-distance correction
Figure 7.20: Closer view to the region around a node with zero-
distance - a comparison - The left figure is the result of the distance function
which does not handle zero distance values - leading to a hole. The right figure
solves this problem by a zero-distance correction.
7.1.1.9 Test case 3: Cube structure in a meshed cube of tetrahedra
Let us now consider a volumetric structure which has large planar surfaces.
As side planes of such a cube should be treated in the same way as the planes
considered in test case 2 by the distance function we expect the surfaces of
the cube to be represented exactly as well. It will have deficits at the edges
as the distance function can not compute the borders of the plane accurately.
As a setup the cube in figure 7.21 is chosen and will be embedded into the
same fluid cube as in the previous test case.
When we apply the distance function to this setup, we will obtain the results
shown in figure 7.22. In the left figure 7.22a - a smooth visualization of the
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reproduced structure mesh - one can see clearly that the internal domain of
each of the side plates of the cube are describing a planar surface.
(0,3|0,3|0,3)
(0,7|0,7|0,7)
Y
X
Z
Figure 7.21: Dimensions of the structure cube - This figure shows the
geometrical setup of the cube which will be embedded in the fluid cube.
(a) Cube without mesh edges (b) Cube with mesh edges
Figure 7.22: Structure cube tested with distance function - Both figures
show the result of the represented structure cube - once displayed without and
once with mesh edges.
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There are no holes which would indicate deficits of the distance function. A
problem is still the region around the edges of the cube - which can be traced
back to the problem which was already discussed before. Around this area
there are tetrahedra which are not split completely by the structure and there-
fore result in intersection patterns which are not yet considered. A workaround
will be discussed later in section 7.1.3 which is especially dealing with this
topic.
In order to inspect the representation of the side plates more in detail we can
have a look at a cutting plane perpendicular to a side plate which is compared
to the original structure close to the edge as shown in figure 7.23. The contour
line of the structure-approximated mesh is shown in the left figure. On the
right hand side one can see the original structure overlapping the structure
approximation. It is clearly visible that the surface of the side plates can be
represented exactly up to a certain point close to the edge, where the two
plates are roughly connected via an element.
(a) Structure-approximated contour
line
(b) Original structure and approxi-
mated contour line in comparison
Figure 7.23: Area around cube edge in comparison with original struc-
ture - The left figure shows a cut through the structure-approximated cube di-
rectly at the edge - The right figure shows the that region overlapped with the
original structure (grey).
By means of these test cases we could prove the correct performance of the
distance function applied to planar surfaces. Where the corresponding func-
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tionality is implemented within the overall process flow from figure 1.4 is shown
in figure 7.24. As there were just changes in the block of the distance com-
putation, only the respective block is depicted here. All added functions are
highlighted in orange.
Compute distance to interface
Spatial search to 
identify intersections
Compute signed 
distances to plane 
Compute structure-
approximated plane
Assign distances to 
fluid elements 
Visualize structure-
approximated mesh
Move fluid 
nodes on structure
Figure 7.24: Updated flow chart of distance computation - The addi-
tional functions which were added to the distance algorithm within this chapter
are highlighted in orange.
7.1.2 Geometric approximation of curved structure surfaces
As opposed to planar structures, a curved surface can principally not be ap-
proximated exactly by a set of triangles. This is a general error with the
discretization using finite elements. Therefore the distance function will - no
matter how sophisticated the algorithm is - never be able to represent the
structure accurately. Rather more we need to find a way to approximate such
structures as accurate as possible. The question of how to approximate a
curved structure as exactly as possible is discussed within this chapter. To
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test the performance of our implementation, we will choose a sphere which
is characterized by a constant curvature along the entire surface. The sphere
forms a basic benchmark which will be applied frequently with the embedded
method in the course of this monograph.
As already mentioned, a curved structure can not be represented exactly by a
set of distance values. A descriptive 2D example is shown in figure 7.25. Here,
the curved geometry of the structure can not be resolved within the triangle
by just three distance values (in 2D) - an error is made at this stage.
Approximated structure
Structure contour line
Figure 7.25: Approximation of a curved structure (2D) - The structure
contour (orange) is represented by the fluid elements (triangles) by a collection
of lines (blue).
Particularly the normal vector representing the orientation of the structure
is changing its direction within the fluid element. So the plane to which the
distance values are computed is not exactly defined by default - we need to
develop a strategy to approximate the structure within a fluid element as good
as possible. Another important problem which should be mentioned here is
the case of four intersection nodes. In case of planar structures we could be
sure that the four intersection nodes are located in one common plane - the
structure plane. This is not the case anymore with curved structures. So the
plane needs to be approximated now. An appropriate method is presented in
the following.
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In order to analyze this properly, we will go through the basic intersection
patterns which were discussed in the previous chapter and see how the dis-
tance computation needs to be adjusted. These are the cases of one up to
four intersection nodes. Having just one intersection node, the distance com-
putation is still straightforward as the normal vector of the touching structure
element can be used to define the plane to which the distances are computed
(see figure 7.26).
n
P
Figure 7.26: Distance computation to one intersection node (2D) - The
reference plane is defined by the normal vector of the structure (orange) n at the
intersection and the average of the intersection points Pa.
For the case of two intersection nodes (see figure 7.27) we have now the char-
acteristic that the normals at the intersection nodes are pointing to different
directions. Having in mind that we want to treat fluid nodes with zero dis-
tances separately in a postprocessing step, like discussed at the end of the
previous chapter, we need ensure that the two cut corner nodes of the tetra-
hedron have a distance value of zero. Therefore we at this point enforce these
nodes to be zero.
The distance values of the other two nodes are computed as follows. It might
be a simple approach to compute the shortest distance of such a node to the
connecting edge of the intersection nodes. But then we would not involve the
structural surface information which might introduce a unacceptable error. In
order to consider the structural information, a good approximation would be
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to define the normal vector of the structure-approximated plane as an average
of the normal vectors n1 and n2. The point of the plane is calculated by
averaging the two intersection points P1 and P2. In the following we will call
the point of the structure-approximated plane Pa and the normal vector na.
n1
P1
P2
n2na
Pa
Figure 7.27: Distance computation based on two intersection nodes
(2D) - The structure-approximated plane (blue) is defined by the normal vec-
tor na (average of the normals n1 and n2) and the point Pa (average of the
intersection nodes P1 and P2).
For the case of three intersection nodes (see figure 7.28) we already have
the structure-approximated plane at hand since we can just take the trian-
gle that is formed by the intersection nodes. By doing so we can ensure that
the structure-approximated plane is directly passing through the intersection
nodes.
As a base point for the structure-approximated plane we assume one corner
node of the triangle, i.e. any of the intersection nodes such as P1. The normal
vector of the plane na is the normal vector of the triangle at the same time.
It can be computed from the cross product of the triangle edges:
na =
−−−→
P1P2 ×−−−→P1P3. (7.13)
As the orientation of the normal vector is not coupled to the structure surface
but just linked to the triangle geometry it is not definitely sure that the normal
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is pointing ”outwards”. Therefore an additional condition needs to be added
which checks the scalar product of the computed normal vector and one of
the normals of the structure at an intersection node. Only in case the scalar
product is negative, which means the normal vector is pointing ”inside”, the
normal is multiplied by −1.
P2
na
P1 = Pa
Figure 7.28: Distance computation based on three intersection nodes
reduced to 2D - The structure-approximated plane (blue) is defined by the
normal vector of the intersection triangle na and one of the intersection points
P1 or P2.
Having four intersection nodes it can not be ensured that all nodes are located
in one plane. There are different methods to take this into account. A quite
simple approach would be to compute the average of the intersection nodes
as a base point of the structure-approximated plane and the average of the
normal vectors of the structure at the intersection nodes. The implementation
would be straightforward and the computational effort would be small. But
as the geometry approximation is one of the key deficits compared to the ALE
approach, we want to implement a method that allows an as accurate geome-
try representation as possible. Unfortunately the aforementioned averaging is
too simple in that regard. In order to find a plane which is approximating the
structure the best, we perform an optimization that fits the approximation
plane into the split element such that the distance to all of the intersection
nodes becomes a minimum.
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Therefore we first note all the equations which define the distance of the i− th
intersection node di to the plane we are looking for (according to equation
7.3):
d1 =
n
‖n‖ · (pa − p1)
d2 =
n
‖n‖ · (pa − p2)
d3 =
n
‖n‖ · (pa − p3)
d4 =
n
‖n‖ · (pa − p4),
whereas the position vector pa defines the position of a point that is located
on the plane and pi is the i− th position vector. We can also rewrite this set
of equations in matrix form:
d = P
n
‖n‖ , (7.14)
whereas the matrix P collects the connection vectors between the intersection
nodes and the base point of the plane:
P =

(pa − p1)T
(pa − p2)T
(pa − p3)T
(pa − p4)T
 . (7.15)
Based on these equations we want to minimize the sum of the four distance
values to the plane which we are looking for. As the distance values can have
positive and negative signs it is appropriate to formulate this optimization
problem as a least squares problem. The objective function f hence reads:
min f : f =
N∑
i=1
d2i = ‖d‖2 =
1
‖n‖2 · n
T P TP︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
n. (7.16)
In the last equation the matrix product P TP was summarized to a matrix
A. Due to the fact that the plane is defined by two parameters (base point,
normal vector), we will fix the base point and look then for that normal vector
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that results in the least squares of the distances. A good choice for the base
point is the mean of all four intersection points:
pa =
1
4
4∑
i=1
pi, (7.17)
The normal vector as design variable for the optimization problem is normal-
ized in the distance equation. But with regard to the solution of the problem
it would be more convenient to directly compute a normal vector which has
length 1. In the optimization problem we can enforce this condition as an
equality constraint:
‖n‖2 = nTn = 1. (7.18)
Based on equations 7.14, 7.16 and 7.18 we can formulate the optimization
problem as follows:
min
n
nTAn
subject to nTn− 1 = 0.
(7.19)
This constrained quadratic optimization problem is an overdetermined system
as we have five equations (objective function with four distance equations and
the constraint equation) to solve the three unknown components of the normal
vector n = {nx, ny, nz}. We will solve that problem by first computing the
Lagrangian function L using a Lagrangian multiplier λ:
L(n, λ) = nTAn+ λ(nTn− 1). (7.20)
The stationary point of L can be obtained by partially deriving with respect
to n and λ:
∂L
∂n
= 2An+ 2λn = 0 (7.21)
∂L
∂λ
= nTn− 1 = 0 (7.22)
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The first equation can be rearranged such that we gain the following eigenvalue
problem:
An = λn, (7.23)
whereas λ denotes the eigenvalue of the matrix A and n the corresponding
eigenvector. Having this in mind the equation can be multiplied with nT . By
using equation 7.18 we eventually get:
nTAn = λ. (7.24)
As the left hand side characterizes the objective function f ( see equation
7.16), we can deduce from this equation that the function is minimized at the
eigenvector n which corresponds to the minimal eigenvalue of the symmetric
matrix A. To solve the problem we use the given features in Kratos which re-
turns the ordered eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The algorithm
is based on the iterative Gauss-Seidel method.
The eigenvector which corresponds to the minimal eigenvalue λmin yields the
normal vector of the plane which gives the least squares of the distances of the
intersection nodes to that plane. Although this method appears to be quite
promising and accurate, it is computationally very demanding as this iteration
for computing the eigenvalues has to be done for each fluid element which is
cut at four edges. It is therefore much costlier compared to just taking e.g.
the average of the normal vectors.
Now, that the algorithm is also able to approximately compute the distance
to curved structures, the code can be principally applied to a sphere in order
to review the performance and deficits of the distance function. The sphere
which is embedded into the fluid cube is shown in figure 7.29. First of all, a
rather coarse fluid mesh (8e4 tetrahedra) is used to better visualize potential
weak points of the distance function.
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Center 
(0.5|0.5|0.5)
Radius 
R =  0.1
Figure 7.29: Setup of the sphere - This sphere will be embedded into the
fluid cube and tested with the distance function.
The result which is returned by the distance function is shown in figure 7.30.
Figure 7.30: Sphere treated with the distance function - The mesh is not
able to represent the complete surface of the sphere. At the ”top” of the sphere
several holes in the mesh appear - marked with red arrows.
Generally the sphere can be reproduced with the current distance algorithm,
the curvature of the sphere can be described with an acceptable accuracy,
whereas a finer fluid mesh would be able to even resolve it much better. How-
ever, when looking at the figure, we find two polygonal holes in the mesh
marked with red arrows. That is a clear sign for the occurrence of a certain
intersection mode which is not covered in the algorithm. Therefore it is ad-
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visable to detect the tetrahedra which are responsible for causing these holes
in order to reproduce the intersection pattern. The images in figure 7.31 show
such a situation for one of the holes.
(a) Polygonal hole in reproduced
sphere
(b) Reproduced sphere and Tetrahe-
dron causing the defect
Figure 7.31: Detailed view to the defect in the reproduced hole - Both
figures show the same situation whereas the right figure also shows the detected
tetrahedron (green) which is responsible for the defect.
The right figure shows the reproduced sphere including the tetrahedron which
is not able to detect the intersection pattern. As it is hardly visible on the
figure, it is noted that there is also a second adjacent tetrahedron which can
not detect the given intersection pattern. Now it makes sense to see the
tetrahedron related to the original sphere geometry in order to analyze the
intersection pattern (see figure 7.32).
Examining the figures one realizes that the tetrahedron is cut in six points,
whereas one edge is cut even twice. Such a case is not possible for planar
structures and arises for curved structures as the structure is ”leaving” the
tetrahedron and ”entering” it again along one edge. Furthermore we can not
describe more than four intersection points with the set of four distance values.
So the question is, how can we encounter such intersection patterns?
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(a) Perspective 1 (b) Perspective 2
Figure 7.32: Intersection pattern along the sphere surface - Both figures
show the same situation in which the tetrahedron exhibits five intersection nodes.
Let us break down the situation to the most simple situation. Therefore a two-
dimensional visualization is chosen. An abstract intersection pattern which is
similar to that encountered before is shown in figure 7.33.
P1 P2
P3
P4
Figure 7.33: Setup in which an edge is cut twice by the structure - The
structure (orange dotted line) is intersecting the left element in the four points
P1 to P4, whereas two of the points are located on one common edge.
The left element in the figure has the four intersection nodes P1 to P4, whereas
P2 and P3 are located on one edge. The right element shares these two inter-
section points with the left one. Considering the element on the right there
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is no way to represent this protruding curved element of the structure with a
single line. The element can not detect what happens with the structure in
the element-internal domain. With the distance function we can not handle
such detailed information. Considering the element on the left hand side it
is also difficult to directly define the structure-approximated line. The main
reason for this is that the element practically ”sees two structures” - once the
structure segment between P1 and P2 and once the structure segment between
P3 and P4. However a distance value can only describe the distance to one spe-
cific line. This implies that a strategy has to be developed to face such cases -
an error will be made by default such that a good compromise has to be found.
As already discussed, the small structure segment which traverses the right
element can not be described by the distance vector. A line could be drawn
through the intersection nodes, but these would cause that the two corner
nodes of the cut edge get a distance of zero and one node gets a positive dis-
tance. But the reproduced structure would not represent the curved structure
at all - a large error would be made. A better way would be to assume that
we neglect this very small structure segment and consider this element not to
be cut. The error would be rather small. This brings the advantage that we
can form a secant line in the left element and therefore ”cut” the curvature.
A way to do this is to compute a line which minimizes the distances to all the
intersection nodes. This is the same approach as done for four intersection
nodes - but in this case with more intersection nodes. The advantage is that
we can use the same algorithm, whereas the eigenvalue computation would be
more costly. As this intersection pattern is quite rare we can neglect, how-
ever, the additional computational effort. Eventually one obtains the following
structure approximation (figure 7.34).
Projected to the three-dimensional case this would imply that as soon an el-
ement is cut twice along one edge, the element is neglected and not marked
as split. The other element takes all these intersection nodes to compute an
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approximated plane based on the optimization problem explained before.
Split
Not split
Figure 7.34: Approximation of the structure for the intersection pat-
tern shown in figure 7.33 - The structure (orange) is approximated in the left
element by the blue line and the portion of the structure in the right element is
neglected.
Having implemented a strategy to handle the stated problem we can see how
this influences the approximation of the structure by the distance function.
First we will examine the region containing the hole which was considered in
figure 7.31. After applying the updated distance function to the sphere, we
obtain the results shown in figure 7.35.
The left figure proves that the tetrahedra (shown in the right figure) now
realizes the intersection pattern and reproduces the structure with a large ac-
curacy. The entire sphere is visualized in figure 7.36.
Comparing the sphere to the previous result, the main deficits could be re-
solved with the presented strategy. The holes could be closed and this even
with a very good accuracy. When having a closer look to the left figure, one
might realize small white spots. Zooming into such a spot, it becomes clearer
where these white areas come from (see figure 7.37).
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(a) intersection pattern can be cap-
tured
(b) Visualization with the respective
tetrahedron
Figure 7.35: Corrected defect in the reproduced sphere - By extending
the current algorithm the defect hole as shown in figure 7.32 can be resolved.
(a) Sphere without mesh lines (b) Sphere with mesh lines
Figure 7.36: Approximated sphere surface - Both figures show the same
sphere which is obtained after applying the improved distance function. The
left figure shows the sphere without mesh lines (fluid mesh: 8e4 elements, fluid
elements size 0, 028).
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(a) Part of the sphere (b) Zoom to a specific node
Figure 7.37: Discontinuity of the elemental distances demonstrated at
one node
The right figure shows the discontinuity of the local elemental distance vec-
tors which is a consequence of the fact that we use a discontinuous distance
function where a certain node can have different distance values - depending
on which element containing this node is considered. Before we were not faced
with this problem as planar structures can be described exactly and continu-
ously with the distance values. The effect can be described visually by means
of figure 7.38 which is based on the setup shown in figure 7.35.
Figure 7.38: Discontinuity of elemental distances - This figure demon-
strates the discontinuous representation of the facets at the spot which is marked
with a red circle.
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As we approximate the structure with a plane in the right element, we can not
ensure any more that the plane is directly passing the intersection nodes. The
adjacent element, however, allows this approximation and therefore a ”jump”
in the structure-approximated mesh is occurring. This is an error which can
be led back to the intended choice of using elemental distances, i.e. a discon-
tinuous distance function, for the approximation of the embedded structure.
So the above discussed approximation error can not be avoided be default.
Though, the error can be decreased by choosing e.g. a finer fluid mesh. Also,
a finer fluid mesh would decrease the error made by the approximations to the
curved structure.
Let us investigate the influence of the refinement of the fluid mesh more in
detail as this obviously of utmost importance for the accuracy. The fluid mesh
which was applied before was based on a rather large element size of 0.028 (us-
ing 8e4 elements). When we refine the fluid mesh globally and therefore reduce
the elements size to 0.009 (using 2.2e7 elements), the curvature of the sphere
can be reproduced much better by the distance function as clearly shown in
figure 7.39.
Comparing this to the mesh we gained before (figure 7.36) the improvement
gets obvious. The curvature can be described perfectly and there are no visible
defects. As it is hard to evaluate this improvement visually we want to mea-
sure this improvement quantitatively. The sphere is well-suited for setting up
a quantitative measure as we can describe the shape of the sphere mathemat-
ically without any big effort. It is therefore possible to compute the analytic
distance value of a node to the structure. The radius ri on which the i − th
node of an element is located with respect to the sphere center (x0, y0, z0) is
described by the sphere equation:
ri =
√
(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2 + (zi − z0)2. (7.25)
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(a) Sphere without mesh lines (b) Sphere with mesh lines
Figure 7.39: Sphere with fine fluid mesh - Reducing the elements size of the
fluid mesh improved the representation of the structure (2.2e7 elements, mean
element size 0, 009).
Comparing this radius of the node to the radius of the sphere r0 yields already
the analytic distance of the node to the structure:
danalyti = ri − r0. (7.26)
The absolute error which is made can be formulated via the difference δi
between the analytic distance and the approximated distance computed with
the distance algorithm:
δi = d
approx
i − danalyti . (7.27)
For each element k these errors can be summed up over the four nodes resulting
in the elemental absolute error ∆k. We will sum up the squared errors in order
to penalize large deviations more than small deviations:
∆k =
4∑
i=1
(δi)
2. (7.28)
After all, the overall absolute error can be quantified by taking the sum over
all split elements of the fluid mesh and taking the root over the entire measure:
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abs =
√√√√ N∑
k=1
∆k. (7.29)
In order to get more useful error values and provide the possibility to compare
the error measures with each other the absolute error is normalized by the
overall analytic distance values resulting in the relative error measure:
rel =
abs√∑N
i=1
∑4
i=1(d
analyt
i )
2
. (7.30)
Based on this formula we will do some studies to evaluate the error depending
on the element size of the fluid mesh. This will not serve as a universal rule
as we apply it to the specific test case of the sphere which can be treated
properly by the distance algorithm. But it should give a rough idea about
the performance and accuracy of the distance algorithm and provides a good
measure to compare external distance algorithms with the one implemented
within this monograph.
For the study we will vary the element size between a very coarse mesh and a
very fine mesh. Nine samples of different element sizes are chosen and finally
collected in one chart which is shown in figure 7.40.
The relative error of the distance values is increasing linearly with the mean
size of the fluid elements. When using a really coarse mesh (e.g. 0, 07) the
relative error has a value of more than 0.25 denoting an error of more than
25 % - a rather large deviation from the sphere structure. By reducing the
element size the error can be linearly reduced down to a value of 3 % for the
smallest used element size in the framework of this study. But already an
error of 10 % and below sounds promising and will be used to define a rough
rule of thumb concerning the maximal element size. An error of 10 % can be
reached with an element size of approximately 0, 03 for a sphere with radius
R = 0, 1.
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Figure 7.40: Relative root square error - The figure shows the relative root
square error measure of the distance values related to a sphere, depending on
the size of the fluid elements. The red curve is a linear fitting curve to show the
linear dependency.
Decreasing the element size will of course also increase the number of cut
elements in the standard fluid cube that is used for the interface treatment
studies. One interesting question in this context is, how does halving the el-
ement size influence the number of split tetrahedra in the fluid cube? Figure
7.41 shows a corresponding study in a log-log plot.
The log-log plot is used in order to impressively show the quadratic relationship
between the number of split elements and the element size. This implies that in
order to halve the relative distance error the elements size has to be halved, but
the number of elements will be quadrupled by this. So the computational effort
for computing the intersection patterns for all the split elements is increasing
quadratically when the error shall be reduced by 12 .
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Figure 7.41: Relationship between the number of split elements and
the element size - There is a quadratic relationship emphasized by the red
trend curve.
7.1.3 Geometric approximation of sharp-edged structures and
thin volumes
The previous two chapters have shown the implementation of an efficient algo-
rithm which is capable of representing large-scale planar or curved structures
with high accuracy. However, these chapters have also shown the limits of the
algorithm. Those limits especially arise when complex variations of the struc-
ture shape occur within a single fluid element and can not be represented in
detail by a set of distance values. In particular strong discontinuities or large
curvatures in the structure (edges, corners) as well as very thin two-sided
structures are severe cases which can not be handled by the current distance
algorithm. In the following we will discuss the proper treatment of these cases
and propose methods that are able to deal with these cases in a way that the
induced error is minimized up to an acceptable limit.
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In the first chapter we have already demonstrated that the edges of a cube
can not be represented exactly (compare figure 7.23). Therefore an aim of this
chapter is to properly treat the edges and corners of the cube. The edges of
the cube cause troubles as two surfaces with different orientation (the normal
vectors are perpendicular to each other) are joining at an edge. A tetrahe-
dron at this location is not able to describe both surfaces at the same time.
Corners are even more problematic because three surfaces with different ori-
entation join in one point. In fact, we can completely concentrate on these
problem zones as the surfaces are already represented exactly by the current
algorithm. Therefore a cube is a suitable test case.
A very representative example for thin two-sided structures is a thin wing
structure given by the front wing of a Formula 1 car (see figure 7.42).
(a) Side view
(b) Cross surface
Figure 7.42: Wing structure - The figure shows two views of a part of the
front wing of a Formula 1 car.
This test case covers most of the critical configurations we want to analyze
within this chapter. First, the structure is thin throughout the entire struc-
ture, but with an varying thickness. At the end of the wing (left hand side
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in the figure) the structure is getting very thin and connecting the upper and
lower surface with a strongly curved surface. This is a special challenge for
the algorithm as there two separate surfaces (upper and lower) are joining.
The main upper and lower surface of the wing are curved surfaces whereas the
side plates are planar. There are also sharp edges at the transition between
the main surfaces and the side plates. All in all, this example contains many
geometric features which are interesting to analyze with the distance function.
As starting point, the distance function in its current state is directly applied
to the wing structure without any adaptions. The result is presented in figure
7.43.
(a) Side view
(b) Cross section
Figure 7.43: Structure-approximated mesh of wing structure - The
shown structure is a result of the application of the original distance algorithm.
The main upper and lower surface of the mid section of the wing can be repre-
sented very good. However, as expected, the algorithm is not able to treat the
front and rear wing structure correctly. The cross section in figure 7.43b shows
this clearly. In the region in which the wing thickness falls below a certain
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limit, many misaligned mesh elements occur and lead to a bad resolution of
the overall structure. If we want to explain this effect, we have to look at the
intersection pattern of the elements which cause that problems. The following
figure 7.44 shows the corresponding situation at the rear wing section. The
(green) tetrahedron is cut by the upper as well as the lower surface of the wing
and approximates the structure with the red-framed triangle.
Figure 7.44: Misaligned structure-approximated triangle of the tetra-
hedron - The figure shows an intersection pattern in which the fluid element
(green) approximates the structure with the red-framed triangle.
The problem is obvious when noting that there are tetrahedron edges which
are cut twice - once by the upper and once by the lower wing surface. As ex-
plained in the previous chapter, the algorithm takes all the found intersection
points and computes a plane with minimal distance to these points. Having
two double cut edges - as in the current situation - it is probable that the
plane is aligned such that the two surfaces are connected. This is, however,
not correct and the consequence will be that the wing structure at this point
is approximated by an element protruding from the wing surface rather than
one that forms the wing surface.
In order to better demonstrate the problem and develop an efficient solution,
we reproduce the just discussed intersection pattern with an abstract graphic
simplified to 2D (figure 7.45a).
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P1
P2 P3
P4
(a) Intersection pattern with one
double cut edge
(b) Approximation of the struc-
ture
Figure 7.45: Intersection pattern with a double cut edge - The left figure
shows the considered intersection pattern. The current algorithm represents the
structure with a line which minimizes the distance to the intersection points
(right figure). This results in a misaligned cross line.
The element in the middle has four intersection points, whereas two are lo-
cated on one single edge. So the question is how does the current distance
algorithm reproduce this intersection pattern? And the answer is, without any
improvements, the structure is reconstructed by a cross line (see figure 7.45b,
which is comparable to the misaligned red-framed triangle in figure 7.44.
As already mentioned, there is no way to represent both structure surfaces
within the intersected fluid element at the same time. A strategy has to be
formulated to remedy this fundamental problem.
Up to this point we were not caring about the distinction between infinitely
thin structures and volumetric geometries. So far, the two-sided volumetric
structure is locally just collapsed to a one-sided membrane structure. That
implies, however, that one side of the fluid element gets positive distance val-
ues whereas the other side gets assigned negative values - even if all nodes are
located outside of the structure. This distinction can be effectively handled
with the continuous distance function which finally defines the nodes to be
inside or outside of the structure. The underlying technology is the so-called
ray tracing which was already introduced in chapter 2.2.4.1. This allows to
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detect volumetric structures and the position of the nodes related to the vol-
ume. If the ray tracing detects a node to be located within the structural
volume, the sign of the nodal distance is negative and stored in the nodal vari-
able DISTANCE, otherwise it is positive and stored in the same nodal variable.
That is very useful in the mentioned case when the two-sided structure is lo-
cally reduced to a membrane structure. The discontinuous elemental distance
function assigns positive distance values on the one side and negative on the
other side. The ray tracing method is doing the following: the sign of the
nodes which are assigned to a negative distance are just switched to a positive
sign and stored in the DISTANCE variable. Later the nodal DISTANCE val-
ues can be used to detect all the fluid nodes inside the structure and therefore
treat them differently as opposed to the nodes outside the structure.
The remedy should be capable of at least not disturbing the flow along the
structure surface (as done by the current code) and ensure that the flow can not
cross this structure. That implies to align the structure-approximated plane
such that it roughly maintains the orientation of the surfaces. One way to do
this is to ensure the proper representation of one of the structure sides (fig-
ure 7.46). Therefore it is possible to prevent a cross-structure flow of the fluid.
n disconnection
Figure 7.46: Proposal for representation of intersecting two-sided
structure - The idea is to describe one of the surfaces properly. However this
causes a disconnection on the other side.
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The implementation is straightforward as the structure-approximated plane is
defined by one of the intersection points along the double cut edge and the
normal vector of the structure element which is cutting the element at this
intersection point. There seems to be a disconnection at the opposite struc-
ture side. However, these approaches seem to solve efficiently some of the
previous problems. There are further different intersection patterns to which
these approaches can be applied. The corresponding intersection patterns are
shown in figure 7.47.
(a) Intersection pattern with one double
cut edge
(b) Intersection pattern with
three double cut edges
Figure 7.47: Intersection patterns with double cut edges - These figures
show situations in which edges of the tetrahedra are cut twice each by the upper
and the lower wing surface.
The upper figure 7.47a shows the case in which the tetrahedron is cut twice
along one edge and the lower figure 7.47b shows a tetrahedron with even three
double cut edges. Let us e.g. have a look at the latter intersection pattern
which can be basically broken down to the configuration shown in figure 7.48a.
The distance algorithm would approximate the structure as follows - without
the just presented strategies (figure 7.48b).
Again one can clearly observe the misaligned elements. Applying the pro-
posed approach, one of the two surfaces will be represented by the structure-
approximated plane leading to an interruption in the other surface. Figure
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7.49 shows this result.
(a) Intersection pattern with two
double cut edges
Not 
split
Split
Split
(b) Approximation of the struc-
ture
Figure 7.48: Intersection pattern with two double cut edges - The left
figure shows the considered intersection pattern whereas the left two elements
have each two double cut edges. The current algorithm represents the structure
in both elements each with a misaligned plane (right figure).
Not 
split
disconnection
Figure 7.49: Proposal for structure-approximation of the situation
shown in figure 7.48 - Only one surface of the two-sided structure is represented
with the distance function.
The algorithm is not able to always refer to the same surface of the structure
for each element. This would require further effort in programming which we
do not want to pursue here. Applying this algorithm with the proposed strat-
egy to the entire wing structure shows promising results (figure 7.50).
The thinning region of the wing cross section does not exhibit any cross-aligned
elements connecting the two sides of the wing. The structure can be clearly
approximated - also close to the trailing edge. This can be ensured by the
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approach which concentrates on the reproduction of one structure side. A
closer look to the trailing edge reveals some apparently misaligned elements
having various orientations. This can be explained with the small rounding at
the trailing edge which is discretized by structure elements with different ori-
entation. The mentioned disconnection or rather ”holes” within the structure
can not be seen in the cross section visualization, but in figure 7.51.
(a) Cross section (b) Zoom to the trailing
edge
Figure 7.50: Wing model tested with the proposed approach - The
applied approach is illustrated in figure 7.49.
(a) Front view (b) Side view
Figure 7.51: Investigation of the interrupted wing structure - Due to
the chosen approach the elements with double cut edges can only represent one
side of the structure. The interruptions are indicated with red arrows.
The interruptions in the structure are visible. It is important to note, however,
that nevertheless the fluid can not cross the wing structure with this approach.
This will be proven later in chapter 7.2.1. Indeed the presented method is vi-
sually advantageous and easy to implement, it is physically more accurate to
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approximate the two sides of the thin structure by means of an averaged plane
which is located in between the two-sided structure. The orientation of the
plane also arises from an average of the surface normals. What we want to
achieve is the result shown in figure 7.52.
nC
PCn1 n2
Figure 7.52: Improved proposal for the representation of intersecting
two-sided structure - The idea is to describe a plane in between the two
structure sides with an averaged orientation.
The base point of the structure-approximated plane is then computed as a
mean of all the intersection points of a double cut edge. The normal vector
is also computed as the mean of the structure normals at these intersection
points. It has to be noted that the normals of the structure are always pointing
”outwards”, which implies that the normals of the two sides in a thin structure
are pointing into opposite directions. Therefore one of the normals should be
reversed before computing the mean. The implementation is according to the
following pseudocode:
for cut edge in fluid element do
for cut node in cut edge do
counter ← counter + 1
cut nodes edge← cut node
normals← normal at cut node
end for
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if counter = 2 then:
nodes container ← cut nodes edge
normals container ← normals[0]
normals container ← −normals[1] . Reverse this normal vector
end if
end for
PC ← mean(nodes container)
nC ← mean(normals container)
First, all the double cut edges are searched and the corresponding intersection
nodes and normal vectors of the structure are stored in containers. Finally, the
base point of the structure-approximated plane is computed as a mean of all
nodes within the container. The normal vector of the plane is also computed
as a mean of the container comprising the normal vectors.
This approach results in a mesh which shows elements in the middle of the
wing structure as illustrated in figure 7.53 although not having any misaligned
elements. The front view of the structure approximation indicates the appar-
ent “holes” in the structure which, however, do not allow the fluid to cross as
explained already in the previous approach.
This proposed averaging of the two-sided structure appears to be the best
compromise which is achievable geometrically. However we should note an
important fact which indicates a general drawback of the embedded method.
Reducing the two-sided structure locally to a one-sided structure leads to ge-
ometrical discontinuities as illustrated in figure 7.54.
Such a structure approximation of the boundary leads to physical difficulties
when a flow separation at the tip of a thin structure shall be computed. The
embedded approach is very inconvenient in this concern and does not allow
to compute the forces of the flow onto the structure accurately as this would
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require to resolve the boundary layer much better. Those discontinuities can
not be avoided due to the presented problems but we can try to reduce it to a
minimum by locally refining the fluid elements which encounter the inability
to represent both surfaces at the same time. If such an element can be divided
into two smaller elements whereas one is able to resolve the “upper” side of the
thin structure and the other is able to resolve the “lower” side, the situation
could be improved locally. Such refinement strategies are presented at the end
of this chapter. First we need to analyze the cube as there are further key
issues which have to be considered.
(a) Side view
(b) Front view
Figure 7.53: Wing model tested with the proposed approach - The
applied approach is illustrated in figure 7.52.
+
-
+
-
+
-
+
-
+
-
+
-
Figure 7.54: Geometrical discontinuities - These discontinuities are caused
by the intrinsic formulation of the representation strategy of the distance func-
tion. A change between one-sided and two-sided structure is visible.
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7.1.3.1 Geometric treatment of cube edges
Let us investigate the resolution of the cube edges with the just developed
method. If we applied this method to the edge-close region of the cube, we
would encounter the problem shown in figur 7.55.
P1
P2
P3 P4
(a) Cutting configuration
Not 
split PC nC
n1
n2
(b) Structure-approximated mesh
Figure 7.55: Intersection pattern close to the edge - The figures show
the intersection pattern at the cube edge (left) and the approximation with a
misaligned element how it is done with the current distance algorithm (right).
The element in the middle is cut twice along one edge such that the algorithm
is executed as just presented for thin structures. The algorithm will com-
pute a plane which averages the normals and the intersection points along the
double-cut edge leading to a misaligned element. We rather like the element
to provide a connection between the two surfaces of the cube such that we
get an edge as it was already achieved in the first section of this chapter (see
figure 7.23) and as it is shown in the following figure 7.56.
This, however, requires to distinguish in the code between cases in which the
structure surfaces should be linked and cases in which a mid-plane should be
computed (with thin structures e.g.). The decision of which approach should
be used strongly depends on the geometrical change of the structure within
one element. If the structure triangles change their orientation within a single
element just slightly (e.g. a sphere), it is best to to approximate the structure
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with a plane through the intersection points and compute the minimal dis-
tance of all intersection points to that plane (as explained in the first section).
If, however, the triangles change their orientations strongly (distinct geomet-
rical features within one element) and even have large opening angles (thin
structures), a mid-plane based on the intersection points along the double-cut
edge needs to be computed.
PC
nC
n1
n2
Figure 7.56: Treatment of cube edges - The structure-approximated plane
is supposed to provide a link between the cube surfaces which yields an approx-
imated edge.
Therefore it seems to be convenient to compare the normal vectors of the
structure elements which are cutting an edge of the fluid element twice. If
the angle between the vectors is larger than a certain limit, the mid-plane
computation is done, else the minimal plane is computed. A proper limit is
hard to set, but it would also be an idea to leave the decision to the user
as it sometimes might depend on the application example. Here, we will set
the limit to an angle of 100◦ what allows a proper representation of the cube
edges (angle of normal vectors 90◦ which is smaller than the limit) and the thin
structures (angle of normal vectors around 160◦ which is larger than the limit).
Figure 7.57 summarizes the final state of the distance function with its ap-
proaches and improvement strategies. In doing so, the figure shows the core
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part of the distance function dedicated to the computation of the structure-
approximated plane.
7.1.3.2 Towards efficient refinement strategies
As roughly explained above, the distance function can not handle complex
geometries e.g. thin structures accurately due to the intrinsic definition of the
element-wise distance function. An efficient approach to reduce the drawbacks
of the embedded method with certain intersection patterns is to apply refine-
ment strategies like the so-called Adaptive Mesh Refinement as presented in
the paper of Rossi, [53]. The latter algorithm basically refines all the fluid
elements which are cut, i.e. whose flag SPLIT ELEMENT is set to True. Its
principal procedure reads:
for element in fluid do
if element.SPLIT ELEMENT = True then:
element.Refine()
end if
end for
This function has to be called after all cut fluid elements are tagged accord-
ingly. Without any improvements, however, this leads to an immense com-
putational effort. Nevertheless we take this strategy into account in case the
overall geometry of the structure is not approximated well due to a compa-
rably coarse fluid mesh. We will keep this idea in mind for later considerations.
Instead of refining all cut fluid elements, it would make more sense to treat
only those elements which have crucial problems to properly represent the
structure and leave the other elements unchanged. Following this idea, how-
ever, it remains to decide about which of the cut elements shall be refined in
order to approximate the structure in an efficient manner.
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Figure 7.57: General flow chart for determining the structure-
approximated plane - The computation of the normal vector N and the base
point P of the plane (orange boxes) depends on the intersection pattern of each
fluid tetrahedron.
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A cut fluid element that indeed needs to be refined is given if it has double-cut
edges. As already discussed in previous paragraphs this double-cut edges are
a sign for strong local geometry changes. A local refinement of such elements
hence allows to further resolve structural details.
A second indicator to decide whether to refine a cut fluid element or not is
given is the change of the normal vectors of all structural elements that are
enclosed by the cut element. If the structure is slightly curved or even planar,
the change of normal vectors is small, i.e. no refinement is necessary. If the
curvature is large or the structure changes its direction within an element, it
makes sense to refine this element. Such cases can be detected by comparing
the normal vectors of the corresponding structure elements to each other and
if any pair of vectors is found that have an angle of e.g. > 30◦ to each other,
this element will be refined.
A third cases in which we want to perform a refinement is the case in which a
fluid element is just slightly touched by the structure resulting in just one or
two split edges. Before it was not possible to represent the structure based on
such intersection patterns. Consequently those elements were ignored. As this
will introduce an error in the structure approximation, we also want to de-
tect these intersection patterns and refine the corresponding cut fluid element .
Furthermore we want to refine those fluid elements that are just touched at
their surfaces rather than cut at their edges by a structure element. In order
to detect these critical intersection patterns, an additional function is imple-
mented which uses given features of the distance function. The function is
invoked before executing the distance function as the following pseudocode
demonstrates:
1. Mark crucial elements to be refined
for element in fluid do
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Determine intersection pattern of element
if element.split edges < 3 or element.double cut edges > 0 or ∠(na, nb) >
30◦ then:
element.SPLIT ELEMENT = True
end if
end for
2. Refine all split elements
for element in fluid do
if element.SPLIT ELEMENT = True then:
element.Refine()
end if
end for
3. Invoke distance function based on the refined fluid mesh
We will test the performance of the presented refinement strategy at the wing
structure from before. A fluid mesh with 4e5 elements is generated. We in-
tentionally choose such a coarse mesh in order to show the result which can
be achieved even when using a mesh that actually is not appropriate for rep-
resenting such complex structures. The structure-approximation of the wing
with different refinement steps is shown in figure 7.58.
Without any refinement, the surface of the wing is quite porous and the lead-
ing and trailing edge are not well approximated. Already after applying one
refinement step the results can be improved extensively. It can be seen clearly
that in particular the elements at the leading and trailing edge are refined as
well as a few elements in the mid-part of the structure. A further refinement
results already in a well-resolved structure. With regard to the fluid mesh the
number of elements hardly increases after the first two refinement steps (4.5e5
elements after the first refinement step; 6.1e5 elements after the second). After
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after the fifth refinement step, however, the fluid mesh has already 2.2e6 ele-
ments. The local refinements are illustrated in figure 7.59. The latter shows a
cut through the fluid mesh. Clearly visible are the refined fluid elements close
to the wing edges.
(a) No refinement step (b) 1 refinement step
(c) 2 refinement steps (d) 5 refinement steps
Figure 7.58: Wing model tested with different refinement levels - Before
computing the distance values, all elements which can not properly approximate
the structure are refined in several steps.
Looking at the figures, however, we also observe that we can only push the zone
in which the structure can not be resolved properly towards the wing edges
rather than completely removing these zones. This implies that we are never
able to resolve the sharp edges exactly. From that we conclude that problems
which mainly include flow separation at sharp edges will always be difficult to
analyze accurately with the herein described embedded approach. As this is
one of the main drawbacks of the embedded approach we want to assess the
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influence of the developed refinement strategies to the flow field more in de-
tail. This will be done by means of the Silsoe cube benchmark in chapter 7.2.2.
(a) No refinement step (b) 5 refinement steps
Figure 7.59: Fluid mesh with and without local refinement - A cut
through the fluid mesh is illustrated in which the influence of the local refinement
(right) to the fluid compared to using no refinement (left) can be observed.
What is barely visible in the figures is the fact that the wing edges are repre-
sented by only two or three surfaces rather than a clean curved surface (see e.g.
figure 7.60). That is due to the fact that the original structure mesh does not
resolve the curvature of the edges very well as not many elements were used to
mesh the structure. This demonstrates impressively the influence of the struc-
ture mesh to the final representation of the structure. A proper discretization
of the shape of the original structure is a prerequisite for getting good results
with the distance function. In fact, the implemented distance function can be
maximal as accurate as the original discretization of the structure. The fol-
lowing figures 7.61 show the result of the distance function applied to a very
fine structure mesh.
Finally we want to show that the above discussed automatic refinement strate-
gies are an ideal way to avoid a computationally expensive manual refinement
of the complete fluid mesh. Therefore a proper discretization of the wing is
tested with a very coarse fluid mesh. We want to show that, when letting the
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given algorithm to refine such a coarse fluid mesh just slightly, the wing can
be resolved already quite well with in total still just a coarse fluid mesh (4e4
elements). The result is shown in figure 7.62.
Figure 7.60: Wing leading edge resolved with distance function - For
the representation five refinement steps were applied.
(a) Without mesh lines (b) With mesh lines
Figure 7.61: Result of the distance function applied to a fine wing
structure mesh - For the representation five refinement steps were applied.
Independent of a specific application example we also want to demonstrate
that these refinement strategies are very useful to resolve problems in terms of
the approximation of plane and cube edges as discussed in previous sections.
The corresponding results are presented in the figures 7.63 and 7.64.
At the end of this section we may conclude: Using an embedded method it is
generally difficult to approximate edges and very thin structures. In our case,
though, powerful strategies could be proposed to handle the corresponding
problems. In particular the application of automatic refinement strategies
yielded promising results and also appeared to be superior over creating a finer
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fluid mesh in advance. However, the presented strategies could only reduce
the mentioned problems rather than completely overcome them. Furthermore
we note that the use of the refinement strategies and their efficiency depend
on the specific application. In section 7.1.5 this will be investigated in more
detail.
(a) No refinement step (b) 6 refinement steps
Figure 7.62: Result of the refinement when applied to a coarse fluid
mesh - For the representation six refinement steps were applied (right) and
compared to the case without refinement steps (left).
(a) No refinement step (b) 6 refinement steps
Figure 7.63: Result of the distance function applied to a plane - For
the representation six refinement steps were applied (right) and compared to the
case without refinement steps (left).
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(a) No refinement step (b) 6 refinement steps
Figure 7.64: Result of the distance function applied to a cube - For
the representation six refinement steps were applied (right) and compared to the
case without refinement steps (left).
7.1.4 About a more efficient computation of the approximated
structure surfaces
As already introduced in chapter 4 two powerful methods exist to efficiently
reduce the computation time in an embedded approach: spatial search and
parallel computing. In this chapter we want to discuss our implementation
of these methods in the given embedded approach as well as evaluate the
resulting computational efficiency. This also includes the investigation of an
optimal parametrization of the corresponding algorithms in order to speed
up the simulation as much as possible. We start with a discussion of the
spatial search and then proceed with an evaluation of parallelization techniques
applied to the current distance function.
7.1.4.1 Spatial search based on octrees
The necessity of spatial search algorithms was extensively explained in section
4.2. In there we found that the complexity of the spatial searches imple-
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mented in our approach are of order O (log(N)) rather than the original order
of O(N2). The corresponding reduction in complexity becomes quite impres-
sive when actually expressing it in numbers. To this end let us assume an FSI
setup with a complex structure geometry which needs to be modeled with 2e5
triangle elements, e.g. a Formula 1 car. In order to get reasonable results from
the pure fluid simulation, we assume 1e6 tetrahedra elements.
Without doing any FSI simulation, the mere search for intersections in the
framework of the embedded approach would consist of 2e5·1e6 = 2e11 triangle-
tetrahedra pairs which might intersect. This setup was tested and the pure
search for intersections could not be finished by a normal desktop computer
within one day. Actually, however, this process would be called every itera-
tion of every single time step of a partitioned FSI simulation, which is hence
definitely not affordable.
As justified in the theory part, we will use octree search for improving the
search for intersections between fluid tetrahedra and structure triangles. The
basic procedure for finding the intersections was derived in chapter 7.1.1 and
the corresponding algorithmic structure is indicated in the flow chart in figure
7.1. Generally, this structure can be maintained and it is just extended by an
octree search algorithm. The final algorithm then reads as visualized in the
flow chart in figure 7.65.
In the figure, the original steps from the previous flow chart are visualized with
a white background whereas the added steps are highlighted in orange. Before
looping over all fluid elements the octree is generated around the structural
geometry according to the specified refinement level. Each leave of the octree
stores pointers to all structural elements which are spatially contained in this
cell. In figure 7.66 such an octree is generated step-wisely based on a sphere
geometry. Beginning with one cell - we will define this as an octree of level
0 - the octree is refined in every step according to the given geometry. Up
to level 2 there is no significant pattern in the octree as the sphere is small
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Search for intersecting structure triangles
Search for intersecting octree leaves
Loop over fluid tetrahedra
End
Loop over tetrahedron edges
Start
Check Intersection edge - triangle
Generate octree
Generate bounding box of tetrahedra
Check intersection box - tetrahedra
Loop over leaves in leaves container
Found?N
Loop over octree leaves intersecting 
bounding box
contained in octree leave
Loop over structure triangles 
Add leave to 
leaves container
Y
Figure 7.65: Flow chart for improved spatial search - The figure shows
the spatial search based on an octree. The boxes highlighted in orange mark
steps which come in addition to the basic spatial search without generating an
octree.
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compared to the octree bounding box. At level 3 and the following more and
more octree leaves appear around the sphere surface. At level 8 finally one
can observe a clear layer of small leave cells around the surface.
(a) Level 0 (b) Level 1 (c) Level 2
(d) Level 3 (e) Level 4 (f) Level 5
(g) Level 6 (h) Level 7 (i) Level 8
Figure 7.66: Octree refinement - The figure series visualizes an octree which
is generated stepwise around a sphere (projected to 2D) - beginning with one cell
(Level 0).
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Proceeding in the flow chart, in every loop over the tetrahedra we first look
for all octree leave cells which have an intersection with the respective tetrahe-
dron. This is done efficiently by a first rough search in which a bounding box
is constructed around the tetrahedron and checked with which leave cells this
box has an intersection. Therefore we can reduce the more complex algorithm
for checking the intersection box-tetrahedra to a simple box-box intersection
algorithm. Only after such intersection was found, a fine search follows which
checks for an existing box-tetrahedron intersection using the algorithm de-
scribed in [47]. Based on this evidently reduced subset of structure elements
the search for intersections of these elements with any of the six tetrahedron-
edges is performed.
Having the octree search implemented, we want to assess its performance and
especially gain a valuable conclusion about the most effective adjustment of
the octree parameters in the scope of a given FSI setup. In this concern the
octree (refinement) level plays a central role since it influences the appearance
of the octree around the embedded structure. Therefore we will further inves-
tigate how to choose the level of refinement in order to get the best benefit
from the octree search. As the octree is constructed around the structure, the
respective shape and size will also play an important role. To allow general
conclusions we will propose reasonable test cases in the following.
In order to assess the optimal octree level to a given FSI setup we will propose
several simple scenarios and test them with many different octree levels. We
will keep track of the computation time needed for the distance function, the
time for generating the octree and the number of generated octree leaves.
As mentioned above, the size of the structure and by that the hence connected
size of the finite elements used for its discretization, might have a significant
influence on the necessary octree level. As a first test example we will assume
a sphere discretized with different numbers of elements in different orders of
magnitude: 1e2; 3e3; 5e4; 2.5e5. We will also consider a cube which just
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needs 12 triangle elements to be fully described. By that we also have a struc-
ture with a very low number of elements. Furthermore it is worthwhile to see
whether the complexity of the structure has an influence on the computation
time. Hence we will also investigate a model of a Formula 1 car with the same
number of elements as the finest sphere mesh (2.5e5 elements). Finally we will
investigate how sensitive the optimal octree level is to the number of elements
in the fluid mesh and the computation time in general. A coarse mesh with
8e4 elements and a fine mesh with 6.4e5 elements will be chosen for each of
the proposed structure meshes.
First of all we want to examine the octree-related problems which are linked
to the generation of the octree leaves. As the octree is being refined with
increasing octree level, the number of leaves is increased as well. When using
a coarse structure mesh, the octree will just add some hundred or thousand
of leave cells with each further refinement. When using a fine structure mesh,
a larger magnitude of leave cells is added with each refinement - up to some
million cells. In figure 7.67 the number of structure elements contained in one
octree leave with different structure meshes is illustrated in dependence of the
octree level.
The figure shows first of all that there is a much larger number of structure
elements contained in one octree leave when the octree level is small. This
makes sense as an octree leave is then quite big compared to the size of one
structure element. There is an exponential behavior when the octree level is
increased, especially showing a steep gradient for smaller octree levels. This
basically results in a very inefficient use of the spatial search and can be seen
in a quite large computation time. Furthermore one can observe a strong
difference between the several structure meshes. The more elements are used
for the structure the more the curve is shifted to the right as the structure
elements are much smaller for fine meshes.
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Figure 7.67: Number of elements per leave depending on octree level
- Different structure meshes are used for comparison.
In the figure we have included a dotted line at which one structure element is
contained in one octree leave. This is a quite crucial limit as explained in the
following. The aim of the method is to reduce the set of elements in a certain
spatial domain. If the number of structure elements in a leave is large, the
spatial search within one leave is still not optimal. But if there are more leaves
than elements, it implies that each element is assigned to several leave cells.
That would mean that we would look for this element several times making it
again inefficient. Therefore having one structure element per leave might be
an optimal adjustment in terms of efficiency. We will see later whether this
statement can be verified.
Generating more and more octree leaves obviously comes along with a larger
effort to construct the octree and results in a larger amount of data. The
influence can be illustrated by means of figure 7.68 in which the octree gen-
eration time in relation to the complete distance computation time is shown
depending on the octree level.
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Figure 7.68: Octree generation time in relation to execution time de-
pending on octree level - Different structure meshes are used for comparison.
The cube and the coarsest sphere mesh are not visualized as the time for
generating the octree can be neglected. But when finer meshes are used, the
octree generation time can not be neglected at all. For small octree levels the
generation time does not influence the execution time a lot. However, after a
certain octree level, it is more or less exploding and the generation can take
up to 27 % of the execution time. For a fine sphere for example the octree is
generated in less than a second when using a small octree level. But for more
than 12 levels it takes already 5 to 15 seconds. This again shows that the oc-
tree level can not be increased arbitrarily as the increasing time for generating
the octree will diminish the efficiency at a certain point.
Now want to investigate the influence of the octree on the execution time of
the distance function. When we were conducting the computations with dif-
ferent octree levels ranging from 0 to 24 it is interesting to note that some
setups could not even be computed in an adequate time frame and had to be
aborted. For example the sphere with the finest mesh in combination with
the fine fluid mesh is computationally so demanding that we had to abort the
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computation after 12 hours using an octree level of 3. With an octree level
of 4 it still took 2.5 hours to perform the distance computation. Even the
coarse sphere mesh with just 3e3 elements took 4 hours to be analyzed when
using an octree level 0 (i.e. not using any octree search). It, however, jut just
took some seconds when using a level larger than 4. This again shows the
advantages of the octree search.
The figure series 7.69 summarizes the computation times for each setup whereas
the minimal computation time for each setup is marked with a dotted rectan-
gle.
There are several conclusions which can be made from these charts. First, it
is obvious that there is always a minimal computation time which depends
on the FSI setup. Second, the finer the mesh is chosen the more sensitive
the octree level is w.r.t. to modifications. For a very coarse mesh it does not
matter which octree level is chosen. For a finer mesh the difference between
the optimal and the maximal computation time is getting larger. The finest
mesh causes even for a small octree level an explosion in computational costs.
Third, the computation time is strongly increasing if the octree level is in-
creased beyond the optimum.
Moreover, when we compare the optimum with each other, it is being shifted
towards larger octree levels as the sphere is meshed finer. This also matches
to the statement from above that for smaller structure elements the octree
leaves have to be decreased. Concerning the influence of the fluid mesh on
the optimal computation time we notice that the octree level with minimum
computation time is not changing with the level of refinement of the fluid mesh.
A more convenient visualization of the optimal octree level can be obtained
when they are collected in one single chart as done in figure 7.70. This chart
depicts the optimal octree level for each of the structure meshes. Here, though,
we do not use the number of structure elements but the averaged size of the
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structure elements as this is a parameter which is comparable between the
different structures.
Figure 7.69: Execution time of distance function depending on octree
level - For each FSI setup a chart is presented. The minimal computation time
is highlighted by a dotted rectangle.
Figure 7.70 also confirms the dependence of the optimal octree level on the
size of the structural elements. The finer the structural mesh the larger the
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octree level has to be chosen in order to minimize the computation time. This
correlation can be stated independent of the complexity of the structure, the
fluid mesh or the size of the structure itself. Therefore the minimal octree
level can be determined only based on the size of the structural elements. The
chart hence provides a general decision base for later applications in which we
want to choose the octree level according to the structure model in order to
get the best possible improvements in computation time.
Figure 7.70: Optimal octree level for minimal computation time de-
pending on the size of the structural elements - The straight line char-
acterizes the setup in which the structural elements have the same size as the
smallest octree leaves.
The figure also shows a straight line which characterizes the setup in which
the structural elements have the same size as the smallest octree leaves. All
the test cases are quite close to this line which confirms the assumption that
the optimal octree level is reached when the leaves have the same size as the
structural element. That allows us to directly estimate the optimal number of
octree cells L for a given structural element size sS if the size of a structural
element is equated with the size of the octree leave sL:
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sL = sS =
1
2L
→ L = log2 sS . (7.31)
This can be done assuming that the size of the original octree cell is in unit
space (1x1x1) which is the case for all computations that have been done in
the framework of this monograph.
Finally we conclude that for any chosen configuration of structure and fluid
the octree search significantly reduces the computational effort related to the
spatial search that is needed in the embedded approach. The improvement is
controlled by adjusting the octree level. Its optimal value is depending only
on the size of the structural elements.
7.1.4.2 Parallelization with OpenMP
In this section we want to shortly examine the potential of parallel computing
with OpenMP applied to the distance function. For the tests the supercom-
puter CaesarAugusta in Zaragoza, which has 512 processors, was used. How-
ever, there are 64 processors in maximum which share the same memory what
allows us to use up to 64 processors with OpenMP for the following perfor-
mance studies.
In order to test the performance of the distance function, it makes sense to
test the scalability with different fluid meshes: a coarse mesh (8e4 elements), a
finer mesh (6.4e5 elements) and a very fine mesh (2.2e6 elements) . As struc-
ture we use a sphere with 5e4 elements. The reason for just varying the fluid
mesh can be argued with the way of how it is implemented. When referring to
the initial flow chart for embedded methods (figure 1.4) we will just parallelize
the for -loop which performs a loop over all tetrahedra elements and keep the
structure unchanged. In order to do that, a function is called which partitions
the complete fluid mesh into N submeshes whereas N is the number of threads
which are chosen. Each of the submeshes contains roughly the same number
of elements. A big disadvantage of doing this is that there might be many
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threads assigned to parts of the fluid mesh that do not intersect the structure
at all. This can lead to a bad load balancing.
First of all, the computations of the distance function are performed with a
varying number of processors. Based on the execution time, the speedup as
well as the efficiency can be computed according to the equations presented
in section 4.1.3. Finally, the speedup graphs for the different fluid refinements
can be plotted in one chart (see figure 7.71).
Figure 7.71: Speedup with OpenMP - The figure indicates the speedup
depending on the number of processors for different fluid meshes in a comparison.
The speedup graphs show a clear reduction of computation time when the
number of processors is increased as the computational effort is shared be-
tween more and more processors. For all of the three setups (coarse, fine, very
fine mesh) the maximum speedup can be reached with 64 processors implying
that it is recommended for all following computations to use 64 processors
in order to exploit the technique of parallel computing as much as possible.
The achieved speedup is almost identical for the different setups when using
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a smaller number of processors.
A clear distinction can be observed when more than 8 processors are applied to
perform the computations. The finer the fluid mesh, the larger is the gradient
of the speedup curve. Therefore parallel computing is getting more efficient
when a finer mesh is used. The best speedup which could be achieved is 14
meaning that the distance computation can be performed 14 times faster than
the execution with just one processor. Therefore the code is said to be scalable.
When having a look at the efficiency plot (figure 7.72) one can see the reduc-
tion of efficiency for increasing number of processors which points to a less
utilization or exploitation of the processor performance.
Figure 7.72: Efficiency with OpenMP - The figure shows the efficiency
depending on the number of processors for different fluid meshes in a comparison.
The finer the mesh the better the processors can be utilized towards capac-
ity as the efficiency is larger for finer meshes. This also explains the higher
achievable speedup for fine meshes compared to coarse fluid meshes.
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All in all, the parallelization is worth to apply for further computations as
it offers a large potential towards a reduced computation time, especially for
large and time-consuming simulations. A further improvement of computa-
tional efficiency can be reached when the code is also parallelized with MPI
such that also more than 64 processors of the supercomputer can be used.
Due to this promising potential, the distance function was also provided and
tested with MPI. The intrinsic concept of the embedded method to use purely
element-wise distance functions turns out to be very advantageous for the ap-
plication with MPI.
The function principle is illustrated in figure 7.73. The approach is simply
to replicate the structural model on all of the processors, i.e. each processors
gets the full model of the structure. Further, each processors has a partition
of the fluid model.
Processor 2Processor 1
Fluid
Structure
Partitioning
Figure 7.73: Embedded method parallelized with MPI - The fluid domain
is partitioned and assigned to the processors, whereas the structural model is
replicated on all of the processors.
This partitioning was already explained in chapter 4.1.4; the flow chart in
figure 4.4 shows the algorithmic structure. Since the distance computation is
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purely local on the elements, it can be performed on every CPU separately
without any communication with the other processors.
Unfortunately it was not possible to do any studies in terms of the speedup
and efficiency which can be reached with MPI because the access to the su-
percomputer was not available in this phase. However we expect the speedup
to be even larger than with OpenMP.
7.1.5 Performance of the embedded method in large-scale ex-
amples
In the previous chapters we have extensively discussed and step-wisely im-
proved the performance of the distance function by means of chosen test cases
which exhibit a certain common geometrical characteristic. Also, different
refinement strategies were proposed in case the distance function is not able
anymore to describe the smallest structural details. In this chapter now, all
those ideas are applied to practical large-scale examples. One goal of this
chapter is to demonstrate the performance and capabilities of the current dis-
tance function applied to arbitrarily complex geometries. This will on the one
side provide a decision base for users of the method to chose the optimal setup
for a given FSI configuration but will also one the other side show clearly the
limits of the method. To this end, we will in the following test the distance
function with a model of a Formula 1 car, a hangar and a 3-sails model.
7.1.5.1 Geometric approximation of a Formula 1 car
The first large-scale example is the Formula 1 car. The surface mesh of the
structural model is shown in figure 7.74. It is composed of 2.8e5 triangle el-
ements in order to resolve all the geometrical details properly. Note in this
context again that the distance function can just be as accurate as the struc-
tural mesh represents the original structure.
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Figure 7.74: Structure mesh of Formula 1 car - The surface model is
meshed with 2.8e5 triangle elements.
The application of the distance algorithm to such complex models with many
small-scale details is a challenge. Hence we want to test several refinement
strategies and see which of them is the most effective and which achieves the
best approximation of the structure. As already discussed in section 7.1.3 one
way to encounter such a complex geometry would be to refine all the split
elements with the thought in mind that the model will end up with a large
number of elements. Nevertheless this strategy might be efficient when applied
to this model as it does not show many large-scale planar or slightly curved
surfaces. There are a lot of geometrical details as the aerodynamic elements
which are composed of many thin structures and sharp edges or the side pots
which exhibit surfaces with large curvature.
Refinement strategy 1
As an initial setup we will choose a coarse fluid mesh (4e4 elements) and ap-
ply 4 refinement steps in a row whereas in each of them all split elements are
refined. Figure 7.75 illustrates the situation. A first look at the fluid mesh
shows that the refinement strategy performs a regular refinement of all ele-
ments along the structure.
After four refinement steps the size of the fluid elements close to the structure
is very small compared to the surrounding elements which are not split. One
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can even observe a kind of a gradation of the element size when approach-
ing the structure which could be interpreted as a step-wise reduction of the
element-size towards the structure surface. As an outlook one might investi-
gate the potential of this gradation to be used as a boundary layer mesh for
simulations of boundary layer separation. The achieved approximation of the
structure is indicated in figure 7.76.
(a) No refinement step (b) 4 refinement steps
Figure 7.75: Comparison of fluid meshes with refinement strategy 1 -
The fluid meshes are cut at the front wing of the Formula 1 car (blue).
Without using any refinement one can just guess that a car shall be repre-
sented. The structure approximating elements are quite large and can not
resolve the small details of the car. Already after two refinement steps, the
overall structure is resolved approximately and after four levels the car body
seems to be represented in a high accuracy and can be well compared to the
original structure model. However, some deficits become first visible when
having a closer look to the front wing (figure 7.76d).
Although the wing is approximated with an acceptable accuracy, it is not pos-
sible to resolve the wing tip edges or the connecting element of the wing to
the car body. Moreover, many elements are used to represent the front car
body which is generally planar. A refinement at such large-scale surfaces is
actually not necessary. Besides, the figure shows clearly the regular size of the
structure-approximated mesh which originates from the refinement strategy.
Refinement strategy 2
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Due to the mentioned drawbacks we want to propose another strategy which
just concentrates on refining those elements that can not represent the struc-
ture with an acceptable accuracy. That was already discussed at the end of
section 7.1.3. The aim we follow with this strategy is on the one hand to
directly approach the structure details which are hard to detect and on the
other hand leave the elements unchanged which cut planar or slightly-curved
structure surfaces. We expect the aerodynamic elements to be resolved much
better.
(a) No refinement step (b) 2 refinement steps
(c) 4 refinement steps (d) Front wing with 4 refinement
steps
Figure 7.76: Comparison of the approximated structure with different
refinement levels - The refinement strategy 1 was used which refines all split
elements.
As a first step we want to have a look at the fluid mesh cut at the front wing
(shown in figure 7.77) after five refinement steps.
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Figure 7.77: Fluid mesh with refinement strategy 2 after 5 refinement
steps - The fluid mesh is cut at the front wing of the Formula 1 car (blue).
At first glance one can observe the extremely refined fluid elements close to
the thin end-plates left and right. Here they are much more refined compared
to those around the main wing surface. Also at three corners of the car body
the fluid elements are significantly refined. A comparison to strategy 1 (see
figure 7.75b) illustrates the different approaches. The achieved representation
of the structure is shown in figure 7.78.
The approximation without using any refinement is not presented here as it is
exactly the same as shown in figure 7.76a. The potential of the applied strat-
egy becomes obvious when more than two refinement steps are used (figure
7.78). The car body at the front for example is represented with mainly large
elements since it is composed of large planar or slightly curved surfaces. The
strong curved spots as the sidepod curvatures are resolved in detail and rep-
resented by means of many small elements. Especially the front wing exhibits
many tiny elements as is indicated in figure 7.78d. Compared to the front
wing resolution of the previous strategy we could improve the representation
a lot particularly at the sharp edges.
Although the details are resolved in a very promising manner one might want
to resolve the car body or particularly the tires better. A closer look to the
tyres would reveal a quite edged representation of the tyre. In order to resolve
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also those surfaces better, a much finer fluid mesh can be chosen. In the fol-
lowing strategy a mesh with 4e5 elements is applied and the same refinement
strategy is being used.
(a) 1 refinement step (b) 2 refinement steps
(c) 5 refinement steps (d) Front wing, 5 refinement steps
Figure 7.78: Comparison of the approximated structure with different
refinement levels - The refinement strategy 2 was used which refines all split
elements.
Refinement strategy 3
Applying a finer fluid mesh at the beginning results in a better structure repre-
sentation already without using any refinement as figure 7.79 clearly indicates.
Moreover it is sufficient to just use four refinement steps in order to get simi-
lar results as with the previous strategy in which a coarser mesh was applied.
But the main difference is that the large-scale surfaces and the curved tires are
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resolved much better. Of course, this will lead to more fluid elements but this
step is essential to get a well-defined structure. After the fourth refinement
step the fluid model exhibits 2.2e6 elements whereas the coarser fluid after
the fifth refinement step (strategy 2) exhibits just 1.5e6 elements resulting in
a considerable additional computational cost. But there is an alternative way
to encounter this computational overload if we just consider again the deficit
we had to face when applying strategy 2. After five refinement steps the
structural details are well resolved but the tires could be approximated much
better. To overcome this problem we can replace the last refinement steps
by one step performed with strategy 1 in which all split elements are refined.
This results in a combined strategy and will be discussed in the following.
(a) No refinement step (b) 2 refinement steps
(c) 4 refinement steps (d) Front wing, 4 refinement steps
Figure 7.79: Comparison of the approximated structure with different
refinement levels - The refinement strategy 3 was used in which a finer fluid
mesh was chosen in combination with refinement strategy 2.
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Refinement strategy 4
Here we will use the coarse mesh and apply three refinement steps with strat-
egy 2 followed by one step with strategy 1. The direct comparison of this
strategy compared to the pure application of strategy 2 is shown in figure 7.80.
(a) 3 refinement steps (b) 3 refinement steps (mesh)
(c) Additional refinement of all split
elements
(d) Additional refinement of all split
elements (mesh)
Figure 7.80: Comparison of the approximated structure with refine-
ment strategy 4 - A combined strategy was used in which initially three refine-
ment steps with strategy 2 and afterwards one step with strategy 1 are performed.
In the lower two figures one can directly see the impact of the last refine-
ment step on the structure representation. The comparably large elements
throughout the car body and the tires are noticeable refined which influences
the accuracy of the overall structure. This turns out to work very well for the
given structure, but there is no definite strategy which is the best strategy as
it depends on several parameters. The assessment of the accuracy of the ap-
proximation of the car was just based on a visual evaluation and is hence very
subjective. Quantitative measures to assess the quality of the approximation
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are missing here. Therefore we aim at proposing efficient strategies in order to
demonstrate how the results can be modified by choosing a different approach
of refinement and adapt the result according to the technical requirements.
Hence it is more a balanced combination of the presented strategies which leads
to a promising result. The fineness of the large-scale planar or slightly-curved
surfaces can be adjusted by means of the first proposed strategy whereas
the fine details of the structure can only be captured with refinement steps
performed with strategy 2. Based on this experience we will demonstrate the
geometrically best result we could achieve with the given computational power
in the following strategy.
Refinement strategy 5
This strategy is a mixture of all up to now applied strategies. First of all,
the fluid mesh is entirely refined to 8e5 elements. Then, four refinement levels
with strategy 2 are performed followed by one step with strategy 1 in order to
resolve the large-scale surfaces. By that, we will end up in an exceptionally
accurate structure model as illustrated in figure 7.81.
(a) Isometric view (b) Front view
Figure 7.81: Approximated structure with refinement strategy 5 - A
combination of all previously presented strategies was used to get this final result.
It should be mentioned that the fluid mesh after the last refinement step is
composed of 9e6 elements which is a considerably large number of elements
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and is only affordable with powerful supercomputers. Nevertheless we find
that such structures are not suitable to be used with the embedded method
due to the discussed reasons. The ALE approach would be much more efficient
in this case.
Having a closer look to the undertray reveals the already before observed
“holes” in the structure as shown in figure 7.82. Such discontinuities have
already been discussed previously in the section dedicated to thin structures.
As this irregularity in the geometry arises here again, we want to investigate
such structures more precisely in order to prove that the fluid can not cross
the thin plate although it appears to allow this. This will be done in the
subsequent chapter.
Figure 7.82: Undertray of Formula 1 car - The small white spots indicate
slight geometrical discontinuities.
7.1.5.2 Geometric approximation of an inflatable hangar
The hangar model was already mentioned in the introduction in chapter 1.
Here we will consider just a part of the full hangar model which is composed
of four connected tubes as visualized in figure 7.83.
The level of detail of the structure model is much lower compared to the previ-
ous model, as we e.g. do not encounter problematic thin structures. However,
the glue seams between the tubes as well as the transition of the tubes to the
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base plate turn out to be challenging for the distance function. That implies
to use some initial refinement steps applied in strategy 2. Furthermore the
model exhibits large-scale surfaces with a curvature which is not negligibly
small. Therefore we will first choose a rather fine fluid mesh (8e5 elements)
as starting point.
Figure 7.83: Hangar model (CAD) - The model is composed of four curved
tubes.
In order to represent such curvature accurately we want to use an additional
refinement step with strategy 1 (refine all split elements). This will resolve
the curved tubes more precisely. Based on this assessment, the following re-
finement strategy will be chosen:
1. Generate fine fluid mesh: 8e5 elements
2. Refinement strategy 2: 3 steps
3. Refinement strategy 1: 1 step
Applying this strategy to the fine-meshed structure (2.5e5 elements) yields
the approximation shown in figure 7.84. Already without any refinement, the
shape of the tubes can be roughly captured (figure 7.84a). The curvature
and the sharp edges at the base, however, can not be represented accurately.
After the first three refinement steps (figure 7.84b) the hangar approximation
converges very well to the original model. Solely the surface of the tube
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exhibits some edged indentations which can be smoothed by applying strategy
1 again as shown in figure 7.84c. The precise representation of the sharp edges
at the base is shown in figure 7.84d.
(a) No refinement step (b) 3 refinement steps
(c) Additional refinement of all split
elements
(d) Additional refinement of all split
elements (bottom view)
Figure 7.84: Application of the proposed refinement strategy to a
hangar model - The figure shows different refinement steps in a comparison.
7.1.5.3 Geometric approximation of sails
Finally we also want to consider a one-sided membrane structure composed of
three sails which are part of a sailing boat as visualized in figure 7.85. With
regard to the complexity of the structure one can state that the level of detail
is even lower compared to the hangar model. Two of the sails have compara-
tively planar surfaces whereas the third sail has a slightly curved surface. All
sails feature a sharp edge along the sails boundary which turns out to be the
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only challenge to handle. As one could expect, the large-scale surfaces of the
sails can be approximated very accurately with a rather fine fluid mesh (8e5
elements). Therefore we will reduce the strategy to just concentrate to the
proper representation of the sails edges. That implies the mere use of strategy
2. The result of this refinement strategy after applying it four times is shown
in figure 7.86.
Figure 7.85: Sails model (CAD) - The structure is composed of three mem-
brane sails.
As expected, the sails’ surface can be precisely approximated by means of the
rather coarse fluid mesh without application of any refinement. After four
refinement steps the surface can be even more resolved. The strategy turns
out to be efficient as the edges can be clearly represented. After the last re-
finement, the fluid is finally composed of 4.5e6 elements.
At the end of this chapter we may summarize: We have shown how arbitrarily
complex shaped geometries can be approximated by using various powerful re-
finement strategies. As pointed out there is, however, not one single strategy
which can always be applied to get the best results. The user rather has to first
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assess the complexity and level of detail and check it towards the required aims
concerning the final application in FSI. Based on this an optimal strategy can
be developed. However, the user should keep in mind, that those refinement
strategies increase the number of degrees of freedom immensely yielding an
additional computational effort that can not be neglected. Moreover it should
be emphasized that these strategies do not eliminate the inaccurate repre-
sentation of sharp edges but rather reduced the corresponding approximation
error.
(a) No refinement step (b) 4 refinement steps
Figure 7.86: Proposed refinement strategy applied to the sails model
- The approximation is achieved by applying strategy 2 four times.
7.2 Influence of the interface treatment on the flow
field
In the previous chapter an algorithm to compute the distance function for
arbitrarily shaped embedded structures was developed. However, some lim-
itations were pointed out which result in an increasing approximation error
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that probably affects the later FSI simulations. In this context we want to
investigate in the following the influence of the geometric representation on
the flow field, which can be thought of as a ”snapshot” of a certain time step
during an FSI simulation. In the first part we discuss a problem that refers
to the discontinuous flow across a very thin plate. The objective is to prove
that - despite of the local reduction of a two-sided structure to a one-sided
surface - the ”flow border” of the plate is still maintained. In the second part
then, we want to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the performance of
the distance algorithm by means of the well-known Silsoe benchmark.
7.2.1 About the discontinuous flow across a thin plate
In sections 7.1.3 and 7.1.5 we already figured out that very thin structures
such as the front wing or the undertray of the given Formula 1 car lead to
difficulties w.r.t. a proper approximation. These difficulties are caused by the
inability of the finite fluid elements to represent both sides of the thin struc-
ture by a set of distance values. The proposed remedy was to locally collapse
the thin structure to one single surface.
By doing this, however, strong geometrical discontinuities are generated which
are seen as small holes in the post-processing (refer to figures 7.54 and 7.82).
In order to eliminate the possible misunderstanding that the fluid might flow
across the structure through these holes we want to demonstrate in a compu-
tational experiment that the flow border is still maintained. This proof would
also support the physical correctness of the above-mentioned method in which
the two-sided structure is locally reduced to a one-sided structure.
Therefore it is appropriate to assume a very thin plate which is fixed within
a fluid channel. The proposed setup is illustrated in figure 7.87. The thick-
ness of the plate is just a hundredth of the smallest width such that we can
ensure that the fluid can not properly resolve the plate and hence provoke the
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mentioned problem case. The fluid is flowing within a channel whereas the
prescribed velocity profile at the inlet is a prescribed parabolic, i.e. analytic,
profile in order to simulate a real channel flow. The peak velocity of the pro-
file is defined to be 1ms . Furthermore, water is chosen as fluid. As a result a
laminar flow will be computed.
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(b) View A
Figure 7.87: Setup of flow channel for checking the discontinuity of the
flow across a thin plate - The figure indicates the dimensions and boundary
conditions for the given flow problem.
In a first step the plate surface will be approximated by refinement such that
the representation does not show any one-sided elements. This serves as a
reference simulation to which we can compare the simulation with a visually
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“porous” structure in a second step. With regard to the refinement strategy
it is enough to refine only such elements which exhibit double-cut edges. This
refinement is performed four times, leading to the result shown in figure 7.88.
The approximation shows a well-defined surface without any one-sided ele-
ments. Based on this, the fluid simulation is performed. The fundamental
theory and implementations connected to the embedded solver can be taken
from the theory part in chapter 2.2.4 and will be further discussed in chap-
ter 8.1. Here we do not want to go into detail and therefore leave out any
discussion concerning the solution procedure. The achieved results of the ve-
locity field are shown in figure 7.89. The figure shows exactly the expected
discontinuity of the velocity field in flow direction across the plate. Due to
better visibility the negative values have been left out in the visualization.
Such flow behavior is what we also expect from an embedded plate that is not
well resolved.
Figure 7.88: Approximation of the plate with four refinements - This
structure does not contain any one-sided elements.
Based on this we want to see how the flow behaves if we do not apply any
refinement strategies. In this test case the approximated plate exhibits many
one-sided elements as the skewed view of the plate in figure 7.90 shows quite
impressively. In the upper figure the mentioned voids are clearly visible. Also
the lower figure illustrates in a skew view of a cut across the plate that there
are elements in between the two sides of the plate which results from a local re-
duction of the two-sided structure to a one-sided. Based on this approximation
we want to investigate how the flow behaves and whether the discontinuity of
the flow across the plate is still maintained. The results of the simulation are
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shown in figure 7.91.
Figure 7.89: Velocity field in x-direction with the well-resolved plate
- In order to be able to see the discontinuity of the velocity field the negative
values are ignored.
(a) Side view
(b) Skew view of a plate cross section
Figure 7.90: Approximation of the plate without refinement strategy
- The structure contains many one-sided elements.
At a first glance, the discontinuity does not seem to be fulfilled throughout the
entire plate. Particularly at the edges of the plate there is fluid flowing across
the plate indicated by the positive velocity field directly behind the plate.
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This can be explained by the fact that the region around the side walls of
the plate is difficult to represent as within a small domain three surfaces with
completely different orientations (the side wall and the two main large-scale
surfaces) meet. This results in a intersection pattern which combines rectan-
gular corners (e.g. as seen with the cube) and thin structures (as seen with
the wing), which are based on different strategies. That leads to an irregular
representation of the structure including elements which are skew-aligned to-
wards the flow direction. The consequence is that the flow is locally changing
its direction at the edges.
Figure 7.91: Velocity field in x-direction with the badly resolved plate
- In order to be able to see the discontinuity of the velocity field the negative
values are ignored.
However, we want to focus on the flow in the mid-section of the plate. In
this area, we can not realize any velocity component in flow direction. If the
structure voids allowed the fluid to pass, this would happen at many locations
throughout the plate leading to a visible velocity component at those spots.
It is important in this context to not misunderstand the small colorful spots
which can be detected at a few locations. They originate from the fact that
one can look through the porous structure approximation and see the flow
field behind the plate.
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All in all we have visually proven that the approximation of thin structures
with the applied method is physically reasonable and allows to provide the
required flow discontinuity.
7.2.2 Silsoe benchmark: A comparison of CFD solutions from
a body-fitted and an embedded analysis
Up to now the investigations just allowed a qualitative assessment of the per-
formance of the developed distance function. With regard to FSI simulations
that follow in the subsequent chapter it is also necessary to perform a quan-
titative assessment of the flow field around an approximated body. The per-
formance evaluation can be supported by a direct comparison to a flow field
around a perfectly resolved body surface. A very common benchmark for the
validation of CFD codes is the Silsoe benchmark which is based on experimen-
tal data of a wind flow around a huge cube. In this chapter we will refer to
the corresponding paper of Richards [54]. Many tests have been performed in
the years before in order to collect data about the pressure and velocity field
in the region around the cube.
The Silsoe benchmark was already analyzed extensively by Gerhard Steber
[39]. He profoundly compared CFD solutions with Kratos based on a body-
fitted mesh to the experimental results of the Silsoe benchmark. This pro-
vides an ideal reference to compare our results obtained with the embedded
method. Referring to his simulation results gives us the opportunity to assess
the performance of the embedded solver qualitatively and quantitatively. In
this chapter, we will consider the Silsoe benchmark once with the use of a
slip condition at the cut elements and once with a no-slip condition, whose
formulation is supposed to better represent the experimental results. Gerhard
Steber used exclusively no-slip conditions. It should be noted here, that the
simulations based on a no-slip condition were conducted at the end of the
herein described project phase. Thus, we will present only first results. Due
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to the intensive research work which is currently in progress, the applied ap-
proach will be illuminated in detail in subsequent papers.
Setup of the Silsoe benchmark
The Silsoe benchmark focuses on a wind flow around a cube with an edge
length of 6 m. The wind direction is chosen such that the wind impinges
perpendicular to the cube surface. In order to be able to compare the final
results to Steber [39], we will choose the same setup of the Silsoe and also the
same mesh sizes for the fluid domain later on. The dimensions and boundary
conditions are illustrated in figure 7.92.
The inlet velocity is modeled as logarithmic profile in order to simulate a real
ground flow. At the opposite surface an outlet pressure of zero is imposed
to control the flow direction. Along the side and top walls a slip-condition
and on the ground a no-slip condition is imposed. In a first simulation, slip
conditions are applied to the cube surfaces as opposed to the model of Steber.
This implies that the description of the wall-near shear-stresses influencing
the velocity field is not possible. The embedded solver by construction al-
lows to weakly impose slip-conditions to the boundary as the modified shape
functions are defined to not permit any variation of velocity and pressure in
direction to the interface within a single element (discussed more in detail in
chapter 2.2.4.2). In a second simulation, no-slip conditions (application of a
wall-law) are imposed to the cube surfaces, which reflect the setup of Steber.
In chapter 2.2.4.3 the definition of a wall-law for the embedded approach is
proposed by introducing a pseudo viscosity and therefore generate an artificial
stick boundary condition.
In order to compare the results from the simulation to the pressure of a full
scale model with different density the mean pressure coefficient cp is intro-
duced. By means of that coefficient the pressure is scaled to a generally com-
parable dimensionless number:
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cp(x, y, z) =
p(x, y, z)− p∞
1
2ρ∞v
2∞
. (7.32)
(a) Dimensions
(b) Boundary conditions
Figure 7.92: Setup of Silsoe cube - The figure indicates the dimensions and
boundary conditions for the Silsoe benchmark (Source: Steber [39]).
Here, p(x, y, z) is the pressure which is supposed to be evaluated, p∞, ρ∞ and
v2∞ are freestream parameters which are measured far away from the turbu-
lent zone. As proposed in the paper of Steber, we will evaluate the freestream
parameters at the point (-23,4 m; 6,24 m; 6,0 m). The simulation is also run
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over a period of 80 s and the record of pressure and velocity parameters is
started after 30 s, when the flow is developed through the entire domain.
In order to directly compare the results to Steber, it is necessary to use the
same evaluation points along the cube as he used in his paper and which were
also initially proposed by Richards [54]. The following figure 7.93 indicates
the three evaluation planes at x = 0m, y = 0m and z = 3m along which the
pressure field is captured.
z = 3 m
y
z
x
y = 0 m
x = 0 m
Figure 7.93: Evaluation planes of pressure field - Three cutting planes
define the evaluation lines on the surfaces of the cube along which the pressure
is recorded (adapted from [39]).
Procedure of the simulation
The simulation with the embedded approach requires many additional steps
compared to the CFD simulation with a body-fitted mesh. The procedure of
setting up the model and the embedded solver as well as the solution and the
evaluation is visualized in the flow chart in figure 7.94.
In there, the completely prepared fluid as well as the structure mesh are loaded
at the beginning of the simulation and the steps for initializing the variables,
solvers and input/output are performed. Based on both meshes, the distance
function is applied. Therefore one has to note the circumstance that the dis-
tance function does currently just work in unit space as the initial octree cell is
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generated with the dimensions (1;1;1). Thus it is required to scale both mod-
els uniquely down to the domain with the box bounded by the origin and the
point (1;1;1). Within this normalized space, the distances are computed and
afterwards the models are scaled back to its original dimension. The underly-
ing scaling equations are the same for both models, whereas the coordinates
of each node are modified as follows:
Xscaled =
X + 48
108
(7.33a)
Y scaled =
Y + 21
108
(7.33b)
Zscaled =
Z
108
(7.33c)
Time iteration
Compute distance to interface
Load fluid & structure model
End
Start
Scale models to unit space
Apply distance function
Ray-tracing
Rescale models to original space
Initialize Kratos
Fix fluid nodes within cube
Apply boundary conditions
Solve CFD
Map pressure to evaluation 
nodes on structure mesh
Write pressure to file
***
***
Figure 7.94: Flow chart for simulation of Silsoe benchmark - The main
steps for setting up the models and the embedded solver, the solution procedure
and the evaluation of the pressure are listed.
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The equations imply that the fluid box is shifted to the origin such that all
nodes of the domain have positive coordinates and afterwards the three com-
ponents are scaled by the same factor (linear transformation). Subsequently,
the elemental distance values are computed. Then, we need to call an auto-
matic inside/outside function to identify which nodes of the fluid mesh are
enclosed by the closed structure domain, i.e. the cube volume. This is done
according to the in chapter 2.2.4.1 explained technique of ray tracing. All
those fluid nodes within the structure (having a negative distance value) can
thereby be deactivated and later constrained accordingly.
After rescaling the model, the boundary conditions are imposed to the model
and the fluid nodes enclosed by the cube surfaces are fixed in velocity and
pressure. Afterwards, the simulation can be started by iterating over time
whereas in each step the embedded solver is called. Furthermore, the pressure
has to be mapped onto the evaluation points on the cube faces as indicated in
figure 7.93 and the pressure values are written to a file such that the evaluation
can be done afterwards. The parameters for the simulations are listed in the
following:
Solver settings:
Solver type : Fractional step
Linear solver for velocity and pressure : AMGCL
Solver tolerance : 1e− 6
Convergence criteria settings:
velocity : 1e− 3
pressure : 1e− 3
Problem settings:
Time step = 0.05 s
Simulation time = 80 s
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Fluid and structure mesh
The mesh sizes for the fluid are chosen equally to the ones proposed by Ste-
ber. He advised to divide the fluid domain into several smaller boxes with each
a different mesh fineness (shown in figure 7.95) as a compromise between a
low computational effort but a high accuracy of the pressure and velocity field.
Volume mesh
Surface mesh
Figure 7.95: Discretization of the fluid domain - The volume and surface
mesh sizes for the separate cubes are shown (Source: Steber [39]).
It is important to note that - compared to a body-fitted mesh - the domain
which is occupied by the cube is also meshed with fluid elements. That will
finally lead to a mesh with 1.5e6 elements. A cut through the mesh is depicted
in figure 7.96.
The region around the cube has a much finer mesh than the outer domain in
order to better resolve the flow details close to the cube. The structure of the
cube can be basically modeled with twelve triangle elements, but in terms of
the evaluation of the pressure directly on the cube surfaces the pressure has
to be mapped to the prescribed evaluation points. Thus the structure mesh is
prepared accordingly whereas the evaluation lines are modeled by a structured
line mesh (figure 7.97). The pressure of the fluid is mapped to the structure
by means of an arithmetic averaging as explained later in chapter 8.3.1.
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Figure 7.96: Cutting planes of fluid mesh at y = 0m - The fluid mesh is
much finer close to the region around the cube.
Figure 7.97: Discretization of the structure domain - Clearly visible is
the structured grid along the evaluation lines around the cube.
The approximation of the cube as a result of the distance function applied to
the fine fluid mesh is illustrated in figure 7.98.
Evaluation of the results
In the course of this section, the results of the Silsoe benchmark without
(slip-condition) and with wall-law (no-slip condition) on the cut elements are
analyzed and finally compared to the results gained with the ALE-based sim-
ulations.
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(a) Without mesh edges (b) With mesh edges
Figure 7.98: Approximation of the cube based on distance function -
This is the result without application of any refinement strategies.
In figure 7.99 the pressure fields of the simulation with slip and no-slip con-
dition are directly set in relation to each other. The visualization in terms of
isolines was chosen in order to point out the small-scale details of the flow.
Also the shapes of the vortices can be captured much better. In a rough
analysis of the flow characteristics in both simulations, one can observe the
main features of a flow around a bluff body. The flow approaching the cube
is stagnating at the front face forming a stagnation pressure zone. Due to the
implied large local pressure gradient in combination with the shear stresses
at the ground (no-slip condition), a ground-near horseshoe-vortex is formed
which can be better seen in later figures. At the upper left edge of the cube the
flow is separated and accelerated leading to high turbulence and the genera-
tion of vortices above and behind the cube. All in all, the main features of the
flow around the cube can be captured with the application of the embedded
method.
When comparing the pressure field of both simulations qualitatively with each
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(a) Slip condition
(b) No-slip condition
Figure 7.99: Comparison of pressure distribution with slip condition
(a) and no-slip condition (b) at the cube (y = 0m)
other there is a distinguishing feature which can be traced back to the physical
dissimilarity of the conditions. Directly behind the flow-separation edge there
are small turbulence vortices when using a wall-law at the cube hull. These
are physically correct and also reflect the pressure fields which are illustrated
in the paper of Steber. However, these physically reasonable vortices can not
be observed when a slip condition is imposed. Due to the missing effect of
the near-wall shear stress at the cube, the turbulences after flow-separation
are not amplified as it should be the case. Thus, the first vortices start to
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form far behind the flow-separation edge. This leads to the conclusion that
the correct capturing of the flow close to the cube requires the presence of a
no-slip condition. Similar observations can be made in a different view of the
results as shown in figure 7.100. We will see later the consequence of a missing
no-slip condition in a quantitative comparison.
(a) Slip condition
(b) No-slip condition
Figure 7.100: Comparison of pressure distribution with slip condition
(a) and no-slip condition (b) at the cube (z = 3m)
Also striking, when having a closer look at figure 7.100a, is the zig-zagging
pressure profile along the cube surface. This can be explained by a misleading
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interpolation during the visualization process which is, however, corrected in
the second simulation.
Aiming for a quantitative analysis the mean pressure coefficient evaluated
along the cube, as indicated in figure 7.93, is shown in the diagrams in figure
7.101.
Regarding the first diagram 7.101a it is evident that the presence of a wall-law
at the cube has a massive influence on the pressure field behind the separa-
tion edge. This is especially shown by this diagram as it comprises the region
behind the separation edge. The embedded approach with wall-law is better
reflecting the results of the body-fitted CFD, and especially nearly coincides
at positions 0 and 3. However, there remains a certain deviation with regard
to the body-fitted CFD solution. This can be led back to the inaccuracy in
geometric representation with the formulation of the embedded method. In
contrast, the embedded approach without wall-law is far from being accurate
at any position of the cut. Also there is an eye-catching jump in the profile
which points to a certain instability. This instability is not observed in the
other simulation as such wall-near velocity peaks are avoided by the wall-law.
In the second diagram 7.101b the pressure distribution in flow direction is
shown. The first part between 0 and 1 represents the stagnation zone in which
the results of the embedded approach correspond best to the results gained by
the body-fitted CFD. However, the embedded method without wall-law shows
a large deviation close to the horse-shoe vortex at position 0. Also at the
separation edge (position 1) and beyond, the embedded approach with wall-
law shows a better coincidence with the CFD based on a body-fitted mesh.
The aforementioned observation of the small vortices directly behind the sep-
aration edge do in fact reflect in a better quantitative representation of the
pressure field. Nevertheless, the embedded method in general struggles with
correctly representing the pressure field behind the separation edge.
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(a) Cutting plane with x = 0m
(b) Cutting plane with y = 0m
(c) Cutting plane with z = 3m
Figure 7.101: Comparison of mean pressure coefficient in an embed-
ded and body-fitted approach - In the embedded case with slip and no-slip
conditions.
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In the last diagram 7.101c the stagnation zone at the front of the cube is well-
resolved as we could also prove it within the previous diagram at position 0.5.
At the side walls and behind the cube the pressure coefficient in both cases
- with and without wall-law - is differing a lot from the results based on a
body-fitted mesh.
Although there are obvious deviations between the embedded approach and
the results gained with a body-fitted mesh, it could be shown that the main
features can be captured qualitatively with the embedded method. The pres-
ence of a wall-law is indispensable to get physically reasonable results, espe-
cially behind the flow-separation edges, as small vortices are generated along
the side and top walls of the cube. The quantitative comparison revealed a
good performance of the embedded approach in front of the cube, but larger
deviations arise in the zone behind the separation edge where the flow starts
to get turbulent. This might be led back to the problem of a rather rough geo-
metric representation of the embedded cube edges which can never be exactly
described by the distance algorithm. However, for future projects it might be
an idea to investigate the results of the Silsoe benchmark when using a finer
fluid mesh and/or applying appropriate local refinement strategies. This step
requires an extremely long simulation time which is the main reason why it
was not possible to test it in the scope of this study.
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problems
Now that we know how the interface or the geometry is tracked in case of the
embedded approach and we got a feeling for how this affects the single field
solution quality, we want to proceed to the actual solution procedure with FSI-
simulations based on the new embedded and the already given body-fitted or
ALE approach. The detailed elaboration, mutual comparison and critical dis-
cussion of both of the two different solution procedures is going to be topic of
this chapter. Focus here will be the new embedded technology.
The chapter is organized according to the single steps that subsequently have
to be introduced in both solution procedures to finally form and run a fully
coupled FSI simulation. That is, we will start with a fixed structure in a CFD
context and first test the actual functionality and implementation of some of
the solution steps within the new embedded solution procedure. Afterwards we
will introduce a movement of the structure, i.e. a one way coupling, and hence
investigate how differently complex movements are treated in the different
approaches. To this end we will develop and elaborate several mesh-updating
strategies and compare their performance with the possibilities in an embedded
approach. Then it will be discussed how specifically in the embedded case the
solution quantities are exchanged. In this context several mapping techniques
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will be developed and evaluated. Finally, having investigated the handling
of movements and the exchange of data, two fully coupled test examples will
be simulated using both approaches. This eventually will allow to critically
contrast the two methods with respect to their advantages and drawbacks.
8.1 Channel flow with fixed embedded structure
The most simple case of a “fluid-structure-interaction” is the one where the
structure is considered to be rigid, i.e. where the FSI-simulation reduces to a
single CFD-analysis. In this scenario the structure is embedded in the fluid
and remains positioned without inducing state changes to the fluid, as it was
e.g. the case with the Silsoe-cube in chapter 7.2.2. In this case and under the
assumption of a steady state flow scenario, a correct solution approach im-
plies convergence to a steady state solution. A first possible test to verify the
correct implementation and functionality of different solution procedures may
thus be a check of convergence under the aforementioned conditions. For the
body-fitted approach a lot of corresponding benchmarking was already carried
prior to the work of this monograph so without proof we assume a significant
simulation procedure in this case. For the embedded strategy, though, the
correct implementation and functionality still needs to be verified. First tests
to this end will be topic of this section.
With the embedded strategy we already assumed a proper implementation in
the above mentioned example of the bluff, voluminous Silsoe-cube. In there,
however, we were only interested in the influence of the boundary representa-
tion on the fluid results and presumed a correct functionality even though we
did not explicitly test the latter. In the following we want to catch that up
and verify the functionality for the two main classes of structures that may
appear: voluminous structures and infinitesimally thin ones. In particular of
interest here is a proper physical representation of the pressure and velocity
discontinuities as well as a correct implementation of the ray tracing technique
and the slip boundary conditions. The latter characteristics are to be tested
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and verified in the following by means of two generic examples. Both of these
examples are modelled in 3D, however simplified in a sense that we are taking
a well known 2D setup and “extrude” it to the third dimension. This will
facilitate the analysis of the essential results while keeping the conclusion still
valid for the 3D case. Both these examples can be used to discuss various dif-
ferent aspects in terms of the underlying characteristics of each method which
is why we also will make us of them in the subsequent chapters.
The first example is a simple laminar channel flow problem in which a rigid
membrane is placed at the front end, right behind the inlet with a fixed con-
stant velocity profile. In the scope of this section we will use this example
for testing a proper representation of the discontinuities when applying the
newly implemented embedded method. The model details are given for two
different Reynolds numbers in figure 8.1. As indicated we are here in a first
step neglecting a coupling. So what one would expect from the physics of the
model is a steady-state-flow in case of the very low Reynolds number and the
formation of vortices for the configuration with a comparatively high Reynolds
number. Given the former case, the results from an embedded simulation are
compared to a a body-fitted reference solution in figure 8.2.
As can bee seen from figure 8.2 the structure is correctly placed by the algo-
rithm and the discontinuities are properly captured with stagnation pressure
on inflow side and low pressure on side of the outflow with a distinct ter-
minator in between. So a laminar, steady-state fluid flow in fact forms out.
Comparing it to the body-fitted approach there are only slight differences in
the solution. In fact these differences are mostly arising due to the different
discretizations in both cases. Where we have a very easy mesh configuration
in the embedded case, more effort has to be spend to model the body-fitted
pendant since here the interface has explicitly to be taken into account as it is
obvious when looking at the actual meshing depicted in figure 8.3. Already for
this simple example one of the biggest advantages of the embedded method
becomes clear - the advantage of a significantly simpler modeling of the fluid
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domain compared to a costly modeling in the body-fitted or ALE case.
vinlet
poutletRigid membrane: no-slip
Wall: no-slip
h
m
l
h
c
C     = [0.135 ; 0.099]
t   = 0.0045
hm =  0.045
hc =  0.41
l     =  2.2
vinlet =  0.6
poutlet =  0
C
t
νsteady =  1e-3
νunsteady =  1e-6
Resteady =  27
Reunsteady =  27000
O
Figure 8.1: Channel flow with embedded membrane - Note that de-
pending on the test case two different parametrizations are given (low and high
Reynolds number).
In a next step we want to verify firstly a correct distinction of the fluid do-
main in regions that lie inside the structure and those that are outside. As
already explained earlier, a ray tracing technique is used to this end. Secondly
we want to verify a correct imposition of the boundary conditions. A correct
implementation of these features now can be tested using a second example
which is also a channel flow with fixed embedded structure. Instead of the 2D
membrane structure, however, we use a bluff, voluminous body with round
perimeter, i.e. a rigid cylinder embedded inside the fluid domain. Figure 8.4
shows the corresponding setup. Different from the example above we are here
only using one set of parameters leading to a very low Reynolds number in
the laminar regime.
At first it is of interest whether the algorithm correctly distinguishes between
inside and outside the fluid domain. In the latter case the pressure and veloc-
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(a) Body-fitted approach
(b) Embedded approach
Figure 8.2: Solutions for a fixed embedded structure in a laminar
channel flow - Note that in the body-fitted case the membrane can be seen as a
distinct borderline whereas in the embedded case it only becomes visible by the
pressure discontinuity. This is due to still existing visualization limitations.
ity will be set to zero. As can be seen from the results in figure 8.5 this is in
fact done correctly again resulting in a clear terminator between structure and
fluid. Without giving more examples it is to be stated that this also works for
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more complex spatial structures. So the ray tracing can be regarded as verified.
Elements: 29,000 (tetrahedra)
Dofs: 5600
(a) Lagrangian mesh
Elements: 23,000 (tetrahedra)
Dofs: 4600
(b) Embedded mesh
Figure 8.3: Meshing in case of a body-fitted and embedded approach -
As can be seen the domain was split in two subdomains (dashed line) from which
the higher refined one contains the structure (continuous line). The picture
indicates the striking difference in effort that needs to be spent for meshing in
each solution approach especially in cases where the domain is subdivided.
Having tested a correct identification of the two different domains (outside and
inside the fluid), we can check a proper imposition of the boundary conditions.
For reasons that were explained earlier in chapter 2.2 it is so far just possible
to apply slip-boundary conditions to the embedded interface. Whether these
are imposed correctly can be tested easily at the example of the cylinder in
the channel flow. Consider the case where no-slip conditions are applied to
the cylinder. In this case the velocity profile of the channel flow would have
two maxima each some distance away from the cylinder in direction to the
wall. This is the case since the velocity is forced to be zero at the cylinder
and the walls. See figure 8.6a for an illustration. Applying true slip condi-
tions to the cylinder by contrast means, that there is no decelerating viscous
influence at the cylinder boundary. As one would expect from basics fluid
mechanics, the velocity profile then shows a continuous increase in direction
to the channel center. So in a nutshell, iff the slip-boundary is implemented
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vinlet
poutletCylinder: slip boundary
Wall: no-slip
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c
C     = [0.135 ; 0.099]
t = 0.0045
hm =  0.045
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νsteady =  1e-3
Resteady =  81
O
Figure 8.4: Cylinder embedded in a fluid flow - Note that there is only
one set of parameters.
Figure 8.5: Resulting flow field for the embedded voluminous cylinder
from figure 8.4 after 1s - The depicted results allow to verify a correct ray trac-
ing algorithm as well as a correct imposition of the implemented slip-boundary
conditions.
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and applied correctly, the maximum velocity appears in the direct vicinity of
the cylinder (See figure 8.6b). As can be seen qualitatively from the results
in figure 8.5 the maximum velocity is in fact located directly at the cylinder
boundary. Based on this observation we can assume a proper implementation
of the slip boundary conditions for the case of an embedded interface.
O
vmax
vmax
(a) No-slip conditions at cylinder
boundary
O
vmax
vmax
(b) True slip boundary at cylinder
Figure 8.6: Schematic velocity profile for different boundary conditions
at a cylinder embedded in a channel flow - The pictures show that with a
true slip boundary the maximum velocity appears directly at the cylinder whereas
iff viscous influences are present at the cylinder interface, vmax shifts.
At the end of this section we can conclude: The identification of the embedded
boundary and the different domains in combination with their correct com-
putational treatment, including a proper imposition of boundary conditions,
performs as expected. Hence CFD solutions with fixed immersed bodies using
the embedded approach are possible. Eventually we can raise the difficulty one
the way to a fully two-way coupled FSI simulation by introducing movements
instead of keeping the structure fix. How this is handled and how this affects
the solution is going to be topic of the follow-up section.
8.2 Channel flow with moving embedded structure
Within this chapter it is to be elaborated which types of movements of a
structure within a fluid can be handled in case of the ALE or the embedded
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approach, respectively, how they are handled in the different cases and to
what extend they are affecting accuracy and robustness of the solution. The
geometry will here be not of primary interest which is why in the following
a few generic test cases are used. With them we will rather concentrate on
the general applicability of both methods. For the investigations in this con-
text we will still use a one-way coupling, i.e. prescribe the movement of the
structure in each example in order to keep it simple and to separate influences.
The first section will start with the discussion of all features related to the
implemented mesh-updating procedures. Particularly the possible movements
in an FSI context will be of interest here. The second part will then link to the
before elaborated restrictions and critically contrast them to the capabilities
of an embedded approach. Eventually, knowing how movements are handled
practically in both methods and what resulting impacts on the solution can
be expected, we will be able to run and discuss fully coupled FSI-problems in
the follow-up chapter.
8.2.1 Mesh-update procedures in an ALE approach
As already indicated in chapter 3.2.2, two basic mesh-updating strategies may
be identified in an ALE description:
1. The geometrical concept of mesh-regularization which aims to keep the
computational mesh as regular as possible and to avoid mesh entangle-
ment during the calculation
2. and mesh-adaption techniques which for instance concentrate elements
in zones of a steep solution gradients by optimized remeshing strategies.
Remeshing strategies as in the latter case can lead to a very high accuracy.
However, they may get very complex with the try to avoid an explosion of
computational costs. Mesh-regularization techniques by contrast are of ge-
ometrical nature. They try to keep the computational mesh as regular as
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possible during the whole calculation by avoiding distortions. Their main ad-
vantages lies in their comparatively simple formulation or implementation.
At the beginning of this work a mesh-updating strategy of the latter kind was
given, but it was very limited in its application. In order to overcome this
problem and to be able to resolve the movements in the later discussed FSI
simulations, we implemented further strategies. Due to their advantages w.r.t
their implementation we wanted to stick in this context to simple regulariza-
tion techniques. The following techniques were implemented:
1. a Laplacian updating strategy,
2. a Laplacian updating strategy with adaptive conductivity,
3. a structure-like updating strategy.
For each technique, in the following also termed mesh-solver, we will discuss
in the given order the corresponding major theoretical aspects, some imple-
mentation details and the resulting performance. To evaluate the performance
of the single updating procedures, we will use the 2D example of a rod with
prescribed movements inside a quadratic fluid domain as indicated in figure
8.7. The corresponding results will also hold for the case of three dimensions.
We will start with a translatory movement and successively increase the dif-
ficultly. In doing so, advantages and disadvantages of the single updating
procedures will be investigated and highlighted. Since here we are only inter-
ested in how the mesh-solvers perform and not how they influence the accuracy
of the flow field, we will only have a look at the resulting displacements that
the mesh undergoes. As a measure of performance we will track the covered
distance of the rod in case of a translatory and the angle of rotation in case
of a rotatory movement until the first element collapses, i.e. has a negative
area. Having tested all the three above mentioned mesh-solvers, the section
will close giving a graphical overview about which solver may be used in which
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situation. This can eventually be regarded as application guideline for future
users of the respective features in Kratos.
l = 1
l =
 1
Ω 
Plate
l = 0.2
C
uy
φ 
Figure 8.7: Testing setup for a mesh updating procedure - The pic-
ture shows a rod moving inside a discretized domain which is clamped at the
boundaries. A mesh-updating procedure has to compensate for this movements
For the first and second updating strategy that was implemented, we made
use of a physical analogy. Updating the mesh is a problem of spreading a
prescribed movement at the boundary into the domain such that the mesh re-
mains as regular as possible. This may be regarded as a simple stationary heat
conduction problem, where some prescribed values at the moving boundary
are conducted into the domain according to material specific characteristics.
So what we have to do is essentially solving a Laplacian equation of the form
α(x) ∗∇2u = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω,
u(x) |Γ= uD
(8.1)
where u describes the movement of the mesh, Ω the mesh domain, uD the
prescribed movement along the boundary Γ and α the thermal diffusity defined
as
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α(x) =
λ(x)
ρ ∗ cp . (8.2)
ρ and cp are fictitious material values (density and specific heat capacity) that
are assigned to the mesh domain. For the sake of simplicity we will consider
both as being 1. Furthermore we will for this first mesh-moving strategy
consider λ = const. over the mesh domain. The strong form PDE for the
Laplacian mesh-moving strategy without adaptive conductivity hence reads
α ∗∇2u = 0 ∀x ∈ Ωe,
u(x) |Γ= uD
(8.3)
Using variational calculus together with Gauss’ theorem and a Galerkin ap-
proach for tetrahedral elements in 3D and triangle elements in 2D, as known
from basic FEM literature, we can discretize and formulate (8.3) in a weak
sense for each element as follows:
∫
Ωe
α∇N : ∇NdetJdΩe ∗ ue = 0 (8.4)
In this
∫
Ωe
α∇N : ∇NdetJdΩe = Ke (8.5)
which is the elemental stiffness matrix. The discretized problem can hence be
written as
Keue = 0 (8.6)
in which ue are the elemental displacements of the mesh nodes. Taking into
account the known prescribed movements at the boundary the problem can
be reformulated as
[
Ke,m 0
0 Ke,D
] [
um uD
]T
= 0 (8.7)
which yields
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Ke,mum = −Ke,DuD (8.8)
The latter can now be solved for the unknown displacements of the interior
mesh nodes um. It follows the respective computation of the nodal mesh
velocities based on the given time integration scheme. The mesh-velocities
subtracted from the systems material velocities finally yield the node-wise
needed convective velocity terms, formulated in equation (3.7), with which
the ALE problem can be solved.
From an implementation point of view the latter steps are posing a simple
finite element formulation which hence were integrated in Kratos as a new
type of elements, called “Laplacian mesh moving elements”. Elements of this
type contain the entire physics of how the mesh is reacting to some imposed
movement. Hence the overall algorithm of the ALE solution procedure, which
was described in figure 1.3, remains untouched. Only necessary change is
that one has to introduce the new elements for the computation of the over-
all movement of the mesh. Note that this also holds for the remaining two
mesh-solvers. The only change will be to exchange the elements with which
the mesh-movement is computed (figure 8.8).
With this implementation we basically have everything at hand to run the
mesh-updating procedure in an ALE formulated simulation both in 2D and
3D. Practically, however, this procedure will still fail very early for a mesh
that contains elements with highly differing volumes. This is due to the fact
that with the formulation so far small elements will have the same rigidity as
large elements leading to a very early collapse of the latter when exposed to
large movements. A better approach would be to make small elements behave
more rigid and large elements to take more of the movement. A simple trick
to achieve this behavior is to omit the multiplication with the determinant
of the Jacobian in (8.5). This corresponds to dividing (8.5) by detJ1, which
1Remember that detJ is directly related to the elemental volume or area
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results in a higher stiffness the smaller detJ , i.e. the smaller the volume of
the element. The solution of the Laplacian together with the aforementioned
simple trick makes up the first of the three above mentioned mesh-solvers.
Move Mesh
Generate seperate mesh domain
Assemble mesh-moving elements
Create customized mesh-moving elements
1st iteration?
Y
N
Laplacian_adpativeConductivity_meshmoving_element
Structural_similarity_meshmoving_element
Laplacian_meshmoving_element
Figure 8.8: Integration of different mesh-updating procedures into
Kratos - The figure shows that the different mesh-updating procedures only
require an introduction of the respective new element types into the overall ALE-
simulation from figure 1.3
Let us now have a look on how this actually behaves in a simulation. To this
end we firstly use two different discretizations of the above mentioned test-
ing setup (see figure 8.9). In each case a translatory movement in positive
y-direction will be prescribed and the covered distance until the first element
collapses will be recorded.
Figure 8.10 summarizes the results of both cases in a diagram. Figure 8.11
indicates the behavior of the mesh as reaction to the imposed movement.
As can be seen from the diagram in 8.10 and the resulting displacement field
in figure 8.11, the Laplacian mesh-updating procedure with constant conduc-
tivity can handle a movement of uY = 16cm which corresponds to a significant
deflection in the corresponding example where uYmax = 50cm. So its advan-
tage lies obviously in its simple formulation while already being able to handle
large translatory movements. It furthermore can be stated that the method
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is the most robust one of the herein presented methods, since there is no pa-
rameter to adjust.
(a) Non-uniform grid (b) Uniform grid
Figure 8.9: Different discretizations of the setup from figure 8.7 - Both
discretizations contain around 2000 degrees of freedom and 3500 elements
Now consider the case where there are areas of the domain that contain el-
ements of the same or almost equal size as shown for some extreme case in
figure 8.9b. Here the above mentioned trick of omitting the multiplication
with detJ , i.e. the volume or area, does not have any effect leading to a sig-
nificant worse performance as the diagram in 8.10 shows. A much smarter
approach thus would be to adapt the rigidity of a mesh element according to
some other criteria than simply the volume. Some measure of the elemental
deformation can be used instead.
This idea of enhancing the Laplacian mesh-updating procedure by introduce
an adaptive elemental rigidity that adapts to the local deformation, poses the
second of the implemented mesh-solver. The latter is going to be described in
more detail in the following.
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Figure 8.10: Performance of Laplacian mesh-solver using a constant
conductivity with translatory movements - Each the distance until the first
element collapses (has a negative area) is recorded for two different discretizations
Figure 8.11: Resulting mesh-movement in case of a Laplacian mesh-
updating procedure (const. conductivity) - The pictures show the results
after a prescribed uY = 12cm.
To reach this enhancement we have to, from a theoretical point of view, intro-
duce a function
α = α(x) (8.9)
i.e. an adaptive conductivity into (8.5). As already pointed out we need
a criterion or deformation measure in order to be able to locally adjust the
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conductivity. It is obvious to take therefore some norm of a formulation of
the elemental strains. Here principally one can choose between the various
existing strain formulations. Since the elements are expected to collapse earlier
in compression than in tension it is obvious to take a strain measure that
does not converge to a finite value in the compressive limit case, such as
for example the Euler-Almansi strains. The implementation of the nonlinear
Euler-Almansi strains as a mesh-updating procedure, though, is not straight-
forward. Sticking to the focus of this monograph we will thus use the linearized
Euler-Almansi strains and leave the enhancement to the non-linear counterpart
to future projects. The linearized Euler-Almansi strain tensor is defined as2:
ij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
(8.10)
where u is the current displacement and x the deformed reference configu-
ration. Now, to define the conductivity, we take the Eucledian or Frobenius
norm from . The adaptive strategy hence reads:
α = α(
∥∥∥∥
F
) (8.11)
The latter can now be used in (8.5) to form (8.8) which again can be solved
in Kratos. From an implementation point of view this updating strategy was
again implemented as new element formulation in Kratos as indicated in figure
8.8. Additionally to this adaptive conductivity, as done for the first Laplacian
mesh-updating procedure, we are omitting the multiplication with detJ . As a
result we obtain a mesh-solver that takes into account not just the size of each
single element but also the deformation it experiences. This is in particular
advantageous with rotatory movements.
Using the above test case of a rotatory movement with non-uniform grid, the
results can be quantified looking at the diagram in figure 8.12. It clearly can
2Note that with a linear description of kinematics the different strain measures merge into
this single linear formulation.
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be observed that for the Laplacian mesh-moving strategy with adaptive con-
ductivity the rod undergoes a much higher rotation until the first element
collapses compared to the case where we consider all elements to conduct the
prescribed movement equally.
Figure 8.12: Performance of the Laplacian mesh-solver with rotatory
movements - Each the angle until the first element collapses (has a negative
area) is recorded once with a constant and once with an adaptive conductivity
Figure 8.13 illustrates the effects for the case where we prescribe an angle of
φ = 35◦. It clearly can be seen that with an adaptive conductivity the mesh
gets more rigid at spots with a high deformation, i.e. at the circumference of
the circular path, and spreads the movement better into the domain compared
to the case where α = const.. This leads to an overall more balanced mesh.
There are, however, still problems occurring. Consider the case where we have
very stretched elements. In this case, the gradients
∂ui
∂xj
,
∂uj
∂xi
(8.12)
tend to zero which renders the conductivity zero and hence turns equation
(8.8) to a trivial statement, which is not allowed. That is for very large defor-
mations, as e.g. in rotations, artificially overstretched elements tend to form
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out as can be seen in figure 8.14a. As a consequence the mesh-updating will
fail earlier as one might expect with this adaptive improvement.
(a) Laplacian (const. conductivity) (b) Laplacian (adapt. conductivity)
Figure 8.13: Resulting mesh-movement in case of a Laplacian mesh-
updating procedure with constant and adaptive conductivity - Note the
difference in how the mesh is moved in spots with large or small deformations.
(a) Laplacian (adaptive conductivity) (b) Structure-like
Figure 8.14: Resulting mesh-movement using a Laplacian and
structure-like mesh-updating procedure with high deformations - Note
the artificially stretched elements with a Laplacian updating.
So in a nutshell: With making the conductivity adaptive to a simple local de-
formation measure we can already get a significant improvement of the mesh-
updating procedure with just very small changes in the original Laplacian
algorithm. Also the procedure can be regarded as very robust since there is
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still no parameter to adjust manually. We are, though, still facing numerical
artifacts that may arise with very high deformations. Deformations of this
kind, however, were expected from the later intended FSI-benchmarks, so a
further improvement was to be included.
One of the essential characteristics of the aforementioned Laplacian strategies
is the componentwise decoupled consideration of the mesh-movement. That
is, a movement of the mesh-boundary in one of the cartesian directions will
not lead to an update of the position of the mesh-nodes in all the other di-
rections. That might lead to drawbacks with movements that result in a
shear dominated reaction. This indeed can be observed in the example of
the rotating rod. Due to the decoupled consideration in the aforementioned
Laplacian mesh-moving strategies, the mesh nodes will only be moved in tan-
gential direction of the rotating rod as shown by the respective vector field of
displacements in figure 8.15a. As a consequence the elements close to the rod
tend to get stretched and aligned which initiates the problems that are shown
in figure 8.14a.
To reduce the stretching effect one can introduce a mesh-updating procedure
that takes into account shear effects. One easy and at the same time effective
way of how this can be achieved is to assign a structure-like behavior to the
mesh3. I.e. we treat the separate mesh-domain in the ALE formulation as sep-
arate structural problem with own material characteristics and with the given
movement of the mesh boundary as respective Dirichlet boundary conditions.
This is what is done in the third and last type of mesh-updating procedure of
this chapter.
In this procedure, we are again solving equation (8.8) for the unknown dis-
placements of the mesh. But this time the classical linear elemental stiffness
3Effective since the framework of a structural FEM-analysis is already present and can be
fully utilized for this purpose.
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(a) Laplacian with adaptive conductiv-
ity
(b) Structure-like
Figure 8.15: Displacement field with a Laplacian and structure-like
mesh-updating - The picture shows the corresponding vector fields to the re-
sults shown in figure 8.14. Note that elements in case b) will be reoriented due
the artificial material flow.
matrix for a linear isotropic material4 is used therefore. Nevertheless to again
let smaller elements behave more rigid, we still omit the multiplication with
detJ . That is we compute the elemental stiffness as
Ke =
∫
Ωe
BTCBdΩe (8.13)
In there B = ∇N and C is the material matrix. Note that by introduc-
ing a linear isotropic material we implicitly introduced a parameter, i.e. the
Poisson’s ratio ν5, which the user can choose arbitrarily. By varying it the
mesh-updating procedure can be tailored to the specific problem. Since the
optimal parameter value is, however, not known a priori and may vary signif-
icantly, this procedure has at first to be assumed as less robust as the simple
Laplacian strategies before.
4Plane strain in case of 2D.
5The Young’s Modulus does not affect the mesh-movement
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The implementation of this updating procedure corresponds to the one in the
Laplacian case. That is a new type of element was formulated and integrated
into the given FEM environment. Applying the structure-like mesh-updating
procedure hence requires a computation of the mesh-movement with the newly
implemented elements.
The above mesh-solver was tested using the rod with a prescribed rotatory
movement and a parametrization of ν = 0.3, which basically imitates a steel-
like behavior. The results are quantitatively compared to the ones from the
adaptive Laplacian mesh-moving strategy in the diagram of figure 8.16. With
an almost 10◦ higher angle until the first element collapses the structure-like
updating strategy performs significantly better making it to the most powerful
up-dating strategy compared to all the other aforementioned ones. In fact this
is due to the consideration of the shear movements which were neglected in
all the Laplacian strategies. This can be seen when comparing the different
resulting mesh-movements as done in figure 8.14. The Laplacian movement
clearly tends to stretch the elements whereas in the structure-like case the el-
ements itself will be re-oriented following the physical shearing behavior that
the prescribed movement of the mesh boundary introduces. This will keep the
elements well shaped for a longer time. The reorientation gets obvious when
having a look a the vectors of the resulting displacement field which are shown
shown in figure 8.15b.
The treatment of the mesh as a structure, however, may also sometimes lead
to unexpected results, in particular when the moving structure is close to the
domain border. Here the treatment of the mesh as continuum may lead to
areas where the different mesh nodes of an element move in opposite direction.
This can be observed when letting the above described rod again translate in
positive y-direction and update the mesh using the structure-like mesh-solver.
The corresponding results are shown in figure 8.17.
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Figure 8.16: Performance of the structure-like updating procedure in
comparison to the Laplacian mesh-solver with adaptive conductivity -
Each the angle until the first element collapses (has a negative area) is recorded
Figure 8.17: Drawbacks in the resulting mesh-movement in case of a
structural mesh-updating procedure - The pictures show the results after a
prescribed uY = 12cm. Note the difference in how the elements are oriented in
the vicinity of the rod edges compared to the results obtained for the Laplacian
updating shown in figure 8.11
In here we see the natural material flow that can be expected, i.e. nodes above
and below the rod are pulled upwards whereas the nodes in the outer region
are forced by the near boundaries to move downwards. This artificial material
flow will force the elements at the edge of the rod to rotate, which leads to
a comparatively early collapse of them. In fact this behavior can be quan-
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titatively detected when comparing the possible translations in case of the
structure-like updating procedure and the Laplacian mesh-solver from earlier
in this chapter. The comparison is shown in figure 8.18. As can be seen in
the diagram the Laplacian updating performs significantly better in this case
since it does not cause the aforementioned artificial material flow.
Figure 8.18: Performance of the structure-like updating procedure
with close boundaries. - Each the y-translation until the first element collapses
(has a negative area) is recorded. The pictures shows that a continuum like mesh-
moving is not always advantageous.
At this point it can be summarized: For a translatoric behavior the Laplacian
mesh-solver performs better than the structure-like strategy. In cases, how-
ever, of rotatory movements, including those where a rotation is superposed
to a translatoric part, the Laplacian updating strategy suffers from the miss-
ing incorporation of shear effects. In the latter cases the structure-like mesh
solver performs the best, even though the implementation of the adaptive con-
ductivity significantly improves the performance of the Laplacian solver w.r.t.
rotatory movements.
What was not taken into account in this evaluation so far and what is to be
discussed in the following is the numerical effort that each updating procedure
is causing. To this end again the scenario of the rotating rod is to be investi-
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gated in conjunction with the application of the three different mesh-updating
procedures. In order to allow conclusions w.r.t. their practical application the
example of the rod will therefore be extruded to the third dimension trans-
forming it to a plate. See figure 8.19) for the respective setup.
UY
Figure 8.19: Infinitely thin and moving plate within a fluid flow - The
picture shows a setup to test the computational costs related to the different
mesh solvers.
To measure the computational effort we will rotate the plate incrementally up
to 20◦ and for each increment and each procedure we measure the time needed
to update the mesh. The maximum time needed will finally characterize the
numerical effort of each updating procedure. Table 8.1 lists each of the repre-
sentative results.
As can be observed form table 8.1 the time with each of the implemented im-
provements almost doubles, whereas the structure-like procedure is the most
demanding - as expected. Interesting to see is that just the simple introduc-
tion of one more computation step in the Laplacian case, i.e. the computation
of a strain measure, already leads to a doubling of the numerical effort.
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In view of the significant effort that has to be spent in any case regarding
the updating procedure, it is obvious to think about techniques to speed up
this process. Here the in chapter 4.1.4 described MPI-parallelization comes
into play. All the aforementioned mesh-updating procedures have in common
that they physically generate a separate mesh-domain, provide it with cus-
tomized elements and compute the resulting mesh-movement according to the
implemented elemental characteristics. In that regards it seems natural to di-
vide the domain in different partitions, spread them among several processors
which each compute the results locally for the respective nodes6. Depending
on the size of the domain one can by that expect a significant speedup of the
computation time.
Table 8.1: Computational effort of different mesh-updating strategies
- The table shows representative results for a 3D-scenario and hence puts the
numerical effort of the three different mesh-updating strategies in a relation.
Laplacian Laplacian adative Structure-like
dofs [-] 78,000 78,000 78,000
tetrahedra [-] 460,000 460,000 460,000
Computation time [s] 5.24 10.04 17.65
This approach, however, implies of course setting up a communication plan at
the interface between the different partitions7, which will bring some overhead
along. In order to test the possible speedup in this context, the 3D setup de-
scribed in figure 8.19, where the plate is turned around its lateral center axis,
is utilized. In here we apply an angle of ϕ = 15◦, then update the mesh with
the structure-like mesh-solver and measure the time needed for the respective
computation. This is done using a varying number of processors. Figure 8.20
6From an implementation point of view this was done by parallelizing the blocks “Generate
separate mesh domain” and “Regenerate separate mesh domain” in the original process-flow
depicted in figure 1.3.
7The respective theory is explained in chapter 4.1.4
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shows the results for two different domain discretizations.
(a) Speedup curve
(b) Parallel efficiency
(c) Influence of the number of dofs per processor
Figure 8.20: Increased performance through parallelization of the
mesh-updating procedures - The diagrams show results in terms of the par-
allelization of the structure-like mesh-updating procedure. Very similar observa-
tions where made with the Laplacian procedures.
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Besides of the speedups that one can observe, which are with up to almost 80
accelerating the simulation time significantly, three facts are striking. First
as one can expect, the higher the number of degrees of freedom the less the
relative overhead which leads to generally higher speedup values for very large
models.
In all the tested models, however, one can at some point observe a decreas-
ing tendency which means the program runs slower again with an increasing
number of processors. In parallel computing this phenomena is called parallel
slowdown and is usually an indicator for a bottleneck in the communication.
It is obvious that this bottleneck arises here due to the fact that when exceed-
ing a certain limit number of processors, each processor is only processing a
fraction of the originally very high number of degrees of freedom. This leads to
a relatively high communication effort compared to the actual simulation time
each processor needs. In fact, and this is the second interesting result, with
all the tested mesh-updating strategies, the speedup starts to drop around
dofs
processor
> 1500 (8.14)
as can be seen from figure 8.20c. This relation of course is not of a general
nature, but can serve in the scope of the application of the above discussed
mesh-solver as a first idea of how many processors should be used in a parallel
run for a given number of degrees of freedom.
Third striking result is the fact that for the case of a very high number of
degrees of freedom, the simulation indeed scales significantly until some 128
processors, the efficiency, however, very quickly drops from 1 to values of 0.5
and well below. As a consequence the desirable linear scaling is only observed
up to some 12− 20 processors. Above we observe a worse gradient. The effect
is accordingly higher for the case where we have lesser degrees of freedom.
This clearly indicates that, even though the implemented parallelization is
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already able to speed up the simulation significantly there are still improve-
ments possible. One can for instance think of a better organization of the
communication pattern among the single partitions, but this lies far beyond
the scope of the present work.
Having tested now both the numerical effort and the capabilities of the three
different mesh-updating procedures, we can summarize the results and set
them into a general context which can help to identify the proper method to
use in future applications (Figure 8.21).
Note that in general the effort connected to the mesh-updating is quickly
growing8 as the number of degrees of freedom increases making especially the
structural solver very expensive compared to the actual simulation time. For
instance, from table 8.1 we can see that for the case of 78, 000 degrees of free-
dom in a serial approach the single mesh-update already lasts in the range of
almost 20s.
Based on experiences that were made within the scope of this work, the appli-
cation of the structure-like mesh-solver for models with more than 1,000,000
degrees of freedom multiply the actual simulation time significantly which is
why we distinguish between cases above and below this value in figure 8.21.
Despite now having options to deal with various types of movements in an FSI-
scenario, the strategy of updating the mesh might not be powerful enough for
a robust simulation, especially if the displacements are very large and com-
plex. In fact in a body-fitted approach there will always be a limit beyond
which a proper mesh-update is not possible. So in cases where we are facing
critical movements, changing the mesh-solver is not always an option. As a
matter of fact, the larger and more complex the movements are, the more
attractive alternatives get. Two of those alternatives, the embedded method
8Also in a parallelized run.
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and some remeshing strategy, are indicated in the overview from figure 8.21.
In the present monograph, we are interested in the embedded method. Which
kind of movements the embedded method can handle in contrast to the above
elaborated possibilities with respect to the body-fitted approach is going to
be topic of the next chapter.
ALE-description sufficient?
Embedded approach Remeshing
Y N
Laplacian (adaptive α) Structure-like updating
Movements close 
to boundary?
Y N
Many dofs 
(e.g. > 1,000,000)?
Y N
Laplacian (α=const.)
Rotational 
movement?
Y
N
Mesh-updating
Laplacian (adaptive α) Structure-like updating
Rotation
small?
Y N
Figure 8.21: Mesh-updating procedures in Kratos - a recommendation
- The picture categorizes the given possibilities in a general context and may help
to identify the right procedure for the single application case.
8.2.2 Possibilities and limits w.r.t. movements in an embed-
ded approach
Neglecting a costly remeshing, the body-fitted approach has clear limits set
by the capabilities of the specific mesh-updating strategy. Large movements
might thus get very hard to handle and rotatory or superposed movements are
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commonly impossible unless they are not occurring on fair scales. A practical
application by contrast may require an incorporation of large and complex
movements in an FSI-analysis. This is where the embedded method comes
into play. The fact that in the latter approach the two different domains are
handled separately and the wet interface is continuously tracked using the
given distance function has obvious advantages in this context and opens the
door to a wide range of possible applications. It, however, requires to think
about new questions that arise in conjunction with the embedded geometry.
Two of the most important questions are:
i. How to deal with the fact, that nodes may be outside the fluid domain
(i.e. inside the structure) in one instance and jump into the fluid domain
in another?
ii. How to deal with the fact that the quality of the tracked interface, and
by that the geometry of the represented structure, may vary when the
movement extends to different refined sub-domains of the fluid?
These questions shall be discussed in the following. Eventually we will be able
to comment on the movements that are possible within an embedded approach.
One of the most striking advantages of the embedded method is the fact, that it
can principally handle arbitrary movements which in other cases would either
lead to significant errors due to badly shaped elements or require a complete
remeshing. Both is typically to be avoided. Figure 8.22 gives an example in
terms of possible movements in an embedded approach. In there a clock-wise
rotatory movement of a membrane is analyzed. The setup corresponds to the
high-Reynolds flow setup from figure 8.1. The prescribed circular frequency is
chosen to be small compared to the inlet velocity such that no mixing occurs:
ω = 0.5 rad/s (8.15)
It is seen from the figure, that the rotation can be arbitrarily resolved which
allows to capture the different flow characteristics for the different angles of
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attack in one simulation run. In fact, since we are embedding the structure it
is not even required that the rotation of the membrane, or the movement of
the embedded structure in general, has to take place inside the fluid domain.
It can also partially or fully leave it9. It is obvious that these movements com-
bined in one simulation can not be handled in a body-fitted approach without
significantly increased computational effort.
(a) Upright position - Vortex shedding
(b) Very small tilt angle - towards a steady-state solution
(c) Increasing tilt angle - flow separation
Figure 8.22: Clock-wise rotating membrane in a channel flow - The
picture shows the velocity field for three different time instances. The results
are computed in a single simulation using the embedded approach. Due to still
lacking visualization features, the rotating membrane is indicated as black line.
9This at a first glance might look unnecessary but one can for example think of a watergate
that arises from the ground of a channel flow.
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The setup in the given figure is, however, still omitting a big problem all em-
bedded approaches have in common. I.e. the fact that nodes may change their
domain membership as a voluminous, rather than an infinitely thin, structure
is moving through the fluid. In this case we conceptually have two different
regions in the fluid domain: an active region, which is not directly affected
by the embedded structure, and an inactive region, where the fluid nodes fall
into the embedded structure domain, i.e. are actually outside the fluid or
inside the structure. It is obvious that fluid nodes may change their domain
membership as the structure is moving.
In the case where fluid nodes are leaving the fluid domain and heading into
the domain of the structure, the change in the domain membership can by
handled in a straightforward manner. Since they become inactive we can set
the corresponding state values to zero to effectively exclude the corresponding
degrees of freedom from the CFD solution. The other case where inactive
fluid nodes become active again requires a more evolved approach since they
have to adjust to the surrounding flow characteristics. To this end one has to
distinguish the two cases depicted in figure 8.23.
Case 8.23a is a standard case of the embedded approach. Here one has to
find mapping routines that map the velocity of the embedded structure nodes
to the nodes of the cut elements of the surrounding fluid domain. Respective
techniques are discussed in chapter 8.3. Case 8.23b is somewhat different.
Here the structure has a velocity so high that in one instance the embed-
ded domain is releasing several subsequent fluid elements. The corresponding
adjustment of the state variables clearly cannot be covered by mapping tech-
niques without applying some kind of neighbor-search which typically is very
expensive. So the question is how to set the state variables of nodes that are
moving from outside the fluid domain into the latter and that are not covered
by some mapping techniques?
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v
vfluid = f(v)
(a) Fluid node (X) is part of a cut el-
ement (Mapping routines can easily be
applied here to set the state variables
without any neighbor search )
v
vfluid = 0
Before
After
(b) Fluid node (X) jumps far into the
domain (Mapping is not trivial. Other
techniques are needed. The simplest
technique is to leave the sate variables
zero and let them evolve).
Figure 8.23: Handling of state variables from fluid nodes that become
active - The figure indicates the problem at the example of the velocity variable.
In fact solutions for this problem are of essential importance in an embedded
approach since they may affect the accuracy in the vicinity of the interface
significantly. In particular when high velocities are present. Advanced tech-
niques might incorporate to this end some projection of the given velocities
from the closest structure node. Due to the continuum assumptions and con-
tinuity conditions this might be already a very good approximation that will
reduce a possible accuracy loss significantly. The development of techniques
of this kind is, however, left to follow-up research activities.
In order to be able to run first FSI analyses anyways, a very simple approach
was used instead. In that we let the respective nodes freely evolve from zero,
as soon as they hit the border into the fluid domain. How this is affecting the
solution of an FSI problem is to be investigated using again the example of a
cylinder in a channel flow as given in figure 8.4. To simulate an FSI scenario
we are at this time using a coupling of the velocities and prescribe the cylinder
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movement by
x(t) = (x0 + 0.365)− 0.365cos(6.29t) (8.16)
which basically is a periodic movement in X around the center of the channel
and starting from a left-most position of x0 = 0.135. The latter movement
implies a velocity of
v(t) = 2.296sin(6.29t) (8.17)
and hence a maximum velocity of vmax = 2.296
m
s . Note that the Reynolds
number in this setup is changing according to the relative velocity given by
vrel = vinlet − v(t). (8.18)
Here we choose vinlet = 0.6
10. This yields for the movement in positive x-
direction an Remax ' 8 and for the one in negative x-direction an Remax '
130.
Looking at the Reynolds number at first, we expect from a physical point of
view for the movement in positive X a steady laminar flow field whereas for the
opposite movement the formation of some laminar vortices, which according
to [55] start at around 40 < Re < 90. Figure 8.24 poses the corresponding
results. Note that the embedded cylinder appears as domain with zero veloc-
ity and pressure. The very rough geometry depicted is just due to still given
visualization limitations. The cylinder as it is actually seen from the fluid
solver is shown in figure 8.25.
As can be seen from the results, the principal physics is captured in the anal-
ysis and we do not get any instabilities arising from the above introduced
simplifications of letting the state variables evolve from zero. In terms of the
FSI-simulations later, this indicates an adequate handling of the active and
10Note that intentionally this is a different value as given in figure 8.4
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inactive fluid nodes. Remarkable in the results from figure 8.24 is, however,
the simulated pressure field. Looking at the two different time instances, first
with a low and then with a high relative velocity, we observe that the pressure
tends to form striations. This problem originates in the fact that the state
variables of fluid nodes directly next to an immersed boundary are treated
differently from the state variables of nodes further inside the fluid domain, as
figure 8.23 illustrates. In the first case we apply mapping techniques whereas
in the latter case we let the state variables evolve from zero. Having an in-
compressible flow, this different treatment directly affects the nodal pressures
which as a result may show significant local variations. These variations may
eventually lead to striations as the structure moves through the fluid. The
latter becomes the more significant the higher the relative velocity is. In con-
clusion this means that even though the simple approach of letting the state
variables evolve from zero can be sufficient for a stable solution, accuracy losses
have to be expected later on. Having in mind, however, that future research
is necessary to minimize this additional accuracy loss, we can run first FSI
simulations based on the embedded approach.
Besides of nodes that are changing their domain membership as the structure
moves through the fluid we have to deal with another important problem:
In order to represent the boundary of the structure properly, the discretiza-
tion of the fluid domain, in the following also referred to as the background
mesh, has to be sufficiently fine in order not to introduce significant approx-
imation errors. Typically, however, one is not able to refine the background
mesh equally fine due to computational limitations. So one might concen-
trate the refinement to the area to which the expected structure movement
extends. Even this, however, may lead to an explosion of the computational
costs for large movements and big domains. So with an embedded formulation
of an FSI-problem one has to deal with the fact that the representation of the
structure only can be as good as the background mesh allows (which may vary
along the movement). In the best case this only affects the accuracy of the
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fluid solution slightly. In a worst case scenario by contrast, this accuracy loss
may even affect the entire dynamics of the flow and hence yield significantly
different results for the coupled system.
t 1
t 2
t 3
Striations
Figure 8.24: Cylinder with prescribed movement in a channel flow -
The picture shows the resulting flow field at three different time instances with
each a different velocity of the embedded structure.
How much the results can change is shown in figure 8.26 at the example of the
resting cylinder in a laminar flow field. As already seen in earlier results (figure
8.5) the setup should actually yield a steady-state flow solution. Given a very
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coarse background mesh as in 8.26, however, the solution with the embedded
approach suddenly changes to a different, i.e. transient one. The reason can
be found when looking at the embedded cylinder and how it is seen from the
fluid solver according to the implemented distance function. The in this case
insufficient discretization leads to a boundary representation of the cylinder
that contains small edges. The latter are just big enough to critically influence
the flow such that we obtain an overall dynamic behavior. So essentially we
observe a strong dependency of the solution on the quality of the background
mesh. While this may sound obvious, it is of utmost importance to realize
that the quality of the background mesh can change significantly along the
way the structure moves.
Figure 8.25: Embedded cylinder - The picture shows how the embedded
cylinder is seen in the simulation from figure 8.24
In order to deal with this problem, local refinement strategies can be intro-
duced. Unlike in a body-fitted formulation, however, it is not enough to refine
the given interface once in the embedded approach. Rather, since the inter-
section pattern may change significantly if the structural response extends to
a large fluid domain along the simulation, a continuous refinement is required.
A simple possible algorithm, which to this end was developed and used in the
scope of the present monograph, is given in figure 8.27. The actual refine-
ment strategy is adopted from [53]. The algorithm basically marks all fluid
elements that are cut by the structure as well as their direct neighbors. This
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is done by means of information from the distance function. The algorithm
then refines the marked elements and tags the resulting smaller elements as
“IS REFINED”. The latter makes sure that elements are not refined twice
which would immediately lead to an explosion of the number of elements.
How this refinement step is integrated into the overall process is indicated in
figure 8.28.
Refinement levels: 0
Elements (total): 4600
Clear edges
Mesh around cylinder
Structure seen by the fluid solver
Figure 8.26: Transient flow due to bad approximation of an embedded
structure - The figure shows the resulting flow field for two subsequent time
instances.
Applied to the above mentioned problem of the badly represented cylinder
it is possible to resolve the boundary accurate enough to get the expected
steady-state flow solution. The corresponding results are shown in figure 8.29.
It is important to note, though, that the higher the Reynolds number the
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more sensitive the flow reacts to small edges on the structure which in turn
requires the mesh to be all the more refined in order to not cause artificial
flow separation or similar effects. For instance if in the given example the
Reynolds number is increased from Re = 270 by factor of 10 to Re = 2700,
we will again observe a transient flow solution which actually would require a
further level of refinement. It is obvious that this very quickly cannot be han-
dled anymore due to computational limitations. So generally one can conclude
that, at the moment of writing, the given embedded approach is clearly not
suited for problems with very high Reynolds number, not just due to accuracy
limitations but also due to the connected computational costs with regards to
the necessary refinement.
01: for element_i in fluid do:
02: if(ELEMENT_REFINED ==0 ) do:
03: for node_i in element_i do:
04: if(node_i has assigned distance) do:
05: SPLIT_ELEMENT = 1
06: break loop
07:
08: for element_i in fluid do:
09: if(SPLIT_ELEMENT == 1 & ELEMENT_REFINED == 0) do:
10: for level_of_refinement_i do:
11: refine element
12: ELEMENT_REFINED == 1
13:
14: recompute distances of embedded interface
Figure 8.27: Pseudo-Code of the applied refinement strategy
But not just when the Reynolds number is very high, but also when the struc-
tural response is very large, the number of degrees of freedom explodes with
the aforementioned refinement strategy. Figure 8.30 illustrates the situation
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at the example of the cylinder when it starts to move through the domain11.
The diagram from 8.31 quantifies the observation.
Initialize Kratos
Compute distance to interface
  Fluid  
Define interface
Refine interface
Figure 8.28: Implementation of the refinement strategy - The picture
shows how the above mentioned refinement strategy (orange) is integrated into
the overall Kratos specific work flow of the embedded method shown in the
introduction(1.4).
Here the computational costs obviously increase enormously both due to the
time needed for the refinement as well as due to the resulting time for the
computation. So the refinement is clearly counterproductive in cases of large
movements or deflections within an FSI scenario. Since, however, the embed-
ded method is particularly powerful in these applications, it generally holds
that, introducing refinement strategies into an embedded approach calls to the
same degree for an introduction of coarsening techniques, otherwise the com-
putational effort grows beyond any reasonable limit. Further developments
and investigations in this context will, however, be part of future research.
Linking now all the above discussion again to the questions stated in the
very beginning it can be concluded: In cases where the interface needs to be
particularly well represented, since otherwise crucial errors such as unexpected
11The reason for the movement might be of any kind and is not of importance here
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Refinement levels: 2
Elements (total): 6700
Mesh around cylinder
Structure seen by the fluid solver
Figure 8.29: Influence of the given refinement strategy - The figure shows
the resulting flow field for two subsequent time instances. It can be seen that the
given refinement strategy may resolve problems occurring due to approximation
errors w.r.t the embedded structure. Note in this context the steady-sate solution
in contrast to the transient one given in figure 8.26.
Figure 8.30: Problems due to a refinement of the background mesh
- The picture shows the resulting mesh when applying the above mentioned
refinement technique in case of a arbitrary large movement, i.e. a translation of
the sphere in positive X-direction
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Figure 8.31: Increase in number of dofs due to local refinement - The
picture shows the resulting number of dofs for the situation in figure 8.30 after
local refinement along the translation in positive X-direction
flow-separation etc. may arise, a very fine background mesh is necessary which
in turn requires powerful and smart refinement strategies. To this end a sim-
ple but robust refinement strategy was suggested. Every refinement in an
embedded approach, however, again requires coarsening in order to keep the
computational costs bounded. Coarsening techniques becomes particularly
important when the simulation is facing very large movements. Developments
in this regard will be part of future research.
In terms of fluid nodes that change their domain membership, two situations
could be identified: Cases where inactive fluid nodes jumped far into the active
fluid domain and cases where they are still part of the cut fluid element. It
could be shown that handling nodes in the former situation is difficult since
we do not have direct access to state information of the structure that just re-
leased the nodes. A simple first approach was chosen here which lets the state
variables evolve from zero. This, however, introduced clear accuracy errors
depending on the movement. More elaborate strategies will be part of future
developments. In terms of the second situation it already was mentioned that
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here mapping routines will ensure a proper exchange of the state information
at the interface. Which techniques are used for this purpose and how accurate
they are is going to be discussed in the next chapter. After having then the
movement and the data exchange complete we will subsequently be able to
carry out FSI analyses based on the embedded approach.
8.3 Mapping of quantities between the physical do-
mains
The last step to a full FSI-simulation is to establish the coupling of the quan-
tities of interest between the physical domains and the corresponding proper
data exchange. In the body-fitted case this is straight forward for an interface
with matching grids. For the case of non-matching grids specific mapping
techniques are applied to transfer data between different discretizations as
already seen in earlier chapters. In case of an embedded solution approach
the data exchange is, however, somewhat different. Indeed we also need to
exchange field information among two different discretizations but here we
have no common interface as in the body-fitted approach which requires more
advanced mapping techniques each dedicated to the single solution quantities
that need to be exchanged. For an FSI simulation this means that we need
to couple the fluid pressure to the structure by means of pressure mapping
techniques and have to make sure that the inverse coupling of the velocities is
established, too, by means of velocity mapping techniques. How this is done
in the embedded solution procedure is going to be topic of the present chapter.
Both mapping steps can be principally performed in various ways. With the
choice or the development of a proper technique, however, we have to take into
account the intrinsic difference w.r.t to the pressure or the velocity transfer,
respectively: The pressure mapping essentially corresponds to an interpolation
of given scalar values to a target node, while in contrast to that the mapping of
the velocities is an extrapolation of a vector to several different nodes, namely
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the intersection nodes, that again expect vectors. Figure 8.32 illustrates the
situation.
Ωfluid_elem
pS+ , pS-
p4
p1 p2
p3 
S
(a) Scalar interpolation of nodal pres-
sure values of the fluid element to em-
bedded structure nodes
Ωfluid_elem
S
vS
v1
v2
v3 
(b) Vector extrapolation of the veloc-
ity of embedded structure nodes to the
intersection nodes of the fluid element
Figure 8.32: Difference in pressure and velocity mapping
This means that while we are basically able to use well-known and efficient in-
terpolation routines for the pressures, incorporating extrapolation techniques
for the velocities is significantly more difficult. Furthermore, since the extrap-
olation in the latter case requires generally operations with tensors of seconds
order, it has also to be considered as very costly. All the mapping techniques
that will be described within this chapter, are chosen according to these pre-
ceding considerations.
In this context we will start in the first section with the discussion of the devel-
opments related to the pressure mapping, in whose course we will present three
different approaches. These approaches will be tested and compared to each
other both qualitatively and quantitatively by means of a common benchmark
example. Thereby it will be seen that, despite the developed techniques are
yet ready for an application in an FSI-simulation, a crucial challenge persists.
The latter is going to be discussed in the follow-up section. At the end of
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this chapter we will finally present a solution for the velocity mapping which
is of a more pragmatic nature and avoids complex tensor operations. Having
eventually both steps working, we can go for fully coupled FSI-simulations.
The latter are going to be topic of the remaining chapters in this monograph.
8.3.1 Pressure mapping
In pure incompressible flow problems the pressure appears as a Lagrange mul-
tiplier that adjusts to the velocity field such that the incompressibility con-
straint is fulfilled. In that sense the pressure plays a minor role compared to
the velocity and is typically only computed as accurate as necessary to comply
with the incompressibility condition. The situation is, however, different in
an FSI-scenario. Here the pressures are the driving quantities that put the
structure into motion, which is why they have to be computed much more
accurate in comparison to the pure CFD analysis. This has to be considered
with the choice of a proper pressure mapping technique.
Principally there are various possible techniques to map the pressure from the
fluid domain to the structure, ranging from simple arithmetic operations up to
elaborate projection procedures. The choice which one fits best to the given
application is hence a classical choice that is driven by the aim of balancing
out implementation or computational effort, robustness and in particular, as
indicated, accuracy. In this context three different techniques were chosen to
be implemented and evaluated:
1. Arithmetic averaging
2. Radial basis interpolation
3. Interpolation based on the discontinuous shape functions12
All the aforementioned methods shall in the following be discussed critically.
At the end of this chapter the reader will be able to estimate the capability
12In the following also shortened as “shape function approach”
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and drawbacks of each method and hence can make his own choice among the
given possibilities in case of an application.
For the sake of a proper comparability a common test case is used. In here
a hollow sphere is placed in a 3D linear pressure field which in turn extends
over a cubic unit volume. The setup is depicted in figure 8.33.
ΩFluid 
X
Y
[1;1;1]
r = 0.1
[0.5;0.5;0.5]
[0;0;0]
Z = 0.5
X
Y
Z p = 0
p = 1
Figure 8.33: 3D test case for the different pressure mapping techniques
The linear pressure distribution in the fluid domain is imposed and not due
to a given velocity field. Thus it simply reads:
p(x) = y, (8.19)
where y is the vertical position coordinate. Since the sphere is embedded in
the fluid domain, this pressure distribution has to physically appear as face
pressure on the surface of the sphere. Given the dimensions of the sphere from
the figure this implies psphere,max = 0.6 and psphere,min = 0.4. Assuming now
a “perfect” mapping routine, the face pressure of the sphere has to reproduce
the linear distribution between psphere,max and psphere,min exactly. All devia-
tions are only due to the inherent inaccuracy of the applied technique. This
fact is used to discuss the accuracy of the given mapping methods in the fol-
lowing. Unless not explicitly highlighted else, the discussion is valid for both
the positive and the negative face of the sphere alike, which is why mainly
results for the positive face will be shown. We will start with the simplest
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given method, i.e. the arithmetic averaging.
The arithmetic averaging requires, as well as all the following mapping tech-
niques, as a first step a bin-search to identify the position of the single structure
nodes within the fluid domain. That is, each structure node is assigned to the
fluid element in which it lies. This is important to identify which pressure
values of the fluid actually have to be mapped to the structure. To this end
we use the procedures that were introduced in chapter 4.2. Once the position
of each structure node within the fluid is known one has to distinguish two
situations:
1. structure node lies within a fluid element that is actually cut by the
structure,
2. or the structure node occurs within a non-cut element which typically
happens at the structure boundary or with curved structures in general.
In the former case the idea of the arithmetic averaging is to average all pres-
sure values of the cut fluid element each for the positive and the negative face
of the embedded structure 13 and assign the two resulting average values to
all included structure nodes as positive or negative face pressure, respectively.
Figure 8.34 explains the principle. For a better understating the situation is
explained in two dimensions. The principle is, however, the same in 3D. This
approach is applicable for all kind of intersection patterns where the distance
function identifies a clear pressure terminator within the affected fluid element.
While in the latter situations the mapping is straightforward, it becomes more
difficult in cases where the fluid element is not considered as cut by the dis-
tance function, but nevertheless contains structure nodes. A representative
situation is depicted in figure 8.35 where the structure cuts a single edge and
looms into the fluid element. This is typically the case in the vicinity of the
13Implicitly defined by the sign of the given elemental distances of the fluid elements
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structure boundary14.
p3+
p1- p2-
nS
Ωfluid_elem : discontinuous pressure distribution
pS+
 pS-
Ωfluid_elem 
cut element
,∀ pS in Ωfluid_elem   pS-  = 
  pi-Σ i
np-
Γstructure
,∀ pS in Ωfluid_elem   pS+  = 
  pi+Σ i
np+
Figure 8.34: Pressure mapping by arithmetic averaging - The picture
shows how the pressure from the fluid pi is assigned as positive face pressure pS+
or negative face pressure pS−, respectively, to the structure.
In these cases we are lacking information in terms of the orientation and posi-
tion of the embedded part of the structure. As a consequence the pressure field
within the affected fluid elements will not be discontinuous which is why we
cannot distinguish between positive and negative face pressure here. Never-
theless physics requires an assignation of positive and negative face pressure to
the structure. So the question is now how to assign the different face pressures
without being able to distinguish the latter? As obvious this leads in any case
to approximation errors. Important to note is, however, that the resulting
approximation error is not due to a drawback of the mapping technique but,
as detailed later, rather more a consequence of the intrinsic approximation
error in an embedded approach. This error might lead from a slight accuracy
loss up to severe stability problems in the simulation and so requires elaborate
remedies.
14Note that, as explained earlier, the fluid element is intentionally not seen as cut in this
case.
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p3
p1 p2
nS
Ωfluid_elem : no pressure discontinuity
pS+
 pS-
Ωfluid_elem 
by construction not seen as cut
,∀ pS in Ωfluid_elem   pS+ = pS- = 
piΣ i
npΓstructure
Figure 8.35: Approximation errors in the pressure mapping - The pic-
ture shows a representative situation in which a (by construction) non-cut fluid
element contains structure nodes to which a distinct and unique assignment of
positive and negative face pressure is not possible.
With the pressure mapping using the arithmetic averaging, we face this prob-
lem by assigning both to the positive and the negative face of the structure
the averaged pressure from all the nodes of the relevant fluid element (figure
8.35). As a consequence the structure’s nodal response in this point will not
be affected by the pressure at all, which in any case would lead to a wrong
behavior. By doing so, it is rather more only driven by the movement of the
adjacent structure nodes that are not having this problem. This balances out
the structure at this point and so by construction reduces the problem to a
minimum which eventually yields a more robust algorithm.
Applying now the algorithm to the above defined benchmark for two different
levels of refinement of the fluid domain, representing a coarse and a fine mesh,
one can observe the results summarized in figure 8.36.
First striking result that can be observed is a strong dependency of the map-
ping quality on the refinement of the background mesh, i.e. the fluid mesh.
That in turn means that a proper tracking of the interface is not just impor-
tant in terms of geometrical considerations or separation phenomena but is
also essential for a proper representation of the pressure field. In fact, since
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the pressure is the driving force for the structural behavior, a proper FSI sim-
ulation is only possible if the interface is adequately captured which raises the
importance of powerful refinement techniques even more.
(a) elements/circumference = 14
(b) elements/circumference = 94
Figure 8.36: Results of pressure mapping by arithmetic averaging -
The results are shown for two different levels of refinement of the fluid domain.
Second striking fact, when looking at the pressure iso-lines and the extreme
values, is that already with a simple averaging at an adequate refinement
level, the linear pressure field can be captured very well with deviations of the
extreme-values only in the order of 1·10−3. So the averaging can be considered
to be already very accurate. Later on, this will be quantitatively enforced in a
comparison with the remaining methods and the analytic solution. Moreover,
due to a parameter free formulation, the method can also be regarded as very
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robust and stable. The combination of both adequate accuracy and superior
robustness with its negligible computational cost makes this method very at-
tractive for an application in an FSI scenario.
There is, however, an important drawback of the arithmetic averaging. What
was not mentioned so far is, that the latter actually is not an interpolation
routine in which a transient pitch from the given pressure values of a cut fluid
to the embedded structure is taken into account. This becomes all the more
important the more the intersecting structure approaches the edge nodes of
the tetraheda. In this cases we are overestimating the influence of the pres-
sure values from the nodes that are further away, as figure 8.37 illustrates.
This error can be considered as small but nevertheless can be avoided by us-
ing interpolation techniques rather than the simple averaging. A very famous
technique to this end is the radial basis interpolation or radial basis method
(RBF method), which is going to be discussed in the following.
p3+
p1- p2+
nS
Ωfluid_elem 
p3+
p1+ p2+
nS
Ωfluid_elem 
pS+ = p3+ (no averaging necesary) ΩA : pS+ dominated by p3+
ΩB : pS+ dominated by p2+
ΩA
ΩB
Figure 8.37: Limitations of arithmetic averaging in terms of pressure
mapping. - The picture illustrates two situations where the “real” positive face
pressure of the structure pS+ is either dominated by one edge node (right) or
even defined by one edge node (left). Since an averaging does not incorporate a
weighting of this kind it will yield approximation errors in both situations.
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In terms of the RBF theory we closely follow chapter 1 in [56] while sticking
here to the “basic RBF method” and its main ideas. In the latter dissertation
the RBF method is elaborated from an application oriented view whereas e.g.
in chapter 1 & 2 of [57] a more mathematical rigorous description can be found.
The objective generally in the RBF method is to interpolate between given
scattered data, which in our case are given as the nodal pressure values pj at
the intersection points within one cut fluid element. The idea of the basic RBF
method is now: for a given set of n data points {xj}nj=1 and corresponding
data values {pj}nj=1, a set of basis functions {φj(x)}nj=1 is chosen such that a
linear combination p˜(x) of these functions satisfies the interpolation conditions
p˜(xj) = pj , ∀j = 1, ..., n. (8.20)
Based on this, the actual interpolation reads
p˜(x) =
n∑
j=1
λjφ(
∣∣∣∣x− xj∣∣∣∣) = n∑
j=1
λjφ(rj), (8.21)
where
∣∣∣∣·∣∣∣∣ is the Euclidean norm and rj ≥ 0 is a radial distance making
φ(rj) to some radial function that gives the method its name. The coefficients
λj are determined from the interpolation conditions given in (8.20). The
corresponding symmetric linear system of equations reads
 A
 λ
 =
 p
 (8.22)
where A is the interpolation matrix whose entries are computed with the given
scattered data values as ajk = φ(
∣∣∣∣xj − xk∣∣∣∣). This system can be solved with
standard procedures. Knowing after the solution the coefficients λj we can
finally use (8.21) to compute for an interpolation value at any x.
Transferred to the given problem of the pressure mapping this leads to the
procedure illustrated in figure 8.38. The pressure mapping using the RBF
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method is basically a solution of equation (8.21) for the structure node at x
within a cut fluid element - each for the positive side (p˜+(x))and the negative
side (p˜−(x)) of the structure, respectively.
p3+
p1- p2-
nS
pS+(x)
pS-(x)
p3+(x1) p3+(x2)
p1-(x1) p2-(x2)
Ωfluid_elem 
S
Γstructure
1) Copy given pressures along constant edges to intersection surface
2) By that, obtain a planar scattered data plot pj for each the positive and negative face of the structure
3) Given pj, compute pS+/-(x) =  p(x) at S via RBF method
~
Figure 8.38: RBF interpolation as pressure mapping technique - The
picture illustrates the principal procedure how the pressure of a cut fluid element
is mapped to embedded structure nodes.
Now let us have a closer look on the basis function φ. As already indicated
it is necessary for the solution to chose a type of basis function φ(x). In
order to prevent A from becoming singular, φ(x) has to satisfy certain condi-
tions regarding which the reader is referred to respective literature. Instead,
a list of possible shape functions, adapted from [56], shall be given in table 8.2.
From an accuracy point of view one generally prefers the infinitely smooth
RBFs here. They, however, have in common that they are all relying on a
parameter , which has to be estimated. One typical method to determine,
rather than to manually guess, a parameter estimation to this end is e.g. the
maximum likelihood estimator or MLE. The latter and other alternatives are
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described in part F of [58]. Implementing routines like the MLE was, however,
far beyond the scope of this monograph, so the  was chosen manually for the
purpose of the pressure mapping.
Table 8.2: Some commonly used radial basis functions
Applying now the RBF method to the benchmark of the sphere from the be-
ginning, one can observe the results depicted in figure 8.39a. For the latter
computation an infinitely smooth basis function, i.e. the Gaussian function
from table 8.2, was used together with the estimation of  = max(
∣∣∣∣xj − xk∣∣∣∣),
which corresponds to the maximum length between two intersection nodes
within a cut fluid element.
As one can observe, the results are strongly deviating in both the distribution,
where the linear gradient is clearly not represented, and the extreme values,
where local spots that significantly exceed the analytic extrema are visible.
Obviously this is due to a bad estimation of  which leads to an ill-conditioned
interpolation matrix A. This can be seen when instead of the parametrized
infinitely smooth basis function a parameter-free piecewise function, i.e. the
linear function, from table 8.2 is used. The corresponding results are shown
in figure 8.39b. As expected the results are in this case slightly improving but
nevertheless not acceptable. Actually the main problem is not originated in
a badly estimated parameter, but rather more a consequence of the fact, that
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all the given points pj are by construction lying in one plane (indicated as
blue line in figure 8.38). Effectively this means that we are interpolating in
three dimension whereas we only have information given for two dimension.
This leads to significant deviations when computing an interpolation value for
a structure node Swhich is not lying on the above mentioned plane.
(a) Infinitly smooth RBF: elements/circumference = 94
(b) Piecewise smooth RBF: elements/circumference = 94
Figure 8.39: Results of pressure mapping by RBF method - The results
for two different radial basis functions are shown.
To remedy the aforementioned drawbacks the pressure mapping strategy using
radial basis functions would have to be extended by a more advanced choice
of the scattered data pj as well as a powerful parameter estimation technique.
This is, however, left to future research. Instead a more robust third and last
approach, that avoids these kind of problems, was developed. The latter shall
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be introduced in the following.
In this last approach we make use of the discontinuous shape functions. The
idea thereby is to evaluate the discontinuous shape functions of all fluid ele-
ments with embedded parts at the position of the respective structure nodes
and use the resulting values as weighting factors to interpolate each on the
positive and the negative face between the given nodal pressures of the respec-
tive fluid element. The procedure is somewhat more complex compared to the
ones described above which is why the overall process flow shall be given in ad-
vance (figure 8.40). Based on that the details will be discussed in the following.
As can be seen from the flow chart, the mapping algorithm loops over all
structure nodes Si and each searches, via the given bin-search strategy, for
the one fluid element Felem in which the current structure node is embedded.
With Felem then also the pressures, that are surrounding Si, i.e. the nodal
pressures pF , are known as well as the standard shape function of Felem, i.e.
NF .
As it is already the case in the previous strategies, before the actual mapping
we first have to check whether Felem is actually seen as cut or not. Remember
that if the fluid element is not seen as cut but anyways contains an embedded
structure part, we cannot distinguish between positive and negative face which
is why we are assigning an equal value as positive and negative face pressure to
the structure nodes here 15. Since in this case the fluid element is not assumed
to be discontinuous we therefore do not need to evaluate the discontinuous
shape functions but just the standard ones for which we can use given standard
routines. This makes an interpolation very simple. The pressure mapping
hence reduces to:
pS+ = pS− = NF (xS) · pF , (8.23)
15 As for the arithmetic averaging. This is done to minimize possible mapping errors.
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Bin search to find Felem
Start
Loop over all Si  
Felem is marked as cut?pS+ = pS- = NF(xS)∙ pF
 Quantities:
 Si : embedded structure node
 xS : position of Si
 pS+/ps- : positive / negative face pressure of Si
 Felem : fluid element in which Si lies
 pF : nodal pressures of Felem
 NF : original shape function of Felem
 NF+/NF- : discontinuous shape function of Felem
 Ielem : auxiliary interface element
 η,ξ : local coordinates of xS in Ielem
 Nlocal : shape function of interface element
N
Y
Evaluate number and position 
of intersection points in Felem
Intersection points3 4Create triangle as Ielem Create quadrilateral as Ielem
Compute local coordinates 
η,ξ of Si on Ielem 
(closest point projection)
Compute local coordinates 
η,ξ of Si on Ielem 
(closest point projection)
Compute local shape functions 
Nlocal(η,ξ )
Compute local shape functions 
Nlocal(η,ξ )
Compute discontinuous shape 
functions N+(η,ξ ) & N-(η,ξ ) 
using Nlocal
Compute face pressures using 
discontinuous shape function:
pS- = NF- ∙ pF
pS+ = NF+ ∙ pF
Compute discontinuous shape 
functions N+(η,ξ ) & N-(η,ξ ) 
using Nlocal
Compute face pressures using 
discontinuous shape function:
pS- = NF- ∙ pF
pS+ = NF+ ∙ pF
Last Si?N
End
Si = Si+1
Y
Figure 8.40: Pressure mapping using discontinuous shape functions -
The figure depicts the overall process flow to map nodal pressure values from a
fluid element with embedded structure.
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where we made use of the nomenclature introduced in figure 8.40. For an
illustration see figure 8.41.
p4 , N4(xS)
p1 , N1(xS)
p2 , N2(xS)
p3 , N3(xS)
X
Y
Z
nS
pS+ = pS-
pF = [ p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 ]T
NF = [ N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 ]T
Figure 8.41: Pressure mapping in non-cut fluid elements with embed-
ded structure parts
In case where Felem is cut, the standard shape functions are no longer valid.
Rather more the discontinuous shape functions NF+ and NF− have to be
evaluated. Since there are not yet standard routines for a respective opera-
tion, we will have to construct the discontinuous shape functions at this point
separately. Once they are then constructed the interpolation and hence the
mapping is in principle the same as before:
pS+ = NF+(xS) · pF ,
pS− = NF−(xS) · pF .
(8.24)
The crucial part now is the construction of the discontinuous shape functions.
The complete construction and subsequent evaluation of the latter can be re-
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produced in the given overall flow chart and is as follows:
Once we know that the fluid element is cut, we can assume either a situation
with three or more intersection points. In this context one has to remember
that with less than two intersection nodes the fluid element would not have
been seen as cut and with more than four intersection nodes the distance func-
tion anyways fits a quadrilateral into the cut element. In the following we will
stick with the explanation to the case with three intersection nodes for which
the process of constructing the discontinuous shape functions is illustrated in
figure 8.42. This can, however, be easily transferred to the case with four
intersections.
Knowing about the three intersection points we first have to define an aux-
iliary triangle element Ielem that corresponds to the approximated structure
and is hence representing the FSI interface in the cut fluid element. Ielem
spans a local space with coordinates η = [η, ξ]T . For this space the local stan-
dard element shape functions N local can be evaluated at any position ηI on
the interface. Since the auxiliary element is dividing the original fluid element
into two parts and values along cut edges are defined to be constant, we can
evaluate the discontinuous positive and negative shape functions of the cut
fluid element for each point ηI on the interface by summing up the contribu-
tions of the local shape functions according to the given father-son relation
between the nodes of the fluid element and the intersection points. Note that
by this the partition of unity condition will not be violated. The principle is
sketched in figure 8.42.
This now means that if a structure node lies on the auxiliary interface element,
all we have to do for the construction of the discontinuous shape functions is
to compute the local shape function contributions and sum them up as indi-
cated in the example. A structure node, however, only lies on the interface for
simple intersection patterns. Typically it is embedded somewhere beyond (In-
dicated in figure 8.42). The evaluation of the local shape functions, however,
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requires a node on the interface. To this end we need to include a projection
technique where we assign to the position of the embedded structure node at
xS in global coordinates a corresponding position ηI in the local space. An
obvious technique that can be used for this purpose is a closest point projec-
tion as shown in figure 8.43.
X
Y
Z
 NF-1  = Nlocal1
 NF-2  = Nlocal2
 NF-3  = Nlocal3
 NF+4 = Nlocal1 + Nlocal2 + Nlocal3
NF+4(ηI)
NF-1(ηI) NF-2(ηI)
NF-3(ηI)
S
nS
ξ 
η 
Nlocal1(ηI)
Nlocal2(ηI)
Nlocal3(ηI)
ηI 
 Nlocal = [ Nlocal1 , Nlocal2 , Nlocal3]T
 NF+   = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , NF+4 ]T
 NF-    = [ NF-1 , NF-2 , NF-3 , 0 ]T
Figure 8.42: Construction of discontinuous shape functions for pres-
sure mapping - Note that the embedded structure node S is not necessarily
lying on the auxiliary interface element Ielem(blue)
Here we are conceptually assigning to the embedded structure node the one
position on the interface, that leads to a minimal distance in between both.
Speaking in global coordinates this means, that we try to find the minimum
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X
Y
Z
xS
nS
ξ 
η 
xIx1
x2
x3
Figure 8.43: Closest point projection to interface element
distance between xS and xI , where the latter describes the position on the
interface. This can be interpreted as optimization problem that has to be
solved. For the actual computation, however, we have to modify this op-
timization problem slightly since we want to find local coordinates for the
structure node. That means our design variables are η and ξ. To this end we
express xI in local coordinates as:
[ xI(ηI) ]
T = N local(ηI) ·
 x1 x2 x3
 (8.25)
where we made use of the basis vectors of the auxiliary interface element
as illustrated in figure 8.43. Using the latter formulation, the optimization
problem for this closest point projection reads:
minimize f(η, ξ) = [xS − xI(ηI)] [xS − xI(ηI)]T
subjected to η, ξ ∈ ΩI (8.26)
This poses a quadratic problem with linear constraints for which standard
solution procedures. Being now able to project the position of the embedded
structure node to a corresponding position on the local interface, the local
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shape functions at this point can be evaluated and summed up to form the
overall discontinuous shape functions NF+ and NF−. With them we can map
the nodal pressures of the fluid element to the positive and negative side of
the embedded structure node via equation (8.24)
By this last function now it is possible to apply the overall pressure mapping
technique based on the discontinuous shape functions to the benchmark ex-
ample of the sphere from the very beginning. The corresponding results are
shown for again two different refinement levels in figure 8.44.
The results are significantly better than the ones obtained in the RBF ap-
proach, since here we do not incorporate any parameter estimation or have
to chose any specific scattered interpolation points16. By contrast the results
are very similar to the ones obtained from the arithmetic averaging, i.e. a
high dependency on the refinement can be observed whereas for a sufficient
fine fluid mesh, the linear pressure distribution including the corresponding
extreme values can be very well captured.
In fact, while this mapping method is distinctively better than the RBF ap-
proach, the difference to the arithmetic averaging is often negligible. This
becomes obvious when quantitatively comparing the respective approxima-
tion errors produced by each method. Since the analytic solution of the linear
pressure distribution is known and we do not change the discretization of the
sphere in the different approaches, we can use a typical root mean square
relative error measure for this comparison:
rel =
√√√√∑nSi=1 (pS+i − panalyticS+i )2
nS
, (8.27)
where nS is the total number of nodes on the embedded sphere, pS+i the
positive face pressure that was mapped to the i − th node of the sphere and
16Here we are truly using the nodal pressures that are spatially given in each fluid element.
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(a) elements/circumference = 14
(b) elements/circumference = 94
Figure 8.44: Results of pressure mapping by means discontinuous
shape functions - The results are shown for two different levels of refinement
of the fluid domain.
panalyticS+i is the corresponding analytic target value of the positive face pressure
at the i − th node of the sphere. panalyticS+i can be computed from the linear
pressure distribution formulated in equation (8.28). It hence reads:
panalyticS+i = yi. (8.28)
Plotting the error for different levels of refinement, the graph in figure 8.45 is
obtained. Here the single differences can be quantified. Evaluating this graph
one might correctly question the point of using the more complex shape func-
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tion approach for the pressure mapping instead of the easier and here even
slightly more accurate arithmetic averaging. But one must not forget, that
the averaging is not a true interpolation. This means that, in cases where we
have a lot of intersection patterns of the kind like described in figure 8.37, it is
expected that more distinct differences will occur in which the shape function
approach will show the considerably better accuracy.
There is, however, a true drawback of the shape function approach compared
to the arithmetic averaging in terms of robustness. Indeed both techniques do
not incorporate any parameter so can be considered as very robust. But in the
shape function approach we have to reproduce the interface in each element,
i.e. we have to create Ielem which is either a triangle or a quadrilateral. If
this interface element due to the intersection pattern is very small, the closest
point projection described in figure (8.26) may fail since the squared values
may exceed machine accuracy.
At the end of this chapter now it shall be summarized: From all the afore-
mentioned methods, i.e. the arithmetic averaging, the RBF interpolation and
the shape function approach, only the first and the latter are really suited
for an application in the context of pressure mapping within the framework
of an embedded approach. The RBF method is problematic since it requires
a parameter estimation and a proper choice of scattering data, which leads
to significant approximation errors. The other two methods by contrast are
parameter-free and thus very robust. Here the arithmetic averaging is gener-
ally more robust than the shape function approach, which may sometimes fail
with very irregular or highly refined meshes. In terms of approximation errors
by contrast, the shape function approach is generally more accurate than the
arithmetic averaging. Nevertheless in many cases, the approximation quality
is comparable and may be even slightly better with the arithmetic averaging
for some configurations as could be seen above. This makes the latter to a
powerful alternative. Eventually only the arithmetic averaging and the shape
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function approach were integrated into Kratos. In view of a practical appli-
cation of the mapping methods, a recommendation also based on practical
experiences shall be given with figure 8.46.
Figure 8.45: Quantitative comparison of different pressure mapping
strategies - The figure compares the single techniques by means of a computed
mean square error for different refinement levels and hence also gives an idea
about their convergence behavior.
8.3.2 Persisting problems with pressure mapping
Having now demonstrated the capability of different pressure mapping strate-
gies as well as each their limitations, a still existing problem shall be discussed,
that in principle affects all types of pressure mapping techniques in the con-
text of an embedded approach 17. As already indicated above, the problem
is that there are situations in which a fluid element contains structure nodes
even though it is not seen as cut. In these cases we cannot distinguish between
the structures positive and negative face and as a result we do not know how
17including the aforementioned three
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to map the pressures from the surrounding nodes of the fluid element to the
embedded structure.
Fluid mesh highly refined?
Shape function approach
Y N
Shape function approach Arithmetic averaging
Displacement per ∆t is large 
compared to fluid element size?
Y
N
Structure touches fluid boundary 
over a significant area?
Y
N
Shape function approach
Previous robustnes problems 
with shape function approach?
Arithmetic averaging
N
Y
Figure 8.46: Recommendations w.r.t. the given pressure mapping
techniques - The picture categorizes the given techniques according to their
proper field of application.
As illustrated in figure 8.35, this is for example the case when the respective
fluid element contains the structure boundary. In these cases, we chose all
mapping strategies discussed before to map an equal positive and negative
face pressure. This generally leads to a very conservative and robust behavior
on boundaries even though we are certainly introducing errors by that. The
hence introduced errors are, however, part of the intrinsic approximation er-
rors which an embedded method comprises. Assuming a sufficiently fine mesh
this approximation error on the structure boundary is negligible.
More problematic is the case when the situation of embedded structure nodes
in a non-cut fluid element occurs beyond the structure boundary somewhere
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on the wet interface of the structure. Therefore consider the test case as de-
picted in figure 8.47 where the hull of a sphere is put into a fluid domain with
p+ = 0 assigned to all fluid nodes outside the sphere and p− = 2 to the ones
in the interior. Here we have no clear structure boundaries but two wet sur-
faces, the inner and the outer. From a mapping routine we expect here that
for all structure nodes a positive face pressure of pS+ = p+ and a negative
face pressure of pS− = p− is assigned. However, when using for example the
arithmetic averaging18 we get the results depicted in figure 8.48.
ΩFluid 
X
Y
[1;1;1]
r = 0.1
[0.5;0.5;0.5]
[0;0;0]
p = 0
p = 2
Z = 0.5
X
Y
Z
Figure 8.47: 3D testing scenario to reveal an intrinsic mapping prob-
lem in an embedded approach - The scenario is adopted from figure 8.33 but
has a simplified pressure distribution (constant inside and outside the sphere)
Figure 8.48: Results of pressure mapping for problematic intersection
patterns of fluid and structure element - Both results are obtained with a
refinement of: elements/circumference = 94
18The results are the same for the other techniques
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Even though the results generally show a correct mapping, they clearly con-
tain an outlier in the negative face pressures. The underlying problem here
gets obvious when looking at the intersection pattern at this point, which is
reproduced in figure 8.49. A schematic sketch of this situation is given in 8.50.
Here it can be seen that the surface of the sphere and hence one structure
node enters a certain fluid element without cutting any of the latters edges.
This means that all the nodes of the given fluid element are considered to be
outside and so have a pressure of p+ = 0. Mapping strategies that assign posi-
tive and negative face pressure to the structure based on the information from
the fluid element they are lying in, as all the strategies that do not contain
neighbor search techniques, clearly have no chance here to identify the correct
negative face pressure of the affected structure node since the respective fluid
element does not contain any information about it. As this problem princi-
pally appears in the same form like the one discussed above for the structural
boundary, i.e. we have structure nodes within a non-cut fluid element, the
given pressure mapping techniques assign alternatively an equal pressure to
the positive and the negative side of the structure. This, however, may lead
to severe pressure gradients, as could be seen in figure 8.48.
(a) Overview (b) Close up
Figure 8.49: Intersection pattern that leads to problems in pressure
mapping - The grey tetrahedron represents the problematic fluid element.
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nS
Ωfluid_elem
S
Γstructure
p3 = poutside
p2 = poutsidep1 = poutside
pinside = 2       poutside = 0       
no intersection
Figure 8.50: Mapping problem due to approximation errors in the
embedded approach - The figure shows a schematic sketch of the intersection
pattern that yields to the bad representation of the negative face pressure in
figure 8.48. Note that this effect arises because of pS+ indeed can be determined
correctly in Ωfluid elem, but pS− can not since there are no nodes available that
contain information about pinside here.
As obvious with the given test example of the sphere, the problem in particular
occurs for curved structures. Important to note is that, unless the fluid mesh
is excessively refined, i.e. the curvature of the structure that a single fluid
element recognizes becomes negligible small, this problem cannot be circum-
vented by a simple refinement reliably since there might be always local spots
that show the situation given in figure 8.49 on a small scale. If such a wrong
pressure assignation now happens at structure nodes that are highly transient,
the simulation may get significantly unstable which may render analyses of in
particular strongly coupled FSI scenarios impossible. In fact this restricted
the choice of our testing examples later significantly.
The problem of sometimes being not able to assign to a structure embedded
within one fluid element positive and negative face pressures alike is originated
in the different kinds of intersection patterns that may arise for overlapping
meshes and so is of a general nature in an embedded approach. As addressed
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before, one solution might be to use neighbor-search algorithms in conjunction
with projection techniques to overcome this problem. Even though we will
not discuss this within this work an idea shall be given in figure 8.51. In fact,
overcoming this problem is essential for the applicability and also acceptance
of the embedded method which is why developments of this kind have to be
part of future projects.
nS
Ωfluid
S
C Γstructure
1) Identify problematic fluid element with embedded structure nodes but missing intersection points (   )
2) Map pressure in problematic element as positive face pressure to all embedded S
3) Find closest interior node C and project its pressure as negative face pressure to all embedded S
Figure 8.51: Suggestion for a process to remedy an important mapping
problem in the embedded approach
8.3.3 Velocity mapping
As already indicated in the introduction of this chapter, the velocity mapping
essentially is an extrapolation of the velocity vector of an embedded structure
node to the surrounding intersection nodes of the fluid element, that again
expect velocity vectors. This implies tensor operations of higher order ren-
dering the velocity mapping very expensive in general. This is one challenge.
Another challenge is a correct choice of the reference velocity for the mapping.
Therefore consider the case that within one fluid element several nodes from
the discretization of the structure with different velocity may be embedded
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(see figure 8.52). In this case the question is, which of the embedded velocities
has to be chosen as reference vector for a mapping or how do the embedded
velocities have to be combined to form such a reference?
Ωfluid_elem
Nodal velocity
Structure node
Figure 8.52: Several structure nodes embedded in one fluid element
with each having a different velocity - The picture shows a rotation of the
structure around S
Both facts require intense development and implementation work which is why
we will choose a solution from a more pragmatic point of view: We note that
the velocity mapping is basically the practical implementation of the impo-
sition of the velocity boundary condition in an embedded environment. The
developed approach here is hence closely following the assumptions in section
2.2.4.3. Based on these assumptions, the idea is now the following.
First we take the nodal velocities of the structure nodes inside the cut fluid
element and pick out only the one velocities of the structure which are given
at the intersection points to the fluid element. Then we form the arithmetic
average of these velocities for each fluid element separately as
vembedded =
∑nI
i=1 vS,i
nI
, (8.29)
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where nI is the total number of intersection points and vS,i the nodal veloci-
ties of the structure at the intersection points. This average is now considered
to be the reference embedded velocity vembedded which again is assumed to be
constant along the interface. For sure we are by that neglecting the fact that
the velocity may vary within the fluid, but assuming a sufficiently fine mesh,
this is a fair approximation and in some cases even exact. So the challenge
of choosing a reference value for the embedded velocity was reduced to a sim-
ple computation of the average of the given velocities at the intersection points.
Having computed vembedded we may directly use it as velocity boundary con-
dition on the embedded boundary in the cut fluid element. How this is done
was described in 2.2.4.3. In doing so the costly tensor operation for the ex-
trapolation of vembedded is replaced by a simple copy operation. So in total,
the velocity mapping reduces to two simple steps:
1. We compute vembedded as representative average of the occasionally dif-
fering velocities of an embedded structure within a cut fluid element
and
2. apply this vector to the surrounding intersection nodes of the cut fluid
element.
An illustration of the approach is given with figure 8.53.
The method as described here is intentionally kept very simple and parameter
free, which makes it very robust. Also in terms of its computational costs it is
negligible. It remains, however, to quantify the accuracy. To measure accuracy
here is more elaborate since a situation in which we know the analytic solution
for the velocity profile that adjusts in the fluid as a reaction to the embedded
movement with evolving time, is difficult to find. What can be done as a first
step, though, is to check whether it is well implemented and in the framework
of its underlying approximations not leading to any additional accuracy losses.
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vembedded
vS(x)
Ωfluid_elem 
vS1vS2
vS1vS2
vembedded
Figure 8.53: Principal procedure of the velocity mapping - First the
nodal velocities of the structure at the intersection points to the fluid element
(vS1,vS1) are evaluated and averaged. This yields vembedded. Then vembedded
is copied and as boundary condition applied to the cut fluid element as nodal
velocities at the same intersection points.
That this is the case could already be guessed from a qualitative point of
view when we moved the embedded cylinder through a channel flow (The
corresponding results were given in figure 8.24). In fact having observed here
the different intended phenomena, i.e. a laminar flow or vortices depending
on the moving direction of the cylinder, we can assume a proper mapping. It
becomes, however, quantitatively more obvious when comparing the mapped
nodal velocities of all cut fluid elements in this case with the imposed and
known analytic velocity of the cylinder, given by equation (8.17). Denoting
the mapped velocity at the fluid node i in time instance t as vmapped,i(t) and
the corresponding analytic movement of the cylinder from equation (8.17) as
vanalytic(t) we can evaluate an error by means of an ordinary mean square
error measure in the form:
 =
√∑n
i=1
∣∣∣∣vmapped,i − vinlet∣∣∣∣2
n
, (8.30)
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where n is the total number of nodes from all the cut fluid elements in one time
instance. When we depict this error over time, as done in figure 8.54, we can
observe that there are in general no deviations from the analytic prescriptions,
which is what must be expected from a velocity mapping method as described
above. From that it can be concluded that the velocity mapping performs as
intended and is not introducing additional accuracy losses besides the general
assumption of a constant embedded velocity within all the cut fluid elements.
Figure 8.54: Additionally introduced accuracy errors with the given
velocity mapping - Note that this error is more related to a function test and
independent of the underlying assumption of a constant embedded velocity which
is mainly introducing accuracy errors within this velocity mapping technique.
Indeed this is no detailed accuracy measure but rather more a function test.
It is anyways evident from these investigations, that within the framework of
the above introduced approximation errors we are with this velocity mapping
technique capturing the general physics of the flow, especially with fine meshes.
That makes the presented technique to a first, very powerful tool in the context
of velocity mapping with the embedded method.
8.4 Solution examples of fully coupled problems
Having developed and discussed the single steps towards an FSI simulation,
each for the body-fitted and the embedded case, we are now able to actually
simulate fully coupled fluid-structure problems. The setup, simulation and
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final critical evaluation of two representative solution examples is topic of the
present chapter. General goal of the chapter is to obtain a detailed and dis-
tinct impression of the capabilities of the embedded method.
In this context the chapter is organized in two different sections each dedicated
to a single test example with a certain focus. In the first section we investigate
an ultra-lightweight structure that is exposed to a fluid flow. The respective
test example represents a generic abstraction of the inflatable hangar in which
the main characteristics of the coupled problem are maintained. Using this
example we mainly discuss applicability and performance of the embedded ap-
proach. In the second example then we focus our investigations in particular
on the superior robustness. To this end we use the embedded approach to
simulate flow-induced buckling of a light-weight membrane where locally ex-
treme wrinkles occur. At last it is important to note, that the accuracy of the
embedded method is not discussed in the examples. Reason therefore is the
persisting problem with the pressure mapping, as it was described in chapter
8.3.2. It does not yet allow for any significant quantitative benchmarking.
Both examples are simulated in an implicit partitioned approach using an
iterative Gauss-Seidel coupling strategy together with Aitken relaxation. For
this reasons we do not make any attempt to distinguish between different
explicit or implicit coupling strategies or do not take into account results
from a monolithic approach. Moreover it is worthwhile to note that all the
developments discussed in the previous chapters now resemble in these two
examples. That is for instance that in an ALE simulation we use the newly
developed mesh-solvers or for the partitioned analysis we make use of EMPIRE
together with the developed interface. That is why the following examples are
not just tests in terms of the above criteria but may also be regarded as a
functional verification of all the new developments that were discussed so far.
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8.4.1 An inflatable membrane in a CFD context
Within this chapter we discuss the embedded solution procedure in terms of
performance and applicability. To this end we use a generic testing example
that comprises a block-shaped fluid domain in which a lightweight membrane
structure is embedded. The membrane itself is closed and forms a hollow
half-sphere. Thus it is inflatable and encloses a certain volume within the
fluid domain. The volume may increase during the inflation. The combined
setup is representative for any inflatable ultra-lightweight structure in a fluid
flow, such as e.g. the hangar from the introduction. The geometry of the
corresponding model is described in figure 8.55 and the relevant material pa-
rameters are given in table 8.3.
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Figure 8.55: Setup of an inflatable membrane in a CFD context
Table 8.3: Material parameters
ρMembrane EMembrane νMembrane ρFluid µFluid
1.1 · 103 1.0 · 105 0.2 1 1.0 · 10−6
The idea is now, that we simulate once with the ALE approach and once
with the embedded approach an installation of this generic hangar within
an environmental flow. Conceptually this will be realized by means of the
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following steps:
1. After initializing a negligible environmental flow, the membrane will be
inflated by applying a continuously increasing pressure field to its interior
face. This will cause the membrane to expand or inflate respectively.
2. After a defined time we continuously increase the velocity at the inlet
of the fluid boundary which will result in a flow field that forces the
structure to deflect more and more.
The corresponding boundary conditions can be found in figure 8.56.
(a) Prescribed inflation of the mem-
brane
(b) Prescribed flow
Figure 8.56: Prescribed quantities in the simplified hangar scenario
From a physical point of view, that is independent of the solution approach,
we expect a very large deformation of the membrane both due to the inflation
and because of the subsequent environmental flow. Furthermore as the flow
velocity will continue to increase, the structure will be forced to technically fail
at some point, which is very interesting with regards to the respective impacts
in each simulation. In sum, this example is representative for a lot of possible
load scenarios but nevertheless generic enough to allow for an investigation of
the basic features of the applied solution method. So in the following we are
able to identify key advantages as well as major drawbacks of the embedded
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approach, each compared to the body-fitted alternative and in view of inflat-
able ultra-lightweight structures.
Before discussing the simulation results, however, it is worthwhile to have a
look at the different finite element models that needed to be prepared for
the intended comparison. The single models are illustrated in figure 8.57.
Without having computed anything the first and one of the most convincing
advantages becomes already obvious. That is the advantage of a significantly
eased pre-processing in the embedded approach. Whereas for the ALE method
a detailed and explicit modeling of the interface is necessary, the embedded
approach only requires a simple background fluid mesh which may be obtained
very quickly by automated meshing routines. Depending on the intended level
of accuracy, this may indeed contain areas with different refinement, but cre-
ating the latter is still significantly faster than an explicit modeling of the
actual interface. In this context it is interesting, that the structure model
may be the same in both cases, which means that for the embedded approach
given models from earlier simulations may be recycled and do not have to be
modeled again. This in fact is an additional advantage regarding the neces-
sary pre-processing which might facilitate a possible change of the solution
procedure from the ALE approach to the embedded approach.
After having modeled the example for both solution approaches it is each sim-
ulated for maximum 10s. The simulation is, however, expected to fail earlier
due to reasons that we will see later. In the ALE-case we furthermore want to
use two different mesh-updating strategies, i.e. the Laplacian mesh-updating
with adaptive conductivity and the structure-like alternative. This shall allow
us to evaluate the possible improvements in more detail. For the correspond-
ing quantitative evaluation, we are looking at the two distinct nodes that were
already given in figure 8.55. To be more precise, we are evaluating the flow-
induced displacement at node “D” and the resulting pressure evolution at
node “P”. Let us first have a look on the displacements of node D in X and
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Y . The corresponding results are given in figure 8.58 and 8.59, respectively.
(a) Fluid model in an embedded ap-
proach
(b) Fluid model in an ALE approach
(c) Common structure model
Figure 8.57: Possible pre-processing in the embedded and body-fitted
approach
Figure 8.58: Flow induced X-movement of node D from figure 8.55
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(a) Over entire simulation
(b) Close-up at failure of the ALE solution
Figure 8.59: Flow induced Y -movement of node D from figure 8.55
First striking fact seen in both figures is, that with the embedded approach
we are able to resolve a significantly wider range of movements compared to
the ALE case. In particular it can be seen, that while the ALE-approach al-
ready fails19 during the inflation, the embedded approach allows to continue
19What failure means in either case is seen later. In all figures failure is seen as a sudden
stop in the records.
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the simulation up to the point of the flow-induced deflection of the inflated
membrane. So it is not critically influenced from the complex dynamics of
the structure. Figure 8.60 and 8.61 illustrate the results from the embedded
solution for two different instances in time according to the two different load
stages.
(a) Driving velocity field(Fluid model with embedded structure)
(b) Induced surface pressure (Structure model with mapped
pressure)
Figure 8.60: Inflation of the membrane inside the environmental fluid
- The figures show a snap-shot at t = 7.5s during the inflation phase
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(a) Driving velocity field(Fluid model with embedded structure)
(b) Induced surface pressure(Structure model with mapped
pressure)
Figure 8.61: Flow induced movement of the coupled membrane - The
figures show a snap-shot of the resulting fluid-structure interaction during the
active fluid flow at t = 8.75s
As a matter of fact, when looking specifically at the X-displacements given
in figure 8.58, it can be observed that this complex dynamics is the result of
a proper coupling that effectively captures the interaction in the embedded
approach. That means for this example, the flow-induced load actually leads
to a continuously increasing deflection in X as we expected it from physics.
So obviously with an embedded approach we are able to handle very large and
complex movements. Furthermore we note that this is not dependent on the
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specific load scenario that was chosen here. We could also have defined any
other load case arising for this setup, such as for example a real wind simulator
instead of the given linear increase of the inflow. So in total, from a practical
point of view, it can be concluded that with an embedded approach we are
not just able to deal with arbitrary movements but the powerful coupling also
allows various different load cases. Hence arbitrary excitation scenarios may
be investigated for this kind of inflatable structures.
Second striking fact when looking at the displacement diagrams is, that chang-
ing the mesh-updating strategy in the ALE case only yields comparatively
small improvements in terms of possible movements that can be simulated.
This means here, that with none of the given mesh-updating strategies we
were able to simulate the entire inflation together with the later deflection
phase. Only the change to the embedded solution procedure really allows to
overcome the respective limitations. Putting this in a more general context,
one may realize that with an ALE-solution procedure there will be always a
limit beyond which a proper mesh-update is not possible anymore20. So hav-
ing an FSI problem where such a limit is reached, it may be very attractive
to choose an embedded solution approach instead of trying various different
sophisticated and possibly costly mesh-updating strategies which only allow
for a certain shift of the limits instead of really overcoming them.
Third, when looking in particular at the Y -displacement in figure 8.59b it can
be observed, that there in fact is a quantitative difference in the results. As-
suming that the ALE-approach generally is more accurate than the embedded
one, this difference may be regarded as true accuracy loss. How this accuracy
loss actually influences the principle behavior of the structure and to what
extend the system’s dynamic is affected by that are still two open questions
which could not be answered in the scope of this work. It is nevertheless in-
teresting to note that in this example the simulated principal movement of
20Assuming that an expensive re-meshing is not an alternative.
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the membrane up to the point of failure is qualitatively the same with either
approach.
Apart from the movement, also the actual failure situation is interesting.
Looking at the results, it can be observed, that the embedded and the ALE
approach fail due to two different reasons. While the ALE approach does
not come across an inappropriate mesh-update, which is a numerical problem
arising from the explicit modeling of the coupling interface, the embedded ap-
proach fails because either of the single partitions, i.e. the fluid model or the
structure model, fails, which is not a problem of the coupling but rather more a
question of the quality of the single field models. In this example for instance,
the embedded FSI approach failed because the structure simulation failed,
which in turn is the consequence of invalid element formations that occur due
to the fact that we are despite this large movements neglecting physical effects
like self contact etc.. Figure 8.62 shows the corresponding failure situation of
the structure model in the embedded case. The failing mesh-update in the
ALE case is illustrated in figure 8.63.
Figure 8.62: Failure of structure model in the embedded case - The
picture shows the actual structure model with mapped surface pressure at t =
9.3s. Note the interpenetrating and overlapping elements.
Essentially these investigations show, that in the embedded approach the cou-
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pling is truly able to deal with very complex movements and limits are mainly
occurring due to the naturally limited capabilities of the single field simula-
tions. Neglecting the still existing challenges in pressure mapping, this behav-
ior reveals an intrinsic robustness of the embedded approach which in this form
does not exist in an ALE solution. It is this robustness that in the given and
other scenarios helps the FSI simulation to “survive” erratic physical behav-
ior, which is why the embedded approach can be in fact regarded as a method
to handle large and at the same time complex movements. As a matter of
fact, the simulation of the entire load scenario that was planned for the given
example, so the inflation and the flow-induced deflection until failure of the
structure, was only possible with the embedded approach.
Figure 8.63: Failing mesh-update in the ALE case - The picture shows
the velocity field in the fluid part of the body-fitted model at t = 5.5s. The
mesh-update here is performed using the Laplacian strategy. The failing mesh
update is seen implicitly by the non-physical velocity peak at the spot of the
collapsing element.
Apart from the displacement it is also interesting to look at the gradient of the
stagnation pressure at node P . The respective results are depicted in figure
8.64. Here mainly two things are striking. First, the shown stagnation pres-
sure is indeed the driving force which induces the X-displacement that we saw
before. The steep gradient occurring right after introducing the surrounding
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flow corresponds to what physically can be expected. In fact when comparing
the peaks along the pressure increase they perfectly match to the peaks that
could be observed in the horizontal displacements given in figure 8.58.
Figure 8.64: Pressure evolution at node P from figure 8.55
Figure 8.65: Close-up of the pressure evolution at node P from figure
8.55
Second interesting fact is revealed when looking a little closer at the pres-
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sure gradient in the beginning of the simulation as depicted in figure 8.65.
Looking at this close-up we first note that the results in both the different
solution approaches actually cannot be significantly compared since the FSI-
simulation crashes, too, quickly in case of the ALE approach. A quantitative
confrontation of the different solution approaches hence is not possible. Nev-
ertheless what is interesting is the fact that in the embedded approach the
flow initialization phase, where we observe a periodic converging pressure gra-
dient, seems to be considerably quicker and also in terms of its magnitude
significantly less distinct. It is obvious that this is an effect of the weak impo-
sition of the boundary conditions at the coupling interface in the embedded
approach which naturally tends to damp oscillations. This damping may also
be regarded as some kind of additional robustness advantage of the embedded
approach in contrast to the ALE procedure. It is, however, clear, that this
numerical damping at the same time affects the accuracy of the solution.
Having now seen a few of the major advantages of the embedded approach,
an important negative effect, that was encountered during the above analysis,
shall be mentioned. To this end we have a look at the vertical displacement
of node D when the above membrane is inflated comparatively slowly. The
corresponding displacement curve is depicted in figure 8.66. Due to the very
slow inflation of the membrane we in the beginning do not get this oscillating
movement as we saw it in figure 8.59a but rather more a steadily growing
membrane after a short transient phase. Actually this is what we physically
expected from a slowly inflated membrane. Nevertheless, when continuing the
simulation, at around t = 2.75s, suddenly a highly dynamic behavior forms
out, which continues to grow more and more as the structure keeps inflating.
The reason for this unexpected dynamic behavior was found to be the map-
ping problem described in chapter 8.3.2. Due to the curved shape of the
membrane locally bad intersection patterns formed out. At the correspond-
ing spots then the actual pressure conditions could not be resolved properly
which eventually influenced the system dynamics critically. This observation
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emphasizes the demand for a powerful and robust mapping technique since
possible limitations might not necessarily lead to a crashing simulation, where
we are technically able to observe a problem free of doubt. Instead they can
just initiate or change the dynamic behavior which is much more subtle and
hence significantly more difficult to encounter.
Figure 8.66: Artificial dynamic behavior during inflation due to map-
ping problems. - The figure shows the vertical displacement of the membrane
during a comparatively slow inflation. Note that the simulation did not numeri-
cally fail but was finished intentionally.
At this point we may summarize: Apart from any solution specific charac-
teristics, the pre-processing turned out to be much easier for the embedded
approach than for the body-fitted case. As a matter of fact it could be seen
that it offers not just advantages in terms of a simplified modeling, even when
introducing local refinement levels, but also allows to recycle given structure
models that only have to be put into a new fluid context for an embedded
FSI simulation. Regarding the actual simulation of the given weakly coupled
problem it could be observed, that the embedded approach is able to resolve
very complex and large movements whereas showing a very robust coupling
behavior. Both characteristics together allow, in the general case of highly
deforming lightweight structures exposed to a fluid flow, for the simulation of
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various load scenarios. The ALE formulation by contrast was not able to cope
with extended movements of that kind. Also using different mesh-updating
strategies only yielded small improvements in this context. So finally we may
conclude: Indeed it has to be assumed that the ALE approach is more ac-
curate. But relaxing the accuracy requirements in the embedded case such
that we are able to capture the large and complex movements of this type
of lightweight structures at all, turns out to be a fair solution approach be-
cause the principle deformation behavior, in which we are generally interested
for this kind of problems, might be captured anyway. Nevertheless it could
also be shown that even in this weakly coupled example the simulation in the
embedded case can react delicately to the exclusively herein existing pressure
mapping problems which emphasized the importance of further developments
in this field.
8.4.2 Flow-induced buckling of a membrane
In the previous section the embedded method was found to be very powerful
in terms of arbitrary large movements of membrane structures in a CFD con-
text. Moreover it could already be seen, that it offers particular advantages in
terms of robustness. Since robustness is of major importance in simulations
where ultra-lightweight structures are exposed to a fluid flow, we will in the
following investigate the corresponding capabilities of the embedded method
in more detail.
Firstly it is important to understand why robustness is a particular critical
issue in these types of FSI scenarios. Therefore consider the case of the in-
flated hangar which deforms under given wind action. A respective simulation
result was already shown in figure 3.4. Since membranes are lacking any kind
of intrinsic bending or compressive stiffness it may from a physical point of
view happen, that parts of the structure wrinkle or even touch themselves
due to natural folding. As a matter of fact, wrinkling is a big challenge for
mesh-updating procedures and hence typically leads to severe problems in a
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body-fitted solution approach. Folding or self-contact moreover lead in almost
every case to a crashing analysis. So whatever alternative is developed to deal
with large movements of ultra-lightweight structures, it has to be able to deal
with these phenomena.
To see in this context the performance of the embedded method the test sce-
nario shown in figure 8.67 was designed. In here there is a curved membrane
positioned within a gravitation free fluid channel. The idea is now that a fluid
flow is applied to the channel inlet such that the membrane is forced to buckle
through towards the opposite site. One might think of a sheet of paper which
is blown from one side until it buckles trough. See figure 8.68 for a three-
dimensional impression. The scenario is similar to the one of the hangar in
that sense, that we expect from physics that the membrane shows significant
folds and wrinkles as it continues to move to the other site.
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Figure 8.67: 3D setup of the flow-induced buckling of a membrane
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Figure 8.68: 3D model of the flow-induced buckling of a membrane
Knowing the physics, it is interesting now, how the solution of the given fluid-
structure problem is influenced by these local, exclusively structure-related,
phenomena. To this end we have a look at the displacement and pressure
gradient at node C (see figure 8.67) at t = 1.5s. The corresponding results
from the embedded approach are depicted in 8.69 and 8.70.
Figure 8.69: Gradient of stagnation pressure at point C from figure
8.67
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Figure 8.70: Gradient of absolute displacement at point C from figure
8.67
In both graphs we can observe in fact what physically has to be expected.
That is, a stagnation pressure forms out which, when the structure is re-
leased, drops continuously in time. This is due to the fact that the membrane
starts to buckle and therefore undergoes a movement, as can be seen from the
displacement graph. This movement or the corresponding structural velocity,
respectively, increases the dynamic pressure at point C and lowers the total
pressure in front of the membrane. Then, with continuing time, the mem-
brane will be buckled through such that it effectively represents an obstacle
in the fluid causing the flow to stagnate again in front of the structure. The
stagnation pressure then starts to increase again.
The most important observation here is, that the results seem to be physically
correct and no failure occurred, even though we had to expect wide-ranging
areas of wrinkles. So obviously the embedded approach behaves very robust
in such situations. To which extend, however, gets first visible when actually
looking at the overall deformation during the simulation. Figure 8.71 illus-
trates the latter by means of a sequence of contour and profile plots.
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Figure 8.71: Flow-induced buckling of a membrane - The left sequence
plots the displacements as contours whereas the right sequence shows a lateral
cut through the membrane at y = 0.05 for the different time instances.
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Looking at the herein depicted deformation pattern, one can see that in fact
the embedded approach handles the massively occurring wrinkles without any
problems. So despite the complex mesh configuration of the structure, the
FSI simulation remains stable without any additional loss of accuracy. Obvi-
ously, when using a body-fitted approach, this would not be the case, since
a mesh-updating procedure would most probably fail at a certain instance in
particular at highly transient spots with local peaks and valleys such as they
appear in the middle of the membrane. One typical remedy in the latter case
certainly might be a complete re-meshing. But since the wrinkles are occur-
ring during the entire simulation a re-meshing would have to be performed
in each step causing an explosion of the computational costs. Moreover, even
with a re-meshing there is no guarantee that all the elements in the fluid are
properly distributed. So in fact we observe a superior robustness of the em-
bedded approach when comparing it to any body-fitted method, such as the
ALE approach.
At this point it is worthwhile to recap also from the other chapters, that the
herein presented embedded method poses a particularly robust method for
fluid-structure interaction analysis because of three facts: Firstly there is no
technical link between the different discretizations involved, which is why any
mesh-update generally becomes obsolete. Nevertheless, there exists of course
a coupling. Here, however, the velocities are applied in a weak sense which
yields a second robustness benefit. Third and last reason is based on the fact
that an embedded approach introduces implicitly a certain length-scale below
which no structural detail can be resolved. The length-scale is thereby defined
by the background fluid mesh. So every detail of an embedded structure which
is smaller than the corresponding size of the background fluid element will not
be captured. This implicitly filters problematic local effects such as wrinkles.
For an impression see figure 8.72. It is the last reason that mainly affects the
accuracy of the solution, which is why for this simulation again the earlier
presented refinement strategy was applied. So in the present simulation the
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structure is seen by the embedded solver as shown in figure 8.72c.
(a) Structure mesh
(b) Coarse representation within the
fluid(35000 fluid elements)
(c) Refined representation within
the fluid (250000 fluid elements)
Figure 8.72: Structure mesh and its embedded representation at t =
0.15s
At the end of this chapter it may be summarized: The embedded approach is
not just a powerful solution procedure for FSI problems in which structures
undergo large movements or show complex deformation patterns, but it poses
also a significantly more robust alternative to the given body-fitted ALE ap-
proach. In fact it is the robustness, which makes it superior in cases where we
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have local structural phenomena like wrinkles. In these cases relaxing the ac-
curacy requirements and by that allowing the computation of examples, which
otherwise would not be solvable at all, seems to be a fair justification for the
application of this alternative. Finally, taking into account also the results
from the previous chapter, we may conclude: The herein presented embedded
method is a powerful and robust alternative for the fluid-structure interaction
analysis of ultra-lightweight structures.
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In the course of this monograph two state-of-the-art methods for the simulation
of 3D fluid-structure interaction within the multiphysics software Kratos were
further developed. Particular focus was the development of a new embedded
approach, which can efficiently handle complex and large structural deforma-
tions as they occur with ultra-lightweight structures inside a fluid flow. Also
a given ALE-based method was extended by several mesh-updating strategies
as a basis for a comparison of both methods. The extensive comparison finally
demonstrated the performance and deficits of both approaches with regard to
the coupled simulation of ultra-lightweight structures.
As a basis for the embedded approach, a level set algorithm (distance func-
tion) was developed and implemented. This algorithm allows to represent any
structure embedded into a tetrahedral fluid mesh robustly. Planar surfaces are
thereby represented exactly, whereas curved, edged and discontinuous surfaces
are approximated yielding a loss of accuracy. It could be shown, however, that
the approximation error is reduced by a general fluid mesh refinement. In this
context, very thin bodies turned out to be the most challenging structures
since in general the resolution of the smallest geometry details that can be
represented in the embedded approach strongly depend on the size of the el-
ements in the fluid mesh. To handle such cases an adaptive mesh refinement
was proposed. By means of different test cases including large scale practical
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examples performance and physical limits of the embedded distance function
were elaborated and discussed.
Using the distance function and a discontinuous element technology developed
at CIMNE, a solver based on the embedded approach was implemented and
enhanced to enable fluid simulations with embedded boundaries. By means
of different test scenarios a qualitative and quantitative assessment in terms
of accuracy and robustness of the embedded solver was carried out. Regard-
ing the accuracy, particularly the simulation of the Silsoe benchmark showed
quantitative differences to given data from body-fitted analyses or measure-
ments. It was found that this is due to still open limitations arising from the
implementation. It was also found that the application of refinement strate-
gies can improve the corresponding solution quality. Further investigations or
implementations, however, will be a matter of future research. Apart from
the solution criteria, all cases showed, as expected, a superior advantage of
the embedded approach in terms of modelling, since single meshes are in here
just overlapped. This turned out to be a very convenient advantage since it
reduces the modelling effort to a minimum. In fact the time needed to model
the tests with the embedded approach was only a fraction of the time needed
to model the cases with a body-fitted approach. The more complex the ex-
ample the more distinct the difference.
Approaching the partitioned simulation of fluid-structure interaction with the
embedded method, the mapping of the relevant pressure and velocity fields be-
tween the interacting domains was established. Especially different routines
for the efficient pressure mapping were elaborated and compared to each other
towards robustness, efficiency and accuracy. Although the applied mapping
algorithms turn out to be very accurate, there are structure configurations in
which the mapping fails locally and might lead to serious global instabilities.
However, by implementing a closest point projection, a remedy to approach
this problem was proposed. This will be part of successive research.
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Within the Kratos multiphysics environment we setup and run implicit sim-
ulations of simple and complex coupled fluid-structure scenarios. This was
achieved by making use of the coupling software EMPIRE. An interface to
EMPIRE was implemented in Kratos in order to work with the ALE-based as
well as the embedded method. By that, the cooperation between the Technical
University Munich and CIMNE in Barcelona was extended as this interface
tool allows to use the structural solver Carat (TUM) and the fluid solver
Kratos (CIMNE) in a common multiphysics framework.
A main achievement presented in this monograph was the realization of com-
plete coupled fluid-structure simulations with the embedded approach. The
artificial added-mass effect, as a typical numerical problem in partitioned FSI
analyses, could be handled by means of a stabilization technique which was
successfully introduced and implemented into the framework of the embed-
ded method. In order to compare the embedded method with body-fitted
approaches, the pre-implemented ALE solver in Kratos has been extended by
several mesh-updating strategies that can handle large structural deforma-
tions. Based on all the aforementioned implementations, different test cases
were solved in order to directly compare both formulation methods in terms
of mainly robustness and performance. Here we saw a clear robustness ad-
vantage of the embedded method. At the same time it allowed for very large
and complex movements during a coupled simulation making it very attractive
for the simulation of ultra-lightweight structures exposed to an atmospheric
environment. In fact the nice handling of folding and wrinkling phenomena
even exceeded our expectations. An accuracy comparison by contrast was not
possible due to numerical problems related to the above mentioned mapping
failure. Rather more the problems emphasized the need for a sophisticated
mapping routine which is able to handle all types of intersection patterns
that may appear in an embedded model. Profound accuracy investigations
and further development of the mapping routines are therefore essential in the
subsequent research.
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The intensive investigations throughout this monograph allow to convey the
message that the embedded approach cannot replace a body-fitted approach,
it rather complements it. Using a body-fitted approach, such as the ALE
method, the structural geometry can be indeed represented very accurately
which allows to conduct FSI simulations in which even boundary layer flows
can be considered. For the treatment of ultra light-weight structure, though,
the ALE method may fail even with the furthest developed mesh-updating
strategy. In such cases the embedded approach provides a solution. Although
the geometry representation of the embedded method is by construction worse,
it can handle arbitrarily complex shapes or movements which in fact may ren-
der this method the only option available. Obtaining a reasonable accuracy
for very complex shapes under severe deformations with reasonable computa-
tional effort shapes is, however, still a challenge. A possible solution therefore
might be the a combination of the embedded and body-fitted approach to a
Chimera technique. This again will be part of future projects.
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